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Those Teams Not Yet Having Bowled for the $10

Prize at

. Carr’s Alleys

TH RE E-TIM ES-A-WE EK

••• •••

Next Week the Prizes will be $ 10, divided $5, $3, $2,
to the persons with the three highest successive
strings for the week. One Prize to a Person.

LADIES!
Will be privileged to 10 cents per string bowling
every afternoon; also prizes of $3, $2, $1

CARR’S BOWLING ALLEYS
.

“AT THE BROOK”

j
I

*— ----------------

Have a Delightful Gathering

j
Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable In
I
advance: single copies three cents.
As
Guests
of
the
Damari

Advertising rates based upon circulation
and very reasonable.
scotta Club.
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established In
184G. In 1874 the Courier was established
Mid consolidated with the Gazette in 1882.
Fiske House at Dmariscotta was
The Free Press was established In 1835 and
In 1891 changed Its name to the Tribune. the scene of a jollification Tuesday
evening when members of the Rotary
These papers consolidated March 17, 1897.

Are Invited to Bowl Either

THURSDAY, FRIDAY OR SATURDAY
NIGHTS

of Bongs. Mrs. Faith G. Berry was
accompanist.
Then followed jokes and raillery
instigated by Walter S. Rounds at the
expense of Supt. E. L. Toner, Alan
McAlary and others, touching upon
the present condition of the public
schools,
Legislature
and
other
momentous questions. “Dan” Hoegg,
secretary of Portland Rotary, spoke
briefly, followed by Frank Valentine,
head of the Maine Automobile Asso
ciation in Portland, proiffinent Kiwanian and a magnetic speaker, who
began in a vein of sparkling wit and
dwelling upon the mission of service
clubs made an appeal to members to
stand by their ideals. His message
was greatly enjoyed, as the applause
at the close testified.
The Rockland club was represented
by about 30 members, the Camden
club was nearly 100 per cent strong,
and there were several who took the
long ride from Belfast to be present.
Thevoccasion served to strengthen the
good fellowship between the clubs ^nd
is to be an annual event.

hundred rotarians

.«. .«.
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A traveler without observation is a
••• bird without wings.—Saadi.

••• ••• •••
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Mrs. Mary T. Westervelt, waitress
in a local hotel, swallowed bichloride
tablets Tuesday night and was taken
to Knox Hospital in serious condi1 tion. Later reports are of a favor' able nature.
Special attention is called to the
Sunday night Florida benefit show to
be held in Strand Theatre at 7.30.
The Rockland City Band will play.
Gilbert S. Auld will sing. Kenneth
White will present cornet solos and
James J. O’Hara will be at the organ.
The feature picture will be Bebe
Daniels in “What Is It?” Every penny
of the receipts of this show will go to
the local Red Cross for Florida’s bene
fit and Managers Dondis and Benson
are working hard for a record per
formance.

Eighteen 10-cent Christmas cards,
boxed $1. Knox Bock Store. 117-145

New Low Rates

Carpet Washing

Cluhs of Belfast, Camden and Rock
land numbering nearly 100, by invita
tion of the Damariscotta club met for
dinner and get-together. Chicken
dinner was served, the courses inter
spersed with songs under the leader
ship of Ellis W. Nash of Damaris
cotta and John Taylor of Camden,
and violin and piarto numbers.
After the last cup of coffee was
drained, Edward Denney, president of
the Damariscotta club, warmly wel
comed the visitors, calling in turn
••Billy” Vaughn of Belfast, who re
sponded in the place of the president;
Charles E. Lord, president of the
Camden club; and Joseph Emery, the
Rockland president, each speaker ex
pressing his appreciation of the cor
dial invitation and touching briefly
upon Rotary ideals.
Rockland presented as its part of
the program Mrs. Beulah Rokes Ames
in musical readings, and Mrs. Gladys
St. (’lair Morgan, contralto, in a group
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Odd Fellow funeral services will
be held for the late .Elmer B. Crockett at 172 North Main street Friday
afternoon at 2 o’clock. The deceased
was a son of G. O. B. Crockett, and
was formerly employed by the Street
Railway.

Maine State Fair
SPEED CARNIVAL
RACING!
For Championship of New England
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EXPLOSION AT GAS KILNS
Miraculous Escape of Ralph Sellers and Small Property
Damage Feature Oxy-Acetylene Blow-up
This city was shaken by
heavy explosion at 1.30 this
morning sharply followed by the
scream of the diaphone blowing 49
thus announcing the locale of the
trouble. Investigation proved the
explosion was that of an oxygen
tank which became over-heated

opposite side of a heavy girder
saving (his life. Property dam
age will he confined largely to
broken glass and the main
‘‘hustle" pipe of the kiln in
volved, probably not exceeding
$500.
'fhe oxy-acetylene outfit was
the property of I. L. Snow & Co.,
and hail been used Wednesday in
the installation of a steel lining in
one of the kilns.
It was left
overnight on the airy platform
hut part of the hose ignited from
the hot pipe and Sellers was on
his way to extinguish the blaze
when the oxygen, expanded by
the heat, blew up with the results
recorded. The remnants of the
tank landed in the kiln yard sev
eral hundred feet distant, demol
ishing a trolley pole and bringing
d(.wn some wires, 'fhe acetylene
tank was driven between the kilns
v here it burned brilliantly adding
another thrill for the huge crowd
assembled.
TV «
■
'I he habit of explosion concus
j The Gas Kilns Showing High Plat
sions to follow definite, separat
form Where Explosion Occurred
ed paths was shown in this in[ stance, the front of the Lime Co.
on the lofty operating platform of store across Main street being
the gas kilns and resulted in some . blown in with some damage to
damage to the kilns themselves plaster, the Furbish house to the
and much broken glass in the 1 northward sustaining some bro
neighborhood due to concussion. ken glass and the home of David
Fortunately nobody was injured Hodgkins, several hundred feet
though Ralph Sellers, 30, was distant, also suffering many shatwithin 20 feet of the exploding i tered windows.

LEWISTON

New Low Rates

Full Satisfaction Guarantee

WEDNESDAY, OCT. 17

Graf Zeppelin Left Germany At 2 This Morning, Despite
Stormy Atlantic—Columbia Leaves At Noon

Full Damage Guarantee

(Or First Fair Day Following)

Prompt Service

“WHERE THOROUGHBREDS MEET”

The dirigible Graf Zeppelin, took southward, hoping to make the 5200
off from Friedrichshafen, Germany mile journey to Lakehurst, N. J., by
1
Sunday morning.
at 2 o’clock (our time) this morn- •
The Graf Zeppelin carries a crew
ing, and flying at the rate of 55 miles !
an hour was quickly lost to view. | of 40 men and 20 passengers, to
gether with a large quantity of mail
Two hours later she was reported and baggage.
One applicant for
passage was a woman of 90.
sailing over Northern France.
Heavy storms were reported in i
Meantime the monoplane Colum
progress over the Atlantic Ocean be bia was due to leave Roosevelt Field
tween Newfoundland and Ireland at noon today, with Rome as her
and the ship altered her course destination.

____ MAIN and WILLOW STS.

121-123

BURGLARS MAKE A HAUL
Thurston Oil Co.’s Filling Station Entered and $250

THE CLASSES
FREE FOR ALL
"Millie W”................. ............................. 2.04
“Jeanette Royal” ...................... . .......... 2.04%
“Silver Weather" ................. .. ............. 2.03%

PHONE 835

JUNIOR FREE FOR ALL
“Bob Seymour” ................................... .
“Pax Volo” ........................................
"Colonel Ridwell” ..................................
“Volo F.ico” ............................................

2.05' 4
2.07' 4
2.03'/2
2.06'2

FREE FOR ALL TROT
* Lake Bell'' .............................................
“Blue Jay” ........................... ...................
“Bill Sharon” ......... .... ..........................
“Chestnut Dillon” ..................................
“Guy Worthy” ............................. ..........

2.07' 4
2.08' 2
2.07
2.08'4
2.08'/2

GENERAL ADMISSION $1.00—AUTOS NO CHARGE
PARKING SPACE FREE
GRAND STAND—Bex Seats 51.00; Reserved Chairs 75c;
Unreserved Seats 50c. Plenty of seats for all patrons
MAIL ORDERS filled by A. W. P. Cobb, Treasurer, Auburn, Me.
Certified check or money order must accompany for reservation.

Taken From the Safe—No Clues

IO AVOID - ISU NDERSTAN DI NG EVERYBODY PAYS
INCLUDING LIFE MEMBERS

Another filling station burglary, adding to the long list which
has been reported in Maine this summer, took place last night on
Park street, the victim being the Tluirston Oil Company, from
whose safe the burglars extracted $250. In addition to the cash they
carried away sonw ancient deeds which were of no value to others
than the owner.

RACES CALLED 1.00 O’CLOCK
MAINE STATE FAIR AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY

CLINICAL CONGRESS
l

____

i

I Drs. Spear and Ellingwood
Attending Boston Surgical
Convention.
Dr. William Ellingwood ami Dr.
j Walter M. Spear are in Boston at-

: tending the 18th annual clinical con• gress of the American College of Sur
geons which ends Friday. The clini1 cal program will completely represent
’ the clinical activities of this great
! medical organization in all depart1 rnents of surgery.
I Clinics and demonstrations of
■ surgery are to be held daily in all
'•the hospitals of Boston. Every con
ceivable operation will be performed,
• including many which will be of unusual interest to surgeons and of
1 great value to science.
I
The general headquarters of the

is ever on guard and at your service without charge?

Two-storied apples of strang? for
mation were brought to this office
yesterday by Third Grade pupils of
the Tyler school.
Motion pictures of the recent Cen
tral Maine field day at Oakland Park
were shown at an employe meeting
in Augusta Tuesday night.

Former Sheriff Raymond E. Thurs
ton has bought from Dr. Neil A ? ogg
a lot of land on Summer street, and
plans the early erection of a twostoiv residence of the Co! »rla! type.

Judge Warren C. Phllbrook. who is
now presiding over Kennebec County
Supreme Court, is serving his last
term as an active justice. The ap
pointment of his successor on the
bench is expected within a few weeks.

congress will be established at Hotel
Siat’er. where the ballroom, foyer and I
many large rooms on the mezzanine !
floor have heen reserved. These will
he used as registration booths, ticket
bureaus, bulletin buardft, executive
offices and for technical exhibitions.
The hail room of the Copley Plaza will
be used for the large gatherings.
(
Among the distinguished surgeons
from many parts of the world who are |
to he present will he Sir George A.
Syme of Malvern. Australia, presi
dent of the Australisian College of,
Surgeons; George E. Waugh, Thomas
P. Dunhlll ami Percy T. Hughes of!
London, England; T. de Martel of'
Paris, France; Charles G. F. Morice
of
Wellington,
N.Z.;
Farquharj
Macrae of Glasgow. Scotland; Daniel
J. Cranwell of Buenos Aires, Argen
tina; Louis L. Cassidy and Charles
J. MacAuley of Dublin. Ireland;
I'lises Valdes and Rafael Reygades of
Mexico City, Mexico.

A SNUG RUB

Why take a chance of assume unnecessary risks when
our burglar proof

Night Safe

Some of the elm trees on the Hall
premises, corner of Warren and Pino
streets are being taken down.

HEADED FOR AMERICA

Free Collection and Delivery

PERRY’S LAUNDRY

TALK OF THE TOWN

A. L. Vose has sold his residence on
Union street to Benny Miller who will
aj tank, the fact that he was on the convert it into a two-flat house.

Perry's Fireproof Laundry has introduced a Carpet
Washing Department in response to general demand
—now operative—and makes these announce
ments—

AN UP-TO-THE-MINUTE HAMILTON-BEACH WASHER

Thursday
Issue

But Granville Bachelder Re
tains the Representative
Nomination.

Due This Week
A Cargo of
IMPORTED GERMAN

Anthracite Ovoids
Price Delivered

$12.00 per Ton

Reduction of the Republican can
didate’s margin of plurality from
seven to one, was the only change
noted following the inspection Tues
day in the Senate Chamber of the
votes cast for representative to the
Legislature in the class towns of St.
George, Vinalhaven, North Haven.
Isle au Haut and Matinicus at the
September election.
On the face of the official re
turns, Granville N. Bachelder of St.
George, the Republican candidate,
was elected by a margin of seven
votes, but the margin was apparent
ly < lit down to one, inspection re
vealed. It is understood that the pe
titioner, Charles L. Bowman of
Vinalhaven, the Democratic candi
date for the office, will make no fur
ther contest for the representative
seat.
State Senator Z. M. Dwinal of
Camden appeared at the inspection
foi Mr. Bachelder, who was also
present, while Christopher S. Roberts
of Rockland, who was the Democratic
candidate for county attorney of
Knox County, represented the Dem
ocratic candidate for representative
from the class towns, Mr. Bowman.

E. S. May of the Postoffice staff
.attended Topsham Fair yesterday,
enroute for the Rockingham races in
New Hampshire. Casualties on the
road have not served to interfere
with his purpose.

Rear Admiral C. F. Hugfhes of
Bath, w’ho has been a frequent vis
itor in this city, and who took part
in the Knox Birthday celebration at
Thomaston, is beneficiary to the
amount of $10,000 in the will of a
Bath man who died recently.
W. F. Manson, for many years a
member off the Rockland fire depart
ment, suffered an attack of acute
Indigestion Tuesday night and was
found in a semi-conscious condition
in the street. He bad rallied well
yesterday, and was able to be up and
around.
Basil H. Stinson, agent of the Vinalhaven & Rockland Steamship Co. is
having his annual vacation. His fa
ther I. W. Stinson has charge of the
Tillson W.harf office in his absence,
and Reuben H. Cousins of Stoning
ton is acting as purser on the steamer
Gov. Bodwell.

M. B. & C. O. Perry have sur
rendered their lease of the Farns
worth store at The Brook, which they
have been using as a storehouse for
several years. An observant citizen
is authority for the statement that
this makes 19 vacant rents no Main
street from Crockett block to General
Berry Square.
Mrs. W. A. Fifield of 98 Cedar street,
has in her garden an Easter lily with
two buds about ready to.open—quite
an unusual sight at this time of year.
This makes the third plant which has
blossomed for her this year. The other
two she kept in the flower pots, al
though they were placed out of doors
during the summer. The one now
in bud remained in the cellar a long
time after blossoming at Easter time
a year ago. but this summer she put
it Ln the ground as an experiment,
with happy results.
Searching Tuesday for clues to the
burglary at the Thurston Oil Co.’s
filling station, Deputy Sheriff Luilwlrk and City Marshal Webster
came across Horace Demmons, who
had been implicated in an automobile
theft. Not aware of the automobile’s
occupants, young Demmons asked for
a ride to Rockland. He got it. all
right, hut the ride ended at the po
lice station.
In Municipal Court
Demmons pleaded guilty to the
charge of larceny and was commit
ted to the 'reformatory at Smith
Windhom. He was taken thither
yesterday hy his captors.

Capt. Fred B. Balano Is in Europe
on an extended business trip for his
firm, the Insurance Company of
North America. Among the cities
which he has already visited are
Helsingfors, Hamburg. Berlin. Stock
holm. London, Danzig, hut has not
seen anything yet which keeps him
fiom yearning for home and “God's
Country.” In the town of Konlgsberg, Germany he came across clip
pings from the Paris edition of the
Chicago Tribune, which showed that
the Germans are keeping close tabs
on the Presidential campaign in this
country. The clippings also referred
to the hurricane in Porto Rico and
Florida.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I bad to live my life aentn I would have
made a rule to read some poetry anti listen
to some music at 'east onco a week. The
loss of these tastes Is a loss of happiness.—
Charles Darwin.
ON! SAIL ON!

w

October 1*2. 1492
Behind him lay the grav Azores.
Behind the Gates of Hercules:
Before 1dm not the ghost of shores ;
Before him only shoreless seas.
The good mate said: "Now must we pray.
For lo! the very stars are gone.
Brave Admiral speak: what shall I say?”
•Why, say: ‘Sail on ! sail on ! and on !’ ”

“My men grow mutinous day by day ;
My men grow ghastly, wan and weak.”
The stout mate thought of home : a spray
Of salt wave washed his swarthy cheek.
"What shall I say. brave Admiral, say.
If we sight naught but seas at dawn?”
"Why. you shall say at break of day :
'Sail on ! sail on! sail on 1 and on !’ ”
They sailed and sailed, as winds might blow,

Individual Safe Deposit Boxes of various sizes rent
for $3.00 per year upwards

Security Trust Company

(Until at last the blanched mate said;
Minor repairs are being made on “Why.
now not even God would know
the exterior of St.| Peter’s Episcopal
Should I and all my men fall dead.
These very winds forget their way,
church.

M.B.&C.O. PERRY
Telephone 487

122-123 •
7

For God from these dread seas is gone.
Now speak, brave Admiral, speak and say—*—•’’
He said : “Sail on ! sail on ! and on I”

New Thing
In Face Powder

They sailed. They sailed. Then spake the
mate:
"This mad sea shows his teeth tonight.
He curls his Up. he lies In wait.
He lifts his teeth as If to bite!
A new youth shade that Is exclusive] Brave Admiral, say but one good word:
What shall we do when hope Is gone?”
to MFJI.LO-GLO. Stays on longer, The words leapt like a leaping sword:
“Sail on ! sail on ! sail on ! and on !”
less affected by perspiration, does not

clog the pores. This new wonderful
Beauty Powder is made by a new
French Process and you will be de! lighted with It.
Absolutely pure.
Just try MELIXJ-GLO and note its
! rare qualities. Only one dollar. Cor
ner Drug Store and all other good
stores. -

Then pale and worn, he paced his deck.
And peered through darkness. Ah, that
night
Of all dark nights! And then a speck----A light! A light! At last a light 1
It grew, a starlit flag unfurled !
It grew to be Time’s burst of dawn.
He gained a world : he gave that world
Its grandest lesson : “On ! sail on !”
—Joaquin Miller.
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! State Getting Ready For Sec
Rockland. Me., Ocl. 11. 1928.
ond Election—Three Par
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle, who
x>n oath declares that he is Pressman in the
office of The Courier-Gazette, and that of the
ties On Ticket.
Issue of this paper of Oct. 9, 1928, there was
AFFIDAVIT

printed a total of 6240 copies.
Before me,
FRANK B MILLER.
Notary PublW.

FIRE PREVENTION

Among the various weeks in the
year set apart for nationwide observanee there is none worth! ■ of
attention than the present on-'. Fire
Prevention Week has each year
grown in importance as the thing it
stands for has increasingly enforc. d
itself upon public consideration. The
tell that fire takes of property each
year, running into hundreds of mil
lions of dollars, constitutes a tre
mendous drain upon our country’s
wealth and deserves to be drasti
cally dealt with. In our ow.i com
munity the problems of fire preven
tion have not gone without consid
eration. Few cities of its size are
tetter equipped with fire fighting
apparatus and water service than
Rockland. Yet with us as th v.here
eternal vigilance is needed as a
watch-word and the importanc? of
eliminating every possible hazard
kept actively in mind. Clean prem
ises in factory store and home si- u.d
be the rule. We incline to forget
the constant menace of cellar rub
bish, the accumulation of old boxes,
paper and such. What about that
cellar at your business place or in
5our home? Will it bear inspection?
The American people are deter
mined to give prohibition a fair trial,
according to Bishop William T.
Manning of New York and in the
light of the trial, he says, there will
be few who wish to see the Eighteenth
amendment repealed. Bishop Man
ning’s view of the matter is not only
important but significant, as he did
not vote for prohibition, and for
some time doubted the advisability
of the law. He is now convinced
that prohibition is “bringing much
benefit to our people as a whole.”
Holding it light to speak upon this
subject at this time because it is a
great moral issue affecting the live
and homes of our people, Bishop
Manning said:
Some great and serious evils h.iv<>
resulted from this law. but these
evils are often exaggerated i.y those
who oppose the law. and most of
these evils arc due not to the law it
self but to failure to observe and en
force it. What is now needed is not
abandonment of tlie undertaking, but
more thorough and impartial investi
gation of the facts relating to it. The
assertions that this law cannot be
enforced come, most of them, from
those who do not wish the law to
be enforced, who have never wanted
it enforced, and who admit they
hope to see it repealed on the ground
that it cannot be enforced. My be
lief is, that before very long the
attitude of violent opposition to this
law will be regarded as an old man’s
view and that youth will tak • its
natural place on the side of idealism
and progress and of that which is for
the greatest good of the greatest
number.

“ON MY SET”

MAILING BALLOTS

The Courier-Gazette
CIRCULATION

Four hundred and ninety-four
thousand, two hundred regular bal
lots and 10,475 absent voting ballots,
will be printed for the national elec
tion which will be held Tuesday,
Nov. 6. The candidates for Presi
dential electors are as follows:
Republican—William L. Bonney of
Gardiner, Charles A. Gilman of
Brunswick, Robert J. Hodgson of |
Lewiston. Allen C. T. Wilson of i
Presque Isle, Claire S. Carter of Au- |
burn and Joseph D. Phillips of
Southwest H.arbor.
»
Democratic—Samuel L. Bates of j
Portland, Obadiah Gardner of Rock- j
land. Charles H. Norton of DoverFoxcroft. Thomas Y. Doherty of j
Houlton, Edward Chase of Baring;
and Mabelle P. Chaney of Lisbon.
Socialist—Melville A. Floyd of1
South Waterford. A. Lincoln Young |
of Lincolnville, Hazen S. Taylor of
Auburn. Percival J. Parris of Paris. Henry J. Gagnon of Rumford and
Wendall F. Farrington of Livermore.
The candidates of the Socialist,
party for Presidential electors filed
their petitions of 1.000 names just
in time to get on the ballot and the ,
names of the candidates for president
and vice president of that party,1
Norman Thomas of New York and
James H. Maurer of Pennsylvania do I
not haw a place on the ballot, as
they did not reach the Department
of State until Sept. 22, after the work
of printing the ballots had begun. •
Among 'the Presidential electors
chosen four years ago was Mrs. ■
Mary Perry Rich of Rockport, the
tii st woman ever elected to that of
fice in this State.

THE WORLD SERIES
Tuesday’s game in St. Louis was
World
the fourth and last of the
“‘Z 7.°“/ ’
Series for this year,
n
i,
held a 2 to 1 lead until the seventh
inning when Sherdel was driven from
the box and Alexander fared little
better. Babe Ruth was the star per
form making three successive home
runs, i ne of which was followed by
Gehrig’s homer. I; was Hoyt’s second ,
win in the short series. The score by
innings:
New York ....... 00010042 0—7
St. Louis ......... 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1—3
Base hits New York 15. St. Louis
11 Errors New Work 2. Home runs
Durst. Ruth 3. Gehrig. Bases on balls
oft Sherdel 3. off Hoyt 3. Struck out,
by Sherlel 1. by Alex nd<£ 1. by
Hoyt 8.

♦♦*♦

The financial statistics for the
series were:
Paid attendance. 190,075; receipts
(without tax). $777,290: advisory
council. $77,729: players’ share. $119.736: St. Louis’ club. $69,956; NewYork club, $69,956; National league.
$69,956; American league. $69,956.

Static has spoiled tlie pleas
ure of my reception in several of
the recent nights but I readily
forgive the eccentricities of the
atmosphere when I think what
ideal service the radio gave dur
ing the four games of the World
Series. It was coming in good
from all of the stations, but I
got my best satisfaction from
WCSH, the Congress Square
station of Portland.
Graham
McNamee was in fine form, but
did not inject the usual excite
ment into the series for the rea
son that there was not so much
to get excited about.

“Great Moments in History.”
presenting the story of America's
founding and growth in the form
of radio drama, returns to the air
for its third season in a series
of broadcasts which will be be
gun through the NBC System,
Friday evening at 7 o'clock.
Among the stations carrying this
interesting service are WJZ,
WBZ. and KDKA.

The big football games are
being broadcast each Saturday
afternoon until the close of the
season.

Francis Russell is in Vermont
were guests of Mrs. H. \Y. Redonnet
in Damariscotta last week, also at v here he has employment
Mrs. Annie Thompson is well re
tending the fair.
Mis. Charles Peterson entertained covered from a severe attack of
Atronev.
asthma. ,
at cards Tuesday afternoon.

DESIRABLE HOUSES
>ln All Parts of the City
BUILDING LOTS

in

Many

good

locations.

Two

especially good lots on Hill street.
Houses

and

Apartments to

T. J. FOLEY
FHONE 772-M

ROCKLAND

Rrnndwav nnd 4.x St

■BURPEES!

BURPEE FURNITURE CO.

Candy
Weekend Specials
CHISHOLM’S
50c Assorted Choco
lates, lb.......................... 36c
lb....................................... 98c

11 square yards Felt Base Carpet.................... 2.29
6% square yards Felt Base Carpet.................. 1.89
2 square yards Armstrong Linoleum..................... 98
6 square yards Felt Base Carpet...................... 1.39
6 2-3 square yards Felt Base Carpet............... 1.39
14 square yards Felt Base Carpet.................... 2.98
4 square yards Felt Base Carpet............................ 98
10 square yards Inlaid Linoleum.................... 7.98
6 square yards Inlaid Linoleum........................ 3.69
12 tunning yards of 24 inch Border............... 1.98
8 running yards of 24 inch Border.................... 1.59

PAY ONLY $10 DOWN!
In Jacquard Velour—Mohair Frieze

VALUES UP TO $250
Here is pasitive’y the greatest merchandising event in the entire an
nals of this great store’s history. No other sale will ever reward you with
the enormous savings as this sale can. It’s a drastic, sweeping clearance
of our floor samples, and close-out styles, in fine Jacquard Velour, Mo
hair and Frieze suites—57 IN THE ENTIRE LOT—any one of which you
would be proud to own ! You will not be asked to pay the regular prices.
You have three price groups: $79, $149 and $198. Furthermore, all you
nesa pay is but $10 DOWN on any suite you select. Can you afford to
miss this opportunity ? Be early !

BEDROOM SUITES
In Genuine
Walnut
$139.00

*»»tur(1av Special
FOLDING CARD TABLE

Walnut Veneer
Suite
$89.00
French vanity, bed and chest.
Fine walnut veneers and other
woods

Handsome dresser, chiffonier,
large vanity case and bed.
A Bargain

New 4-Piece
Suite
$189.00

A Sample Suite
$129.00
Complete four-piece
suite.
Bow end bed, dresser, vanity
and chest.

Only &0 ottered at this pr'ce

$1.29

Burl walnut fronts. Dresser,
vanity, chifforobe and bow
end bed.

DINING ROOM SUITES
Walnut Veneer
Suite
$74.00
These pieces match in color
but a difference in design. A
bargain. Sixty inch buffet,
dining table, five chairs and a
host chair.

9-Piece Sample
Suite
$139.00
China cabinet, 66 inch buf'tet,
table, host chair, five diners
in matched walnut venee s
and other woods.

SATURDAY
SPECIAL
Handsome
Bed Lamp

V
We offer for sale on
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 13
limited number of these
lamps for
.

$1.29
Assorted shapes and colors

let.

Farms in all parts of the County.

SOUTH THOMASTON

Sale of Linoleum Remnants

Camden.

Dr. and Mis. J.
. children of Danvers, Mass., are here,
C- trade Simmons, En.iiv Post
tailed bv the illness of Miss Jean
nie McConchie, Mrs. Stanton's sis Sylvia Post and Ruth Sinin.ons at
tended the m.’.?' in Roc’;'»nl Fri
ter.
Mrs. L. \Y. Brown and children day.

Man in night club, excitedly to
woman)—-Quick! It’s a hold-up! lUdo
your jewels. Very undresay woman—
. ... .„
T
But how. you inspired id|ot? Am 1 to
s"jl'on en* ’ 1 unch’

Friends were deeply grieve i to
learn of Miss Jeannie McConchie's
very sudden and severe illness at her
hoarding place in Rockland.
en
tered Knox Hospital Wednesday aft
ernoon for an operation for appendi
citis.
W'. T. Sleeper while visiting rela
tives in Montville was badly bitten
by a dog.
Dr. and Mrs. C. M. Wiggin and son
Bruce of Conway, N. H.. and Mrs. I..

IBURPEE

The only football atraction in this
city Saturday will be Winslow Ili-'i :
vs Rockland High al c nnnuiiity
Park. The local boys have chirked up
a lot since visiting that
to 0 defeat
upon Crosby High of Bedfast, and i i
gpite of the possible loss of Kenneth ;
Wiggin, fere going to make the V\ in
flow boys move faster than the last |
eyliable of their name indicates.
Camden High will he playing Crosby |
High in Belfast, which game ought to
furnish a nice little line of compari-

Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Lapham and
daughter Evelyn of Augusta were
Sunday visitors of Mr. and Mrs.
Stanley Simmons.
Miss Helen Mer-ivey is wo.bire at
the Penobscot Grill in Rockland
whi’e Miss France- Hurd i ; taking a
tv »• weeks’ vacation.
Mr. and Mrs. John O son and
daughter Selma of Cuckol I’s Light
Station are
Mr. and Mis.
Otto Olson and Mr. and Mrs. MelStanton ami
v i Cine.

Davis, and E. H. Smith;committee on
by-laws, E. H. Smith, G. N. Bachelder and M. J. Harris; soliciting
J. W. llupper. M. J. HarTo Care For Cemetery Near committee.
ris. Byron Davis, Molly Seavey and
Second Baptist Church, St. Fannie Wilson. A committee con-j
sisting of Forrest Davi^ Clara Davis
George.
and E. II. Smith was appointed to;
Petitioners who asked for tin' privi confer with Mr. Craven.
The following subscriptions were
lege of becoming a parish for the ex
•
press purpose of earing for and main made:
Franklin Trussell. $100; J. \Y
taining the cemetery located near the
Second Baptist Church of St. George Hupper. $100; Isaiah . Balano. $25 ’ I
met in accordance with the warrant George Brown. $25; Eliza Brown. $2
issued by Franklin Trussell and Mary Hupper. $10; Lewis Marshall. :
$5; Clara Davis. $10.
choose these officers:
The petitioners were:
Moderator, G. N. Baehelder; clerk
(». N. Baehelder. Eugene 11. Smith.
and treasurer. C. H. Wiley; hoard of
managers, G. N. Baehelder, Franklin Charles II. Wiley. Leonard H. Seavey.;
Trussell, J. \V. llupper, George Byron N. Davis, M. J. Harris. W. M.
Brown.
Rodney
Davis.
Forrest Hau'is. Lee Hooper. J. \V. Hupper. E.
H. Hooper. George Brown. Elisa
WHEN IN NEW VOKK—Kimembir that
you can buy copies of Tbe Courier-Gazette, Brown. Alice Trussell, James A. Wll- ;
with the home news, al Hotallng’s News .son and Rose B. Seavey.

A PARISH FORMED

The
frequency
of
static
crashes last night spoiled what
would otherwise have been very
fine reception, for there was an
abundance of power and the
quality was also good.
I per
severed to the extent of logging
these stations: WKGW. W TFF
KDKA, WLS . WGY. WNAC.
WEAF. WEEI, WBZ. WHT,
WPG.
WEAN,
KYW.
WJZ
WMAQ, WJR. WTAM. CKGW.

CHISHOLM BROS.

Seventeen members of the loc i I
Methodist church went to Bangitr Mon
day to hear Dr. E. Stanley Join s, re
turned Missionary from India, and
author of “The Christ of the Indian
Road” and “Christ at the Round
Table” which took an extraordinary
rank among the best sellers of the
religious world in the past three years
Dr. Jones is making i tour ol every
area of the Methodist church at the
request of the board of Bi-hops, hold
ing mass meetings to |»r«•« nt tin mod
ern evangelistic m» >>
of b oChrist. It was found necessary to
transfer the Bangor meeting to City
Hall to accommodate all who wished
to hear this speaker, who is one of Urn
most remarkable figures out of the
missionary world for a decode.

SPRUCE HEAD

*•>*•**

$1.60 Salted Pecans,
CLARK ISLAND

L. Hewett of Rockland wore calling
on friends in town Wednesday. They
v ill be guests of Mr. and Airs. A. F.
Sleeper after Friday.
I W. 11. Glover t^o. of Roekland who
were given the contract to paint the
• church inside and out began work
i Thursday.
Ralph Tyler re-entered school
'Wednesday after a sick absence of
four weeks,
Both Ralph and his
parents are grateful to numerous
friends who sent him fruit, books,
fiowers etc.

Don’t neglect to have your set
in readiness for the night of
Nov. 6. There’s a reason.

John Caven had a party in his new
house last Saturday night.
Ice
Kisses, lb........................ 30c
cream and cake were served.
Our Own Make
Barge 700 is loading paving from
Chocolate, Peanut Butter,
Jc’ n Meehan & Sons for New York.
Vanilla. Strawberry
Dorothy, little daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Leroy Jackson was operated on
Peanut Brittle, lb......... 35c
for appendicitis at Knox Hospital.
She is quite comfortable.
• Our Own Make
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Melliquist
and sons of Tenant’s Harbor and
Hard Kiss Mixture, lb. 29c
Mr. and Mrs. Gust Melliquist of Clark
Fresh Fudges, lb......... 40c
Island motored to Bangor last Sun
In Philip Hale’s column, “as the
day.
World Wags,’’ which supplies a daily
Fresh Cocoanut Cakes,
Mrs. Margaret Elwell and daugh
feature of entertainment to the edi ters have returned to their home
lb.............................. ........ 24c
torial page of the Boston Herald, one after being with Mrs. Francis Russell
36c value
and
granddaughter
of
Spruce
Head
encounters now and then matters
for a few days.
,
which if not weighty at least evoke
consideration. Lately contributors to
“So Mabel kept a diary throughout
CONFECTIONERS
the column have had under discus her vacation.” “She calls it that, hut
Opp. Waiting Room
Rockland
there
’
s
so
much
in
it
about
the
nice
sion the Barlow Knife, a piece of cut
boys she met, I call it a Him Book.”
lery familial- to earlier generations
and brought to this country, one
writer says, from Sheffield, England
its place of origin. The knife is said
still to have some sale here. We do |
not recall that the Barlow had any
particular popularity in this downeast region, even if it was known at
FRIDAY MORNING AT 9.00 O’CLOCK WE
all. The knife of our boyhood that
OFFER MANY REMNANTS OF LINOLEUM AT
held chief place in the affections
GIVEAWAY PRICES. SOME ARE BIG ENOUGH
was the Jonathan Crooke, a hand
some piece of workmanship, its pol
FOR A LARGE ROOM CARPET. COME EARLY.
ished black handle of a fashion that j
QY2 square yards Inlaid Linoleum..................$4.69
accommodated itself to the hand and
a symmetry and keenness of blade1
5 1-3 square yards Armstrong Linoleum .... 1.98
which lent to it a special distinction.
2 1-3 square yards Felt Base Carpet................... 69
Upon each of the blades was stamped
9 1-3 square yards Inlaid Linoleums............... 7.49
the design of a pistol and heart, a
13% square yards Felt Base Carpet............... 3.98
trade-mark whose significance we
never understood, but to hear its
8 square yards Inlaid Linoleum...................... 6.49
juvenile owner boastfully proclaim
8 square yards Felt Base Carpet...................... 2.49
that his was a “Jonathan Crooke,
12% square yards Felt Base Carpet............... 2.98
pistol and heart,” was to throw an
7
square yards Felt Base Carpet...................... L98
immediate scare into the heart of the
boy to whom a challenge to “cut
9% square yards Felt Base Carpet.................. 1-98
knives” had been issued. Jonathan
2 square yards Felt Base Carpet............................ 39
Crooke, pistol and heart. Does the
4 square yards Inlaid Linoleum...................... 2.79
knife continue today in vogue? And
12 square yards Felt Base Carpet.................... 3.59
do boys today “cut knives?” (We
7% square yards Inlaid Linoleum . . . ........... 5.69
Wonder.

Between Rockland and

Every -Other-Day
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With 60 inch
Buffet
$129.60
Nine pieces in genuine wal
nut veneers and other woods.
Tapestry seated chairs.

9-Piece Massive
Suite
$189.00
Sixty-six inch buffet, 6-leg
table, china cabinet, host
chair, five diners in walnut
veneers and other woods.

Furniture Co.
Rockland, Me.

PAY
AS YOU
GET
PAID

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, October 11,1928
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TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

.9

MONTON

Oct. 9-11—Topsham fair.

041 DEPARTMENT STORE
410-12 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND

Oct. 10—451. George Grange Fair, Wiley’s

s

Corner.
Oct. 11 Woman's Educational Club picnic
at Mrs. Alice Hall's. Warrenton .Park.
Oct. 11— Public relations meeting of Central
Maine Power Co., at Temple ball.
Oct. 12—Columbus Day.
Oct. IB —Camden special town meeting.
Oct. 19-20 Race meet at Rockland Trotting
Park.

Friday, Saturday and Monday

Oct. 24-26—States teachers' convention In
Bangor.

Oct. 26—Annual fair and baby show Penob
scot View Grange ball, Glencove.
Oct. 27—Navy Day.
Oct. 31—Halloween.
Nov. 6—Presidential election.
Nov. 29—Thanksgiving Day.
Nov. 29—Baseball dance In Temple hall.
Dec. 11-13—Annual meeting of Maine State
Grange.
Dec. 23—Christmas Day.

SPECIALS

SOME VERY SPECIAL PURCHASES MADE WHILE IN MARKET LAST
WEEK
WHITE EROADCLOTH BLOUSES. Special

OUTING NIGHT ROBES, $1.00 value.

at --;q.l9

Spe-

TO CITY SUBSCRIBERS

eial at................................................................. .69

The copy of The Courier-Gazette
left at the door should have stamped
upon its margin the subscriber’s name
and address. The office will thank a
subscriber for reporting the receipt
of papers bearing another’s name, to
the end that the error in delivery may
be corrected.

SMOCKS, Tan and Colors. Special at....... $ 1.00
SILK AND WOOL HOSE—
PURE SILK HOSE, Bluc Crane. Pair.......

$ | QQ

HUMMING BIRD, full fashioned and extra
length (sold exclusively by us in Rock
land). Pair..................................................$ |

“REPELLO” the Waterproof Silk Hose (sold
exclusively by us in Rockland). Pair $ 1.95

Also Pointed Heel.
DRESSES, all

new

‘ Tipplctoe” Rayon ever Wool.

Pair .............

ZJQ

"Trippletoo” Rayon over Wool.

Pair ...........

gQ

Pair ....... $| CJQ

Full Fashioned, Silk and Wool.

Children's Silk and Wool Hose.

Pair...........................*1.69
patterns, $1.50 value.

Pair ......... „

50

Nomination of American Legion of
ficers at tonight’s meeting.

MERCDE Hand Tailored Knit Underwear,
all styles, Union Suits and separate'
pieces; real values at .............. $| QQ and up

Special at ................................................... $ 1.00

Dr. G. II. Ingraham has returned
from a post graduate course and will (
resume practice at his Oak street
office today.

The Eastern Steamship Lines have
announced special reduced one-way
and round trip lares, between Boston
and landings on the Bangor, Bar Har
bor and Bluehill lines, effective Oct. 11
to May 31. 1929. unless sooner canceled. changed or extended. The
lares between Boston and the follow
ing Knox ( 'minty points art* Rockland,
one way. $4.50, round trip. $8.56;
Camden, one way, $4.85; round trip,
$9.15; North Haven. $5.40 one way
and $10.10 round trjp.

The Merchants defeated the Whole- .
salers 2376 to 2299 at Car’s alleys last
araHrBJZjgfBJBmgjgjajafgrajamBiv- salers 237G to 2299 at Carrs alleys,'
last night. Score deferred to Satur- ,
The evening program at the LimeA STERN WARNING
day’s issue.
rock Valley Poison a Grange session,
Health Officer Frohock reports
Speed carnival racing for thej
at Glencove. Saturday with I'enobto the State Department a local
scot View Gianjfc, will include these
championship of 'New England will'.j
case of infantile paralysis, the
numbers: Bass fe|os, Karl E. Pack
be held next Wednesday in Lewis
patient is Virginia daughter of
ard; tenor soloF Hans Heistad; so
ton. The slowest horse entered lias
Lester Post, Robinson Lane and
prano solos, Charlotte Kaler; accor
a record of 2.U8*£.
the case is reported mild. This
dion selections. Tyler M. Coombs;
disease starts with the symp
stories, Prank A. Richardson; read
The Loyal Temperance Legion will J
toms of a co-id, stiffness of the
ings, Dr. Charh^ D. Crane. Herbert
hold its first regular meeting Friday
neck etc., and any parent noting
afternoon, directly after school, at
N. Brazier and 'Fred E. Leach will
such symptoms should notify
the Baptist church, up stairs. Elec
discuss the question, “Are Chain
his family physician at once.
tion of officers will be in order.
stores a benefit or detriment to the
Other cases have been reported
community” and conundrums will
in the countv.
Mrs. Nellie Achorn was In Warren
be propounded.
Tuesday evening instructing and in
specting the Warren auxiliary of the
Sons of Union Veterans, which was
found in very good order.

Money-Saving Specials
One Friend Tells Another
Milk Fed Chicken:s

to

39c

lb.

Native Pork Steak
PORK

Roast

SIRLOIN STEAK

lb.

45c

lb.

32c

Top Round Steak

38c

.lb

49c

lb.

lb.

BACON Sliced Rindless

FINNAN HADD1El

lb.

Cigarettes

DATES

19c
29c

lb.

51c

lb’

15c

lb.

$1.17

0F “packages

Fat Meaty Prunes

in Bulk

35c
12c

Tokay Grapes 2 lbs.
Velvet Kisses
TUB BUTTER |

2 lbs

2 lbs.

FOODLAND COF FEE

Among those who saw the World
Series games in New York last
week was John J. Perry, who is due
home this week from an extended
visit in the West.
Mrs. Merle Davis is substituting in
the office of the Central Maine Power
Co. and Miss Marion Upham is tak
ing Miss Pendleton's place while the
latter is having her vacation from the
j office of the water company.*

lb.

25c
25c

42c

SUGAR 100 lb. Sack $5.75
....Mammoth Food Sale....
Very soon we will announce the da te of our Annual Mammoth Food Sale.
We have three cars of Flour which will be sold at low prices, and hundreds of
other a: tides will be offered at prices unheard of before. We have hundreds of
dollars worth of goods to be given to customers during this sale.

WATCH FOR FURTHER ANNOUNCEMENT

PERRY'S

40 inch, regularly $2.00 to $2.50 yard

''

The colors are: Black, Navy, Independence Blue, Spanish Wine, Bridal Rose, Maron Glace, Zinc, White,
Pink, Coral, Gretna Green, Beige, Mother Goose, Red and Copen.

New Metallic Cloth.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . $3.98

Chiffon Velvet, Black.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . $2.98

For Blouses and Trimmings

Colors.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. $3.98

New Wool Coatings.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . $3.98

Limerock Valley Pomona Grange
meets Sat unday with Penobscot View
Grange at Glencove. The following
program lias been prepared: Greeting,
chaplain of host Grange; response,
Rose Pillsbury; song, with Gar lee n
[ Nutt, accompanist. This meeting is
to be observed as "Past Master’s Day’’
and the following will fill the chairs:
Master, Clarence Pendleton; over
seer, C. Meservey F. Ames; lecturer,
Harold H. Nash; steward. Herbert N.
Brasier; assistant steward, Scott A.
RacklifT; chaplain, Jesse A. Tolman;
treasurer, Frank Post; secretary, Fred
Leach: gate keeper, Charles Watts or
Leslie Lampson.

Transparent Velvets, printed and
plain.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. $8.75

Botany Wools, remnants, yd.. .. .. .. .. . $1.50
Sale of

New Shipment of

Kid Gloves
25 dozen of the famous Centemeri Gloves, every pair perfeet
and guaranteed with name *‘Cen.
temeri” in glove; regular $3.50
and $4.50.

$2.98
50 dozen Fabric Gloves, formerly
$1.00; now 59c

The Hall A- Melvin grocery store re
cently bought by Eugene Harrington,
has again changed hands, the new pro
The Maine State Hand Engine
prietor being Mr. Comstock, who has
been in business in Thomaston, and League Inc., meets in Senator Bax
will add the Hall & Melvin store to the ter hall. Bath, Saturday night. A
Nation-wide’s rapidly growing chain.' baked bean supper will be served the
delegates free of charge. Rockland
The Fred Clark house. South Main . V.F.A. will be represented by For
street has been bought by Marcellus rest K. Hatch, George C. Simmons.
Condon through T. J. Foley's agency. Fred Howard, George Doak, Van
Mr. Foley also reports the sale of the Russell, Ralph Davis and Charles
John M eserve store on Pleasant £*awry, Mr. Lawr.v being treasurer of
street to George Ryati. the Meserve the League and Mr. Russell a mem
house on Gay street place to E. L. ber of the League committee. Sev
Brown and again to George N. Torrey. eral important questions are to come
S. Ruohoma has bought a lot on Hill before the meeting.
street and will build.

43c

lb.

Country Style Sausage

Salt Pork

Flat Crepe and Satin Crepe $1.59

(“Merode” exclusive with us in Rockland)

F. J. SIMONTON CO.
REDUCTION IN FARES

Page Thre£

Children’s Coats

Mirrors

Wool Chinchilla.

Children’s and Misses Jersey

Knit Bloomers

Colors: Navy,

Tan anu Green. Sizes 2 to 6 yrs.

/-

Assorted colors

Plate Glass with Picture Top
8 to 16 years

$1.00

$5.75
Only one lot of these

49c

SENTER CRANE COMPANY
Knox Hospital regis‘e”.?J 32 la-1
The shrubs and flowering Hants
EAST APPLETON
ti‘'nts yesterday. The number has' which encircled the federal ’nt on
Vniel'ock street have been tala i up
run as hign as 4ft in recent weeks.
Mrs. D. R. Cummings seems to be
an 1 placed In winter quarters.
having more than*her share of ill
____
|
The Knox County Ministerial Asso
luck. She recently made a misstep
Henry G. Wall is having his annual causing her to iaii from the doorstep
ciation held its monthly meeting in
the Congregational church at Wwr- vacation from the office of the John and receive a severe wrenching and
Bird Co., and with Mrs. Wall is at
ren. Rev. Jesse Kenderdine. who was tending Topsham Fair this week.
injury to one leg. Last week while
to have been the speaker, was called
cranking the automobile her hand
elsewhere and the pastors listened in
slipped and she was thrown against
stead to Miss Burrows who told of her
The regular meeting of Golden Rod the car in such way as to badly
Sunday school work in the local field. Chapter, O.E.S., takes place tomorrow bruise the side of her head and face.
A general discussion of this subject evening with supper at 6 o’clock fol- Friends hope no further misfortune
followed.
I lowed by work and an entertainment. will befall her.

•

The W.C.T.U. met with Mrs. Myra
Hodgdon at the home of Dr. R. W.
Bickford Friday afternoon. It was
voted to purchase .and distribute a
quantity of campaign literature. Miss
Alena Young was instructed to select
suitable S.T.l. literature for the High
School and public libraries. It was
voted to donate $10 to the Near East
Relief. The secretary was instructed
to write a card of thanks to the First
Baptist Church for their kind co
operation in the viftit of Mrs. Mary
Harris Armor. Thanks were extend
ed to Scout Master Thompson and the
Boy Scouts who assisted in distribut
ing flyers. This visiting committee
was appointed to call on members:
At the Southend, Mrs. H. Dunton,
Miss Whitten; center, Mrs. Frank
Sherman, Mrs. Ripley: Northend,
Miss Alena Young, Miss Mabel
Seavey. Cards for the reading con
test were given out and reports of the
State convention were given by the
delegates present.

These Great Ranges
Stand Supreme!
And Bring a Real Joy of Living to the KitchenThe Industrial Heart of the Home

Dr. G. II. Ingraham has resumed
practice at his Dak street office.—
adv.
122-123

Dan Munro has opened his restau-)
rant again at the old Park Street
stand and is giving all the boys the
glad hand. He feeds just as gener
ously and as well as in the old days.1
Drop in.—adv.
BORN
TYLER At Cambridge, Mass., Oct. 2, lo Mr.
and Mrs. H. B. Tyler, formerly of Rockland,
a son, Charles Keith Taylor.
RICH—At Knox Hospital, Rockland, Oct. 8, lo
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene C. Rich of Camden, a
daughter, Patricia.
KNAPP - At Hampden Falls, to Mr. and Mrs.
Donald R. Knapp, a daughter.
R1 S8KLI/ At Rockland. Oct. 7, to Mr. and
Mrs. George Russell, a son, Ronald William.
CALDERWOOD— At Burkettville. Oct. 3. to
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Nelson Caldcrwood, a
son, Walter Elmer.

DIED
BURNS-At Friendship. Oct 9. Joan Edith,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Leslie R. Burns,
aged 2 years, 9 months.
BARKER-At Owl’s Head. Oct. 10. Frank T.
Barker, aged 80 years, 2 months, 16 days.
Funeral Friday at 3.30 from Bowes A:
Crozier parlors.
CROCKETT—At Rockland. Oct. 9. Elmer B.
Crockett, aged 42 years, 3 months, 19 days.
Funeral Friday at 2 o’clock from 172 North
Main street.
CARD OF THANKS

We wish to express our deep gratitude lo
neighbors and other friends who responded so
kindly and sympathetically during our recent
bereavement. We particularly thank those
who sent the floral offerings.
Mrs. (’. F. Hill, Mins Hattie Hill, Mis Emma
Burton.

Thomaston,

The Stonington Furniture Co. takes pride in being the Rockland Home of this splendid Range and of guaran
teeing their satisfactory performance to any and all customers—Ranges of Highest Quality, of Economical

Operation and of Very Reasonable Price.

A Small Deposit Will Set One of These In Your Kitchen
Your Old Stove Taken In Exchange—Liberal Allowance
CASH
OR
EASY
TERMS

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
313-319 Main Street

Phone 980

Rockland, Maine

CASH
OR
EASY
TERMS
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VINALHAVEN

This Modern External
Treatment is best
Mothers prefer the external treatment,
Vicks VapoRub, for children’s colds, be
cause it avoids the constant “dosing” so
disturbing to delicate little stomachs.
You just rub it on throat and chest.
Other members of the family
A
prefer Vicks for their own colds,
because it is convenient, and quick
in bringing relief. Colds usually
*
ig1 yield overnight.

ICRS
V VapoRub

-----

A

WALDOBORO
Lawrence Graves, Harold
E
Sprague and Miss Edna M. \oung at
tended the State Sunday school con
vention in Waterville Wednesday.
Paul Rowe was at home from
Auburn over the weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Roberts and
children Ralph and Henry of Gorham

Fire Preve ion Week
Take Time To Thnk of Its Message

The Dread Cry
Brings Fear

You
Never
Know!

But Why
Worry?

Gone up
itiSmoke!

The Fire Losses in the United States last year r ached the staggering total of $478,245,620.
or $4.01 for every man, woman and child in ti e country. At least half of this great loss
would have been avoided by th euse of ordinar care and judgment. Of these fires, those
from rubbish and slovenly house-keeping amo nted to $1,809,136.

When you least expect it
Your Home may burst into
flames, consuming in minutes
what it took years to secure
Why not safeguard yourself
and your family by taking out
a policy with us today?

witness the destruction of his

property with the knowledge
that he will be promptly com

pensated, almost before the

embers cool.

*

We handle all

policies.

COCHRAN, BAKER & CROSS

INSURANCE
Rockland

But if he’s well covered

with Fire Insurance, he can

The Lesson is Obvious—

ARTHUR L. ORNE
41 7 Main Street

No man courts the Demon
Fire.

Tel. 596-W

406 Main Street

Tel. 497

Rockland

FRIENDSHIP

I like to drive with Champion
Spark Plugs because 1 know
I’ll not be annoyed with
engine trouble due to faulty
spark plugs.
Champion is the better spark plug
because it has an exclusive silli-

manite insulator spe
cially treated to with
stand the much higher
temperatures of the
modem high-compression engine. Also a new
patented solid copper
gasket-seal that remains |
absolutely gas-tight
under high compres
sion. Special analysis
electrodes which assure
a fixed spark-gap under
all driving conditions.
Beginning October 4th and every
Thursday thereafter the Champion
Sparker will broadcast over the
Blue Network of the National Broad ■
casting Company from 8:30 to 9:00
p. m. Eastern Standard Time.

t

CHAMPION

frt was in Jefferson
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie R. Burns have
e conducted the futhe sincere sympathy of their many
the late S. W. Durtfriends in the loss of their only child,
Joan Edith, aged two years. Her death
and party of friends occurred after a short illness of spinal
land were in town Sunday,
meningitis. Private funeral services
Joseph I amlin of Rockland, held Thursday.
Blackingl on and family of
Carlisle T. Lash and Nelson Lash
n and F . H. Reed and family are spending a few days with their
of Mr. and Mrs. Os- mother Mrs. Jessie Lash.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald R. Knapp are
•e being made at the : receiving congratulations on the birth
|
of
a daughter in Hampden Falls.
h for a rally day
riven Oct. 21. This Mr. Knapp is principal of the Junior
eant entitled “Work- High School.
God's People.”
Raymond Carter of Portland reMr. and Mrs. homas Kingsbury of centiy visited his parents Mr. and
1 rtland motoi I here last week and Mrs. Charles Carter.
The Trefethern lobster pound is full
attenc ed \ he harves t supper at Orff’s
o f lobsters and hereafter Capt. Josiah
Come r Ctimmunity Hou.-e
’oland and Capt. Almon Wallace will
Rev Mr Megert w.is in Newcastle
un their boats to Portland.
Satur day attending a meeting of the r
Mrs. Hartwell Davis and daughter
officer s of the Unco in County Sunday
.eatrice of Rockland spent several
1 As sociation where they disteachers’ training ' ays recently visiting Mr. and Mrs.
cusse j pla
V '. dn. i-d »y Mr. Megert at- ledfield Miller at Lawry.
W -rk
Capt. Dodge was called to Deer Isle
ha
w... hl Mission for
tende 1
tfter lobsters due to the illness of
Chris tiani ty meetir gs at the Maine
Methodist church ’apt. Holland of Stonington. He
Confc
vent in the Onoway.
in Po rt’.a: d.
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Colomy of MonT1h \Y. lib,.io ll-.- i baseball team
defea ted the Unitin High baseball Mrs. George Cook.
team 8 to 1 in a gai le played at Union
George Stevens of Warren is reM >nd ay c fternoon.
Mr < \\ 'ilson Ha nes and daughter R. R. Thompson at Crow Point.
Miss M IT'ion Hain es of Farmington
Miss Wilma Cushman, school
were gue« ts at the Methodist parson- teacher at Matinicus spent the week
age S undi y and atl ended the morning end with her parents Mr. and Mrs.
churc h se rvice.
Willie Cushman.
Dr. A uiJustus O. Thomas, commisCapt. Leslie Cushman of Portland
sione r of educatior , delivered an invisiting his father Capt. W. D.
teres tfng address o an appreciative Cushman.
audie nee in the Ba ptist church WedRev. George T. Smith spent several
: rtesdily e vening.^ The meeting was days in Bangor this week.
e auspice s of the Parent| unde
Mrs. Ernest Burns of South Waldo
Teac ler Assrciat ion and A. L. I boro. Mrs. Percy Miller of East Wal
superinte ndent of schools * doboro and Mrs. Daniel Giroux and
presi ded and intro duced the speaker. | daughter Jacqueline of Waterville
’ Floy J Be nner gav a pleasing organ i visited Tuesday with Mr. and Mrs.
J reck il and Miss F rances Simmons in Alfred H. Morton.
The Satellite, Capt. Roy Morton
and Mate Clifton Thompson came
“SIDEWALKS OF NEW YORK”
in to the Consolidated lobster pound
Tuesday with a load of lobsters from
This song was published in 1894. Southwest Harbor.
larles Lawler wrote the words, and
mes Blake the music.—The Path-

NORTH CUSHING

TCl|?O. OHIO,

j iihlliliiMJ

”6*
and be safe
from Weather
and from Fire

JOHNS MANVILLE
and FLINT KOTE ROOFS

ARE FIRE SAFE
We regularly install these modern

fiire-safe, weather-proof roofs.

EVERETT L. SPEAR & CO.
613 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

Tel. 331

Some of our young people were
disappointed FViday when visiting
Gates Flying Circus to find flights
discontinued owing to bad landing
conditions.
Recent guests at Harold Young’s
who enjoyed "listening in” on the
hall, game were Mr. and Mrs. Har
old Marshall and G. O. Dolliver of
Rockland and Maurice Gillchrist.
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Robinson of
Rhode Island formerly of North
Cushing are receiving congratula
tions on the birth of a daughter, Syl
via Frances.
The teachers’ convention at Rock
land Friday was enjoyed by our
teachers. Miss Grace Winchenbaugh,
Miss Katherine Killeran and Miss
Zetta Smith.
Mrs. Carrie Young, Mrs. Edith
Young and Mrs. Blanche Killeran at
tended the funeral services of the
late Mrs. Hansell at the home of
Mrs. Slader in Thomaston Saturday.
Mrs. Seppala and son Walter of
Friendship visited Mrs. Aho, Sunday.
Miss Callie Smith spent several
days last week in Rockland at the
home of her nephew Chester Hunt.
G. O. Dolliver has moved his fam
ily to Rockland.
Fred Robinson is driving truck
for Leland Killeran.

HOPE
Mr. Farnham of Massachusetts has
joined his family who are living in
the Annis house.
Mrs. Rose Wilder and Miss Frances
True have returned from a visit with
relatives in South Surry.
There will be an all day meeting
Friends of Mrs. Herbert Brown
sympathize with her in the loss of
her mother, whose death occurred
lust week In Camden.
Mrs. Eleanor Payson spent Sun
day with her sister Mrs. Charles
Marriner in Lincolnville.
of the Farm Bureau Auxiliary Oct.
18. in Grange hall, with dinner at
noon. "Christmas Suggestions" will
be the topic.
Mrs. Nellie Fish and daughter
have been visiting a few days in
South Hope.The funeral of the late Mrs. Nel
lie Wentworth took place from her
former home Tuesday afternoon at
i | 2 o’clock. Rev. C. H. B. Seliger read
L the ritualistic service of the Metho
[ dist Episcopal church.

Mrs. John Davis has returned from
Rumford where she visited her aunt,1
Mrs Marj’ Newbert.
Mrs. Robert Magune of Rockland
was the guest of Mrs. Mellie Magune
Tuesday.
■
The Twentieth Century Club will ,
be entertained Friday afternoon at .
■ the home of Mrs. Nancy J. Tribou. I
This will be the first meeting of the
season.
Mrs. W. A. Holman of Portland is
the guest of Miss Nellie M. Thorn-w
dike this week.
Mr. Snow of Rangor was the recent
guest of his son, Paul Snow and fami-1
ly who are occupying Mrs. Minnie
Weed’s residence on Limerock street.
Mr. and Mrs. C. L. McKenney,
Jasper McKenney and Mrs. Ella Over- 1
lock .attended the Topsham Fair Wed-1
nesday.
,
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Mullin of Lin- [
colnville were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles S. Gardner Tuesday.
j
Mrs. 'Winifred Simonds is visiting
her daughter Miss Margaret Simonds
in Indianapolis.
Miss Minnie P. Shepherd is the
guest of Mr. and Mrs. William Simp
son in Fairfield. Mrs. Florence But
terfield and daughter Grace are with
her mother Mrs. Ellen Shepherd dur
ing her absence.

WARREN

ne in North Waldo-

The
Woman Driver

SparfCPlugs

Mr. and Mrs. Albert Nelson and Al
bert Boyde of South Boston. Mrs.
Jennie Holbrook of Sudbury, and Mr.
and Mrs. Earl Rice and son Earl of
Annisquam, Mass., were in town the
past week, guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Newbert.
Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Glidden re
turned Monday from a motor trip to
Quebec, returning via the White
Mountains.
The following party spent Sunday
at Sea-All. guests of Mr. and Mrs. E.
G. Carver: Mr. and Mrs. Fred K.
Coombs ,Mr. and Mrs. William Lawry.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Carver, Celeste
Carver.
Moses Webster Ixidge, held Its
regular meeting Tuesday night.
Ocean Bound Rebekah Lodge, will
hold installation of officers tonight,
Thursday. Mrs. Helen Clark, D.D.P.
of Rockland will install. While in
town Mrs. Clark will be the guest of
Mrs. William Lawry, noble grand of
Ocean Bound Rebekah Lodge.
Miss Faye Coburn enttertalned at
Bridge Monday evening and was
hostess to the Needlecraft Club Wed
nesday evening at her home.
Marguerite Chapter, O.E.S., will be
J
inspected Monday night. Chicken
a
supper will be served before the
ceremonies.
Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Smalley, Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Morton of Rockland and
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Smith and daugh
ter Nathalie spent Sunday at Camp
Restless, at the Ames farm.
Union church circle will hold its
usual supper at the vestry tonight at
5.30.
—
Harry L. Coombs entertained
party of 18 Tuesday evening at
Boulder cottage. Shore Acres.
Mrs. Annie Montgomery left Tues
day for her home in Port Clyde after
spending the summer with relatives
and friends here. Mrs. Mary Hol
brook accompanied her to Rockland.
Tuesday at Sea-All cottage Mrs.
E. C,. Carver and Mrs. Albert Carver
entertained the Washington Club.
Mrs. Ellie Amiro and daughter have
Y\ 'iiain Osborne of
s. I- iui eiice Shuman returned from Thomaston.

FIRE

k

INSURANCE

Let’s Not Stop Our Ean\ To Reason’s Dictates! Let’s Be Sensible — £xej| \ise Proper Precaution !.

Protects

And do our industrial bit toward reducing tins

lendous loss. Rockland has been lucky
ind is fortunate in having a splendid Fire
in her fire losses. No question about that. Rt
Deartment of high morale—a well equipped,: lem motorized department-an np-to-the*
minute fire alarm and an adequate hydrants] ice. But—
While these are mighty assets and will stop 99 es out of 100 the one hundredth fire with
the savage start may sweep beyond human coi ■oL
ed and Build Fire Safe
Be Careful. Be Watchful Be!

THIS NEED

NOT HAVE BEEN!
Roof Your House with Fire Resisting
and Fireproof Shingles and Avoid
This Disaster

palling thing, but especially
so when it causes ruin to an

individual.
INSURE.

The

We

answer

is

underwrite

pohc:es of all amounts on all

sorts . of

Not only is your home safe from
traveling fire and chimney hazards
but your insurance is lower.
Ask

Loss of property is an ap

property.

Protect

yourself beginning today.

Fire SafetJand Fires
A.

4- 1-

Us For Estimates

Property and Automobile Protection

n

£L

in Standard Companies

W. H. GLOVER & CO.

“

■'*■

U

10 LIMEROCK ST.
ROCKLAND
TEL. 675-W

&

Concrete is Fire

WE FIGHT HARD TO AVOID

DEATH!

APPLETON

Long-run Economy Demands Concrete for Home, Garage and Factory Constructian

But do, we fight
hard enough to avoid

USE

fi

FIRE
WHICH IS ABSOLUTE DEATH TO ALL PROPERTY

Roberts & Veazie, Inc.

is®
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□
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■■
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DRAGON
BRAND

NATIONAL FIRE PREVENTION WEEK
FOR THE HOME AND GARAGE

USE

How Are You Situated Today?
FIRE INSURANCE IS PROPERTY LIFE INSURANCE

CARRY ENOUGH TO FEEL SECURE
CALL 393—14 SCHOOL STREET

McDougall-Ladd Co.

.5—

Over 1 >000 automobiles were destroyed when this
l-_nW*II« and wooden bins failed under the intense
heat created when a Chicago grain elevator broke out P* York warehouse caught fire. The building waa
Jy destroyed.
in flames.
2— The Wilshire Boulevard Church, Los Angeles,, J 6—Concrete bins were uninjured when an adjoining
oden structure burned down.
combines pleasing architecture with firesafe concret
■
7—Standing in relief against the>sky, this lone con«
construction.
te
silo is the only structure on a.Beaver Dam, Wis3—Fire engines can reach rural fires in record tii
sin,
farm which was not dcstroyediduring a recent fire.
when they travel over concrete roads.
1
8
—
A fire burned for a half hour-in this house, but it
4— -Testing concrete building units in the Under
Id
not
injure the concrete, block-walls. '
«
writers’ Laboratories.

DRAGON
BRAND
DRAGON BRAND FOR SATISFACTION
Made In “MAINE’S OWN AND ONLY CEMENT MILL”

HOME OF ALL KINDS OF INSURANCE

Lawrence Portimd Cement Co.

Miss Mellie Parker is expected to
visit in town over the weekend as
guest of Mrs. R J. Andrew’s. While
here Miss Parker will attend to the
removal of goods which she had
stored in the house of Mrs. Castera
Means, lately sold to Leroy Norwood.
Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Brown, Miss
Frances Bachelder, Mrs. Ingraham
of Rockland, Charles Atkins and
family of Camden and Mrs. James
Studley of Thomaston were visitors
Sunday at the home of Mrs. Annie
Atkins Spear.
Mrs. Laura Brackett has returned
from Providence where she visited
relatives and will act as housekeeper
for Miss M. Grace Walker this
winter.
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Waltz motonal from South Paris to spend the
weekend here with relatives.
Installation of the following officers
at Mystic Rebekah Lodge took place
Monday evening: Noble grand, Mrs.
Bertha Achorn,; vice grand, Mrs.
George Martin; warden, Mrs. Earle
Robinson: conductor, Mrs. F. E.
Mathews; chaplain, Miss M. Grace
Walke; recording secretary, Miss
Adelle Feyler; financial secretary.
Mrs. Earle Moore; treasurer, Mrs.
L'.LLKl .TIII1UI,
V Hill It'S
Dana
Smith; n.U.n.G.,
R.S.N.S., .Mis.
Mrs. Charles
Bow
Bowq*;
L.S.N.G., Mrs.
Harlow
IBrows R.S.V.G., Mrs. Charles Trone;
IL.S.VlO., Miss Mildred Kenniston;
inside guard. Miss Hilda Aspey; out
side guard, Mrs. Laura Brackett. Se
lections were rendered by the or
chestra and refreshments served.
Several out pf town visitors were
noted.
Next Sunday will be called Harvest
Sunday at the Baptist church. Each
one attending is asked to bring
flowers, fruits, or vegetables with
which to decorate the church. The
pastor will speak oh “The Lord of the i
Harvest.’’ It is hoped that there may
be a large attendance and that the
offering of vegetables may be gen
erous, as they will be donated for
children’s
welfare. The
evening
service will begin “LoyalL yWeek”
which is being observed by the
churches of the Northern Baptist
Convention. The subject of the
sermon will he “Friends.’’ The mite
box opening o fthe CVradle Roll De
partment will be held at the Mont
gomery rooms Saturday afternoon
under the direction of Mils. Bo.vd
Caler and assistants. A lunch will be
served.
Mrs. Harriet- MacFarland who is
having her annual vacation is spend
ing this week with her sister Miss
Mina Williams at North Warren and
expects next week to visit relatives'
in Quincy, Mass.
A. J. Rines and Alfred Spear at
tended Brockton Fair last week. j
They were accompanied home by Mrs.
Sadie
Stahl who is visiting Mrs.
I Nancy Spear.
Mrs. Annie Davis was guest last
week of Mrs. Esther Newbert.

Lawrence Portland Cement Company

Rev. and Mrs. Frederic Emerson
of Whitefield were among the at
tendants at the Baptist church Sun
day morning and old friends were
very glad to greet them. They were
dinner and overnight guests of Mr.
and Mrs. O. iW. Currier.
Mr. Ludwig of Hope was a recent
guest of Mr. and Mrs. James Morse.
Evangelist Morgan will continue
his meetings at the Baptist church
through this week. Everyone wel
come and a large attendance is deyin d.
Mr. and Mrs. C. Harry Conant of
Warren were weekend guests of rel
ative? here.
Harry Pease had an auction of
household goods at the Grange hall
Saturday afternoon. Charles Plum
mer of North Appleton was auc
tioneer.
Mrs. Hazle Perry, Marie and Rob
ert Perry, Mrs. Inez Arrington and
Ruth and Jessie Arrington motored
Saturday to Camden and Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Hodgman spent
the weekend in Lewiston.
Mrs. Ada Conant of North Appleton is the guest of Miss Adna Pit
man.
Katie Niskanen was the weekend
guest of her sister Laine Niskanen
at A. F. Barnes.
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Everett Whitney were Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Hansen, Miss Clara Ordway
and Mr. Bryant of Camden.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Say wood of
Union were visitors Sunday at M.
M. Brown’s.
The Willing Workers met Tuesday
afternoon at the parsonage.
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Brown. Mr.
and Mrs. Frank Wentworth and Mr.
and Mrs. Albert Prentiss of West
Upton, Mass., and Mr. and Mrs. Ro
land Gushee, visited Mr. and Mrs.
Mavnard Brown Sunday.
Mrs. Ethel Moody, Nelson, Ruth,
Lucy and Warren Moody were in
Camden Saturday.
Charles Graham is working for
A. L. Sprowl and M. M. Brown.
Mr. and Mrs. M. M. Brown have
as guests Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Sen
ate and baby of Wollaston, Mass.

WASHINGTON
There will be divine worship at the
i Methodist Episcopal church Sunday
at 2.30. Rev. C. H. B. Seliger of
Union will be the speaker. All friends

Mortgage Security Corp,
of America
First Lien 5*Convertible Notes
Due Aug, I, 1929
Price 99.59 and interest, yielding 6%

These Notes are direct obligations of one of the
largest companies of its kind in the country.
They are secured by deposits of an equal amount
of real estate mortgages which were made for not
over 60% of the value of the property
The notes are convertible into fifteen-year 5T^%
bonds, having the same security, at a very attrac
tive conversion rate.

Details on request

ARTHUR PERRY & CO.
546 Masonic Temple, Portland
Telephone Forest 9230

BOSTON

NEW YORK

PHILADELPHIA

14x22 Foot COTTAGE
Delivered and Erected on Your Own Lot for

$500.
Also beautiful shore lots for sale, Damariscotta Lake

DANA LASH
Winslow's Mills, Me.
121*122

HOUSE PAINT BARGAINS!
Anyone wanting a First Class HOUSE PAINT at a Low Price—
I am selling the DAVIS GUARANTEED EVERBRIGHT at $2.00,
and BARN PAINT at $1.40 This Month Only.
Will Take Orders Now For Spring Delivery at This Price

Freight Paid on Seven Gallons or Over

C. G. ERICKSON
BOX 98 R. D. 1; WARREN, MAINE
121-123

'Kitchen Comfort
Modem Idea in
Better Housekeeping
BRIGHT and cheerful
kitchen, a good cook and
a good range! The modern
home is built around the idea
of saving household drudg
ery by having the best equip
ment obtainable. We supply
the range, a beautiful

A

guar an teed

Atlantic
HI

Standard in
New England
for over 50 years

Best for
BAKING, EOILING, BROIL

ING, ROASTING, FRYING

and Hot Water Supply at
no Extra Cost
Hundreds of styles
in satin black or
grey porcelain en
amel finish — no
blacking. Eco
nomical to buy and
to operate. Thou
sands giving daily
satisfaction all
over New Eng
land-paid for
comfortably out
of earnings with
out disturbing
your bank ac
count.
MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY
Portland Stove Foundry Co.
Portland, Maine
I am interested in “Atlantics" Please mail
Ranee Catalog and free booklet, ‘‘The Secret of
Better Baking.”

Name_______________________________________

Street_____________________________________

The Portland Stove
Foundry Co.
Portland

Maine

Stonington Furniture Co.

Every-Other-Day '.
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LIBEL FOR DIVORCE

THOMASTON
Friend!' of Mrs. Eva Whitten nave
a shower of preserves Monday
evening at tlie home of Mrs. Herbert
Prescott. Buffet lunch was served in
the dining room which was prettily
decorated with pink ami white loses
and lighted randies. The following
were present: Mrs. Theodore Mel-ain.
Mrs. Charles Smith. Mrs. <5. l-.dgai ,
Wilson. Miss Harriet Wilson, Mrs.
Bernard Robinson, Miss Edna Watts.;
Miss Julia Woodcock. Miss Gladys
Fernald. Mrs. Earl Risteen. Mrs.
Alonzo Spaulding. Mrs.
W allace i
Spaulding. Mrs. Herbert Prescott and :
Mrs. Eva Whitten.
The semi-annual meeting of the
Beta Alpha Club Wat held at the
home of the president, Mrs. Amy
Tripp Monday evening. After sup
per the 32 ladles present disposed of
matters of business. The new officers |
elected are Miss Harriet Burgess, j
president: Mrs. Myrtle Strong, vice
president. Mrs. Warren Feyler. sec
retary: Miss Helen Studley. treas
urer. Beta Alpha has made good by
many helpful deeds and stands high
among the social clubs in the town.
Miss Christine Moore is in Boston
for a few days.
The funeral of the late Fred Hilt was
held at the residence on Knox street
Tuesday. Rev. .1. I- Pinkerton of the
Methodist Episcopal church officiat
ing. The hearers were Henry \ ose.
McLellan Gillchrest, Fred Swift and
Mr. Staples.
Misses Helen Studley and Theresa
I.ineken have returned from a few
davs visit in Portland.
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Brasier en
tertained a number of friends at
bridge on Monday evening, rlieie
were three tables at play, the ladies
prize falling to Mrs. Pauline Schofield
the mens prize to William Brasier.
with the consolation to Bowdoln
Grafton. The guests were Mr. and
Mrs. William J- Blaster. Jr., of I oitland. Mrs. Pauline Schofield of Rock
land Mr. and Mrs. Bowdoin I.. Graf
ton. Mr. and Mrs. Rodney E. Brasier.
Stanley Cushing. Irving Sawyer and
Eaten Jackson.
Mr. and Mrs. George \ewconibe of
Washington. D. C„ are guests at the
heme of William G. Washburn.
Mr and Mrs. Edward B. Xeweombe
arc visiting Mrs. W. A. Xeweombe.
Mrs Etta Benner is recovering from
a severe attack of the grippe.
Mrs. Alma Spear and her sister Mrs
R. T. Winchenbach of South W aldotioro are spending a week in Orono.
Mr. and Mrs. B. W. Warren were
recent visitors at W. P. Strong s.
Capt. John Brown and daughtei
Mflbelle were in Portland on business
Wednesday.
.
.
Mrs. Hattie Hastings. Mrs. Annie
Willey. Mrs Maria Copeland and Mrs
l.utie Weston "ere guests of Mrs, Ella
punn at the faun in Cushing Tues
day.
1
»<\i
Mrs. Fannie Edgerton and Mis batward Ahern are visiting Mrs. George
Patterson in Fairfield.
Mrs. Phronie Closson of Rockland
visited friends in town Wednesday.
William Xewliert I,as returned to
South Bristol after a few days at
'"'Among those from out of town who

attended the funeral of bred Hilt
Tuesday were Mr. and Mrs. K-nneth
Burton of Springvale. CaP1'
Hilt of Matinicus Rock and Mr. and
Mr« Cyrus Hilt of St. George.
’ The date of the Harvest supper at
the Methodist church has been
changed to Oct. 23.
Alfred M. Ireland and a happy
company of friends started Wednes
day morning for the big woods to be
readv for the hunting season. Mr.
Ireland taking along his canoe and
tent. Other members of the pa
are Joseph Bradlee. Howard Bicknell
and Richard Webb.
• * • •
Rachel, young daughter of Karl
stetson, celebrated her fourth birth
day last Saturday, entertaining friends at the home of her grandr,-.rents Mr. add Mrs. C. SI. Oliver.
The table was prettily decorated,the
Color scheme purple and pink with
very attractive favors at each plate
much credit being due Mrs. Edith
Clark for the artistic ararngement.
At four o'clock the little ones
marched into the dining room an
took their places at “-e ta’»lo 'vhere
lunch was served consist,ng of
wiches. fancy cakes an
brownies, punch, ice cream amiIcakc*
One of tH- P'^nc features of the
occasion was the light,ng of U*
candles on the ''"-thday cake t
little hostess extinguishing then
Rachel received many pret > a
rui

Several of Hie mother.

........ si.
afternoon an enjoyable one ami •
5 30 the company reluctantly *'>'• .
ed extending best wishes to Miss
Rachel.

UNION
The following services will be held
next Sunday at the M. E. church:
Morning worship at 10.30, Bible
school at 11.45, in charge of the su
perintendent Dr. II. II. Plumer. At 6,4.*
the Epworth League has its travel
exercises. The evening service will
be at 7.30. Kev. C. H. B. Seliger will
take the place of the pastor. Rev. Neil
Rogers, who is on a short vacation.

Stopped Child’s Cough
Adamson's Balsam that wonderful
ly reliable cough medicine stopped
this boy's coughing spells with two
doses.
As quick as it touches the inflamed
throat It relieves soreness. Quickly
relaxes throat muscles and easily ex
pels phlegm. Being free from irrita
tion and sticky infected phlegm—
coughing stops.
Other ingredients attack the germs
at seat of trouble and in a day or two
ail danger is gone.
Because Adamson's Balsam works
so quickly and surely—it’s the favor
ite all over New England. Contains
no dope, harmful drugs or chloroform.
Try it for colds, sore throat, bronchial
or plain cough. 35c and 75c. At all
drug stores.

RANGE AND FURNACE

OIL BURNERS
Agent for the well known LYNN
RANGE BURNER and ‘'SWORD”
FURNACE BURNER.
Details on Request

A. S. SIMMONS
WARREN. ME.

1U9*T-Thll6

[Beall

At the Eastern!

Quaint Spinet Desks
Think of buying one of these quaint, early American
style desks, a piece of rare beauty, at this low price.
The desk is constructed of selected cabinet woods and
Note the broad writing surface as (
pictured above. Writing set extra.
finished in rich mahogany coior.
$1 CASH—$1 WEEKLY

$12.98

^Sbniturb company}
283 Main Street, Rockland

Frank 0. Haskell
GROCERY
PHONE 1116
Corner Water and Ocean Streets
Mail and Telephone Orders Carefully Filled
FREE DELIVERY

SPECIALS FOR WEEKEND
Tokay Grapes (best of the season); 4 lbs. . . . 30c
All Round Flour, bag..................................... $1.00
King Arthur Flour, bag................................... $1.39
Sugar, 10 pounds................................................ 59c

Face of Rump, pound......... . . .
Rump Steak, best cuts, pound . .
Sirloin Rcasts, pound..................
Top Round Steak, pound............
Fresh Killed Native Fowl, pound

32c
58c
42c
42c
38c

The annual installation of mi.
Battle Lodge. I.O.O.F., was held
Tuesday evening and these officers
installed by Deputy Grand Master
Ernest C. Eales, assisted by John
Stahl as deputy- grand marshal, L. 1.
Anderson as grand warden. Ralph E.
Richards as grand secretary. Hoy S
Alley ai grand treasurer. J. Frank
Thomas as grand sentinel and Bert
Fletcher as grand chaplain: X. G
Warren H. Merchant, V.
George
H. Heal; recording secretary, John I'.
I-each: financial secretary. John
Johnson: treasurer,* E. M. Crosby:
trustees. Charles C. Wood. J. Frank
Thomas and Chester L. Pascal:
warden. Horace E. Josselyn; con
ductor. Xorman E. Fuller: I. G..
Charles R. Chapin. O. G., Charles I-'
Merriam: K.S.X.G . John M Wads
worth; L.S.N.G., Charles Elmer Joy:
chaplain. John Alley: R.S.S., Jasper
Chajiin:
L.S.S.,
Frank
Stuber:
R.S.V.G.. Harold Hansen; L.S.V.G..
Ralph Connors.
Friends of Mrs. Leroy Snowdeal
will be sorry to learn she is in a hos
pital in Portland, the result of a tail
down a flight of stairs. Mrs. Snowdeal was visiting her daughter when
the accident occurred. A wire re
ceived here Tuesday stated her in
juries were not serious, but she
would be confined to the bed a week
or more.
Mrs. William G. Stover entertains
the Friday Auction Club this week
Masonic Assembly this evening in
Masonic hall. Music by Dean's or
chestra.
Miss Mabel Howe, chief operator at
the central telephone office, is en
joying a vacation of two weeks.
Word lias beep receive^ by rela
tives of tlie death in Medford. Mass
of Adam Muir Boss. 73. a forpier
resident of Camden. Tlie body will
arrive on the boat Saturday morn
ing. accompanied by tlie widow and
s, n Adam Boss, and wife, and inter
ment will be made in Mountain
Street cemetery.
Camden was weU represented a’
the Topsham fair this week, a large
number motoring over Wednesday.
The regular meeting of Maiden ]
Cliff Rebekah Lodge was held last
evening.
Mothers' Night was observed last
evening by Megunticook Grange.
There will be a food sale at the
store of Carlton. French & Company
Saturday under the auspices of the
District Xursing Association. Sale
opens at 10 o'clock.
Mrs. Millie Sargent of Ashland.
X. It. is visiting her sister Mrs
Angle Wadsworth.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Flanders who
have been guests of Mrs. Flanders'
aunt Mrs. E. X. Duffey return Friday
by motor to Fulton. X. Y.
Mrs. Pear) G. Willey lias returned
fioin Manchester. X. II. where sinlias been the guest of her daughter
Mrs. Willard Wight.

STRAND THEATRE .
‘The Patriot’’ is now showing in
which Emil Jannings does the finest
acting of his career as tlie mad Czar.
Florence Vidor is charming in the
leading feminine role.
‘ Plastered in Paris.” a comedy of
two ex-doughboys and their adven
tures with French models and a bevy
of harem beauties. Featuring Sammy
Cohen, the volatile little Hebrew
comedian whose droll antics in.!
“What Price .Glory,” The Gay Re-!
treat” and “Why Sailors Go W-ong" 1

SPECIAL WEEKEND SI

Corned Beef, newly corned, pound........... 15c, 20c

Potatoes, peck 24c. Sweet Potatoes, 9 pounds 25c
Squash, lb................. 3c. Cabbage, lb. .. .............3c
Turnips, lb. . . . 2c. Celery, Native, bunch . .. 20c
Cauliflowers, each............... 19c; 2 for............. 35c
Slack Salted Pollock, pound.................................. 12c
Finnan Haddie, pound............................................ 15c
Pop Corn, 3 pounds.............................................. 25c
Tomato Ketchup, large bottle, each
P G Soap, 7 bars...............................
Sunbrite Cleaner, 6 cans..................
Toilet Paper, 7 rolls..........................

21c
25c
25c
25c

Butter, cut from tub, pound . . .
Stew Beef or Pot Roasts, pound
Lux Toilet Soap, 10 small bars . .

52c
24c

35c

Sunkist Asparagus Tips, can............................... 36c
Rice, whole head, 3 pounds................................... 25c
Libby’s Vienna Sausage, 2 cans.......................... 25c
Minute Tapioca, package...................................... 12c
Fig Bars, 2 pounds................................................ 25c
Sugar-Lemon Cookies, pound............................... 19c
Comet Rice Flakes, package.............................. 12c
Rinso, large package.......................................... . 23c
Fancy Maine Stringless Beans (Splendid Brand)
................................................................ 16c
can

Three Crow Soda, two 1-pound packages
Shredded Wheat, package ......................
Fly l ox, half pint with sprayer, each . . . .
Neptune Cocoa, 2 pounds ......................
Lawrence Sardines, 5 cans......................
Royal Pure Fruit Gelatine, 3 packages . ..
Oiive Butter, 2 jars.................................
Flash Toilet Powder, can..........................
Johnson Yellow Eye Beans, quart.........
Okite, 2 packages.....................................
Cape Cod Cookies, four dozen...................
tomato Soup (H B Brand), 4 cans.........
Bread, 3 loaves...........................................
Molasses (light coior), gallon...................
Pure Cider Vinegar, gallon........................
Tomatoes, large cans, each .... 18c; 3 for
Chinaware Oats, package . . . 35c; 3 for .
Galien cans of Apples, each......................
Grated Pineapple, large cans, each...........
Five pound pails Preserves, each...............
Matches, 6 boxes.........................................

13c
11c
39c
29c
25c
25c
25c
24c
26c
25c

. . 25c
. . 25c
. 25c
. . 85c
.. 45c
. . 50c
$1.00
. . 50c
.. 29c
. . 98c
.. 20c

Saiada l ea, half pound package.......................... 45c

i

J, A. JAMESON CO. |ArphHealerI

• SHOE •

C0MBINATI0N LAST'

1

<1

FANCY NATIVE FOWL, pound .......................................................... 38c

FRESH BONELESS PORK 6HOULDERS. pound .... .............. 35c
Economical fur roasting us there is no waste
POTATOES, nice ones, peck ................. 30c: bushel .... ............. $1.00
JOHNSON YELLOW-EYE BEANS, quart .................... .............. 23c
DIAMOND W FLOUR, bag .................................................. ........... $1-40
If you are not entirely satisfied with the flour you are using
give this one a trial
Two large cans BEECH NUT SPAGHETTI ...7.............. ................ 25c

HATCHET PEACHES, large cans: can ....... 30c; 4 cans .... .. $1.00
Either halves or sliced

AA to EE
Brown Kid, Suede Back, All
Brown Suede, Patent Colt, Suede
Back

84.95

BEST MAINE CANNED PEAS, can ................................... ................
RED GRAPE JUICE, pint bottle ..........................................................
TABLE VINEGAR, pint bottle ............................ -...............................
KELLOGG'S BRAN FLAKES, large package ................................
PINK SALMON, tall can ............................ ............................ ,..............
MKi. CHAPEN’S MARMALADE, 8 ounce jars ..............................

16c
25c
12c
10c
22c
25c

HATCHET BRAND CANNED PUMPKIN, can ............. .................. 20c
One can makes two pies—like mother used to make
FOULD'S MACARONI AND SPAGHETTI, 2 packages ........... 25c
77VLLLU CORN, large can .................................................................... 25c

These Wonder Shoes have fitting
qualities all their own

Every Pair Guaranteed

DO IT YOURSELF!
PAINT UP SOME OF YOUR OLD FURNITURE—USE

For Men

: : D UCO : :

83.85

Wc have a good assortment of colors to choose from
rjr-lr->r-ir

AY ER'S
At this time of year Flannel Shirts are in big demand.

We have a

beautiful line at very reasonable prices

Black or Brown Calf

R. E. NUTT
SHOE STORE
436 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

MAIL ORDERS FILLED

Men’s Army Serge Flannel Shirts ............................... $3.00, $3.75, $5.00
Men’s Blue* Khaki or Grey Flannels ................................... $1.98, $2.50
Men’s Domet Flannel Shirts ................................................................ $1.C0
Boys' Flannel Blouses ............................................................................. $1.00
Boys Flannel Shirts ................................................................................. $1.50
Hunting Coats for men ................................................ $7.50, $10.00, $12.50
Lumberjacks for men ........................................................ $4.50, $7.50, $9.00
Overcoats for men ........ ............................................ $13.50, $15.00, $20.00
Lumberjacks for boys ...................................................... $3.50* $5.00, $7.00
Sport Coats for boys ...................................................... $7.50, $9.00, $10.00

won him a place among the failing
Sweaters of all kinds, thin, fancy or plain colors, for boys or men,
A
funsters of the screen, also Jack Penand at prices that will suit all
nick, the comic iceman of “Four
Sons" and Ivan IJ/iow. who scored
Children's Overeats ......................................................... $4.50, $7.00, $9.00
the biggest personal success of tlit
Just Come In and See the Trades We Have To Offer You
year in "The Red Dance.”
Lola Salvi. chosen from among
Sii nyn contestants as the most beau
tiful girl in France, plays the role
,
of a gay Parisienne and Hugh Allen,
i
,
handsome young juvenile, is her
I
sweetheart. Albert Conti is a sheik
whom few girls could resist and Au
the manly art of self-defense, it has
gust Tollai.e scores as a dapper
PARK THEATRE
an appealing romance and presents
French doctor. Add to this cast and
some new sidelights on the much
elements of lavish settings and per
Five acts of vaudeville and motion discussed younger generation.
The
fect direction and you have a picture
pictures
will
prevail
at
the
Park
tills
feature acts are Three Pep Boys,
that no one can well afford to miss,
showing at the Strand Friday and afternoon at 2.00 and evening a*. 7.30. singing, talking and piano; Fred's
Lew Cody and Aileen Pringle will Seals, novelty trained seals. Alice
Saturday.—adv.
tie seen in their latest pleture "Beau Farrell. "The Singing Vloliniste;"
The joy of life lies as much In its Broadway,’ one of the most thrilling Preston. Allen and -Burnett. "Cyclone
blunders and defeats as in its prize-ring stories ever filmed. Aside of Song and Dance;" Russell and
from Its human interest appeal In Mack, comedy singing.—adv.
achievements.—Thomas Burke.

WILLIS AYER

Pork Roasts, (Fresh Ribs); pound...................... 38c
Hamburg Steak (Fresh Ground); 2 pounds . . 35c
Fresh Sliced Liver, pound..........................................20c
Machine Sliced Bacn, pound................................. 35c

|

STATE PE MAINE
'Supreme Judicial Court
September Term. 1S»28
Esther L. Crockett of Rockland in the Comity
of Knox and State of Maine, Libellaut. against
Vernard C. Crockett, whose residence Is un
known to the libellant, and Charlotte (’. Kray,
administratrix of the estate of Josephine C.
Crockett late of Vinalhaven in said County
and State, Trustee.
In a libel of divorce as follows:
STATE
'.MAINE
*•
Knox, 8S.

“Contentment and happiness of labor
depend as much on conditions OUTSIDE
the factory as inside”

kii.H, HL

To the Honorable Justice of tlie Supremo
Judicial Court, next to be held at Rockland,
within and for said county, on the second
Tuesday of September, A. P. 1928.’
Esther L. Crockett of Rockland in said coun
ty. wife of Vernard C. Crockett, of parts un
known, respectfully represents that her maiden
name was Esther L. Butler: that she was lawf'ill> married t<» said Vernard C. Crockett, at
Vinalhaven. in said county, on October 26,
1914, by Rev. WHliam .Magwond, a minister
of the Gospel; that they lived together as hus
band and wife at Owl's Head and Rockland, In
said County of Knox, until about the month
of June. 1919; that in said June, 1919, the
said libellee utterly deserted your libellaut. ai)<|
that said utter desertion has continued fofc~
more than three consecutive years next prior
to the filing of this libel; that said libellee
being of sufficient ability and able to labor
aud provide for his said wife, has grossly,
wantonly and cruelly refused aud neglected to ,w
provide suitable maintenance for her.
Your libellant avers that she lias always
conducted herself toward her said husband as
a true, faithful and affectionate wife., and
that said desertion is from no fault of hers;
that the residence or whereabouts of said
libellee is unknown to your libellaut : that dili
gent search has been made for him without
success. Your libellant further avers that she
has resided in this State and in the City of
Rockland In good faith for more than one year
next prior to the commencement of these pro- I
ceedings, and there is no collusion between 7
said parties to obtain a divorce.
Wherefore she prays that a divorce from the
bonds of matrimony may be decreed between—
her and said Vernard C. Croekett, and the care. .
and custody of Vernard C. (Tockett. Jr., aged
12 years, and Lawrence C. Crockett, aged 10
jiars, minor childiiii of Mid parties, may be .
granted to her. Your libellant further avers.
Ilia: In i' mM husband is the owner of real and
personal estate in this county, and prays that
this Honorable Court will decree to her such
reasonable alimony out of the estate of said
libellee as may be just aud reasonable.
Dated at Roc kland this twenty-first day ofJune A. D. 1928.
f
ESTHER L. ( ROCKETT. .
June 21. 1928.
Then personally appeared Esther L. Crock
ett, the above named libellant, and made oath
to the trutlrwf the foregoing libel by her sub
scribed.

Before me,
ELISHA W. PIKE.
Justice of the Peace.
STATE OF -.MAINE

**

(Sea 11
Knox, SS.
Clerk’s Office, Supreme Judicial Court,
September Term A. D. 1928
Upon the foregoing Libel, Ordered. That the
Libellant give notice to said Vernard C. Crock
ett to appear before our Supreme Judicial
Court, to be holden at Rockland, within and for
the County of Knox, on the second Tuesday of
January A. I). 1929. by publishing an attested
copy of said Libel, and this order thereon,
three weeks successively in The Courier-Ga
zette, a newspaper printed in Rockland in our
County of Knox, the last publication to he
thirty days at least prior to said second Tues-#
day of January next, that he may there and^
then in our said court appear and show cause,
if any lie have, why the prayer of said Libel
lant should not be granted.
A M. KPBAR.
•
Justice of the Supreme Judicial Court.
(Seall
A true copy of the Libel and Order of tlie»
Court thereon.
«
Attest
llS Th 125
MIWTON M (.RIEEfN. Clerk.
NOTICE Of FORECLOSURE

Whereas Emily A. Emery of Owl's Head,
County of Knox and Slate of Maine, by her
mortgage deed, dated the fifteenth day of
December, A. D. 1926, and recorded in the
Knox County Registry of Deeds. 213, page 64.
conveyed to S. Hansen, of Camden In said
County of Knox, a certain parcel of real
estate, situate in said Owl's Head, bounded
and described as follows, to wit : Beginning at
Owl’s Head Bay at the southerly line of lot
set <>ff to Clara C. Moor and others in the par
tition of the real estate of Martha H. Hen
drickson. tlie re|>ort of the commissioners to
make partition being recorded December 15.
1914. and recorded in Book 169. page 438.
Knox Registry of Deeds : thence by the line
of said lot, X. 59 deg. 58 min. West and a
continuance thereof to a juniper tree, which
stands 188.7 feet northerly from the north
east corner of lot No. 124 on plan of -Martha's
Beech’ so called. wh1<*h Is a condonation of
the easterly side line of said lot : thence south
1 ileu. 15 min. East to sai«l noitbv.ist corner
of said lot No. 124, and a continuation thereof
to the waters of Owl's Head Bay; thence fol
lowing said waters around southeasterly and
northeasterly to place of beginning, includ
ing all rights of way and privileges to which
said grantors were entitled in said partition,
excepting therefrom all lands anil rights of
way which may have been heretofore conveyed.
Tlie above premises are a part of tlie SUM
premises set off and assigned to Matty Hunt
Starkey and Alice .Moor Idchart in tlie par
tition of the estate of said Martha H. Kendrickson above referred to. See deed Mattie
Hunt Starkey and Alice Moor Richart to Emily
A. Emery, dated May 9. 1925, recorded In
Knox Registry of Deeds, Book
, Page.
Anil whereas the conditions of said mortgage
has been broken, now therefore, by reason of
the breach of the conditions thereof, I, S.
Hansen, claim a foreclosure of said mortgage.
Camden, Me., Sept. 19, 1928.
llC-Th-122
S. HANSEN.

-------------------------------------------------------- :
MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

*

Eastern Standard Time
Trains Leave Rockland for

“The security of capital depends on the contentment of
labor. The contentment and happiness of labor depend
as much on Conditions outside the factory as inside. La
bor gains in respect, contentment and interest as it
moves away from population congestion. Industry, for
its own good, goes to small towns.”

Augusta,t8.00a.m..t2.20p.m ,52.40p.m , 15.50p.m.
Bangor, 18.00 a. m , |3.50p. m.
Boston, |8.00
|2-20 p. m., 52 40 p. m.,
15.50 p. m
Brunswick, fS.OO a. tn., |2.20 p. m., §2.40 p. m.,,
15.50 p. m.
Ix* wiston, fS.OO a. rn , t2.20 p. m . |2.4O p. m.
New York, t2 20 p. m , 52.40 p. tn.
Portland, tS.OO a. m., |2.20 p. tn., 52.40 p. tn.,
15.50 p. m.

Waterville, fS.OO a. m., f2.20 p. m., 5‘2.4O p. m.,
15.50 p. m.
t Daily, except Sunday.
5 Sunday only.

VINALHAVEN A ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.

Thus a prominent industrial executive comments on his com
pany’s policy of placing its factories in the smaller centers of popu
lation.
The trend toward decentralization of labor is based on sound
business principles, directed toward lower costs and better production.
In this day of widespread distribution of electric power and efficient
transportation facilities, industry may realize the distinct advantages of
small town factory locations.
Under improved and more economical living conditions, em
ployes are responsible, conservative, permanent. Th eir wages repre
sent a greater real income than in the larger cities. In a
less hurried atmosphere valuable human energy is con
served for productive use. More space is available for
____
industrial operations and there is plenty of room for ex
pansion.
Information on small town factory sites, from the
specific standpoint of your particular business, will be
is v'oll known for its consupplied by INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT DE
s rvativc, permanent labor.
Strikes are almost un
PARTMENT, CENTRAL MAINE POWER COM
known. Labor, both skilled
PANY, AUGUSTA, MAINE. Correspondence is in
and unskilled is plentiful.
Power is cheap and the
vited.

MAINE

supply plentiful.
Maine’s
policy toward new enter
prises is one of encour
agement and active co
operation. Maine’s climate
favors health, energy and
physical labor.

Vinalhaven,

North Haven. Stonington
Swan's Island

nntf

FALL ARRANGEMENT
(Subject to ChAge Without Notice)

IN EFFE< T OCT. 1, IMS
DAILY. SUNDAY EXCEPTED
VINALHAVEN LINE

Steamer leaves Vinalhaven at 8 A. M . ar
riving at Rockland at 9.30 A. M., returning
haves Rockland at 2 P. .M., due to arrive at
Vinalhaven about 8.39.
STONINGTON AND SWAN’S ISLAND LINE

Steamer leaves Swan’s Island daily except
Sundays at 5.30 A. M., Stonington at 6.30.
North Haven at 7.30; due at Rockland about
8.10 A. M
Return- Leaves Rockland at 1.30 P. M ,
North Haven at 2.30, Stonington at 3 40 : due
lo arrive at Swan's Island about 5.00 I*. M.
B. H. STINSON.

General Agent.

STOP ! LOOK ! READ !
MRS. A. G. PERRY

TAXI SERVICE
DAY AND NIGHT
Quick Service

Don’t Forget

FRED HARVEY at the Wheel
Special Prices on All

Long Distance Jobs
TEL. 1117 or 489-J

A

This advertisement is similar to a series
now appearing in national publications in the
interests of bringing new industries to Maine

120*122

FRESH DAILY
OUR FOUR ACES—

Cinnamon
Chocolate

Central Maine Power Company

Molatiez
and

Nutmeg (Plain)

DOWNYFLAKE
DONUTS
TRAINER’S BAKERY

General Offices - - Augusta, Maine

Foot of Spring St
Rockland
Alco Served at the Restaurant
Two Doors South

>118-128

Every-Other-Day
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McLain Shoe
Store

IN SOCIETY

AT THE

TftAOl MAMA Htf.U *. PAT.

In addition to personal notte recording de
partures and arrivals, this department espe
cially desires Information of social happen
aura, parties, nautical,. etc. Notea sent by
mail or telephone will be gladly received.

OH

SIGN

ftLEPHONE .................................................... 770

Miss Margaret MacMillan, daugh
ter of Mrs. Florence MacMillan en
tertained eight little friends Tues
day afternoon at her home on Spruce
street. The occasion was her !lth
birthday. Games and vletrola mu
sic helped to make the time pass
quickly and pleasantly. The birth
day cake, with its nine candles,
served witli iee cream was a pretty
sight. Miss Margaret received some
very nice presents.

on

The announcement is made by Mrs.
Louisa Schildkraut of New York
City that the marriage of her daugh
ter Sally to Alnam Dondis of this
city will take place Sunday Oct. 28,
Or. F. L. Fischer officiating. Mr.
Dondis is a former Rockland man,
Miss Belle Cullen of the John Bird
the brother of James and Joseph
Co. office force is on a motor trip to
Uondis of this city.
Boston
Mrs. Sarah Thomas of 47 Camden
Miss Abbie McDonald Is visiting
stieet was a weekend guest of Mrs.
George Jameson, Clarry Hill, Union. relatives in Winchester, Mass.

For The School Girl
We carry a complete line of Sport
and Plain Oxfords, featuring both
medium and Brogue toes. AH sizes.

Children’s Oxfords

$1.95 to $3.50

$1.98 to $3.50

McLain Shoe Store
At The Brook

At The
EASTERN

Bridge Lamp
with shade
all wired and cord
and

Breakfast Chair
unfinished so you can
make any color

Both Yours $1.95

Wight Philharmonic Society meets
tills evening at 7.30 at the residence
of Mrs. E. F. Kerry, Grove street.
As there is only one more rehearsal
before the festival, a full attendaneo
is desired. An important business
meeting is also called for tonight.

Both Articles $1.95
None Delivered
Can be easily carried

Furniture Company
283 Main St.
Rockland
Mrs. William C. Bird arrived from
New York this morning. The fam
ily will make its permanent homo in
Montclair. N. .L.,' about the first of
November.

The MaBelle beauty shop, charm
ingly decorated in tones of autumnal
oiange was the scene of a pretty en
gagement party Tuesday night when
the intentions of Herbert Maxey and
Miss Caro Fernald, both of this city
were made known. The medium em
ployed was a cleverly designed wish
ing well, the names coming forth on
linked hearts, the handiwork of Miss
Elizabeth Post.
Refreshments by
candle light followed and the re
maining hours were devoted to
bridge, prizes falling to Mrs. L. C.
Perry, Mrs. C. K. Freeman, Miss
Elisabeth (Post anil guest prize to
Miss Fernald. A special surprise
feature was the presentation of a
card table to Mrs. Marguerite MacAlman in honor of her birthday.

Special Note!

Here is an opportunity for yon to “stock up"
on hosiery for Fall and early Winter at truly

remarkable savings.
We are now staging our great Semi-Annual
Introductory Sale of Allen-A Hosiery at
20% reductions. (Sponsored by the Allen-A
Company.) Solely to introduce this famous
hosiery to many new people. This is the hosiery
now worn by many Movie Stars and is nation
ally known for its exquisite beauty and very
long wear.

Watch this space each Thursday for extra
special values on sale the following
Monday
The first Special Sale will be Monday,
October I 5, beginning at 8.30 a. m.
for one day only

Our well known full fashioned Bemberg
Hose in the late shades. Reg. value $1.23
SPECIAL SALE PRICE 75c

Come Early For Your Share
at the
Quality Shop

VESPER A. LEACH
Rockland

Every hosiery number in this sale is the very
newest in Fall styles and shades—regular stock
merchandise of finest Allen-A quality. In all
weights and many novelty features. All at
greatly reduced prices. Conte in at once.

Usually priced 25 c, 39c, 50c, 95c

Special Priced

20c, 30c, 40c, 75c

Nor is it within the province of the drug store with iih als to
push the sale of proprietary preparations of various kinds which
encourage self diagnosis and seif medication on the part of the
user. Whenever you are ill enough to need medicine yen are ill
enough to need the advice of your doctor.
In these columns we shall'point out from week to week why this
is true—and why you should have your prescrijUions filled by a drug
store such as ours which specializes in this important wo' k.

Corner Drug Store
APOTHECARIES
Established IMUS—Incorporated I92li

PRESCRIPTIONS OUR SPECIALTY

CORNER MAIN AND LIMEROCK STREETS

ROCKLAND

Men’s Clothing de Luxe

at

Reasonable Prices

A wonderful wearing liosc; reg

ular price $1.95. Sale price—

$1.49

CUTLER.COOK CO.
347 Main Street

Dr. and Mrs. A. W. Foss are leav
Rummage sale. Unlversalist vestry,
ing tomorrow by automobile for Thursday, Oct. 11 at 9.30.
120-121
Wytopitlock on a ten day gunnin;
trip.

CHILDREN LIKE MILK

Members planning to attend today
the Woman's Educational Club pic
nie with Mrs. Alice Hall. Warrenton
Park, will take the 2.10 car to Glenccvfc postoffice instead of Waldo
avenue. They will there be met by
autos to take them to Mrs. Hall's
residence.

A CLEAR COMPLEXION
Ruddy checks—sparklinceyes—most
women can have. Dr. F. M. Edwards
for 20 years treated scores of women
for liver and bowel ailments. During
these years he gave his patients a sub
stitute for calomel made of a few wellknown vegetable ingredients mixed with
dive oil, naming them I )r. Edwards'Olive
Tablets. Know them by their ol ivc color.
These tablets are wonder-workers on
the liver and bowels, which cause a nor
mal action, carrying off the waste and
poisonous matter in one's system.
If you have a pale face, sallow look,
dull eyes, pimples, coated tongue, head
aches, a listless, no-good feeling, all out
of sorts, inactive bowels, you take one
of Dr. Edwards’ Olive Tablets nightly
for a time and note the pleasing results.
Thousands of women and men take
Dr. Edwards’ Olive Tablets—now and
then to keep fit. 15c, 30c and 60c.

PRINGLE

AND SUGAR

“THE PATRIOT”

PUBLIX

THEATRE

NOW SHOWING

With

EMIL JANNINGS
FRIDAY-SATURDAY

ON THE STAGE

OVERCOATS JUST ARRIVED
A fine shipment of Men's Overcoa's jest in—Money
Buck Guarantee—Finest Qu ity—
Masterly Tailoring

Peppy Comedy, Singing Trio

ALICE FARRELL

$20.00 to $45.00

FRED’S SEALS

LOWEST PRICE
With

RUSSELL & MACK

SAMMY COHEN

FRIDAY-SATURDAY
WOMEN THEY TALK ABOUT’
with IRENE RICH
And
\ Modern Drama of Society and
Politics
And
HOOT GIBSON in
"WILD WEST SHOW"

JACK PENNICK

Home of Paramount Pictures

MON.-TUES.
"STATE STREET SADIE’
CONRAD NAGEL

INTRODUCTORY OFFER
These coupons will be given with the regular $1.50
value Men’s Ties, $1.00

Quality Wear for MEN

A ml

SHOWS AT g.OO, 7.30

An Admission Ticket to Any Motion Picture Per
formance at Park Theatre

Every Article Sold in Our Store Goes With a
MONEY BACK GUARAi TEE

Keith Vaudeville
THREE PEP BOYS

A Cyclone of Song and Dance”

Absolutely FREE

GUARANTEED

PRESTON ALLEN &
BURNETT

PATHE REVIEW

, TO

STRAND

Novelty Trained Seals

COMEDY

FREE TICKETS

BAKlRS
VANILLA

“The Singing Violinistc”

SStOL

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT

With Every Purchase Al My Store of $1 or Over,
I Will Give

TODAY (THURSDAY)

LEW CODY aetd
n
AILEEN

/

Park Theatre

ONE OF THE PUBLIX THEATRES

ON THE SCREEN

O'

FLAVORED WITH

PARK

Mr. and Mrs. Basil H. Stinson go|
to Boston today.
Mr. Stinson is
having his annual vacation.

The Shakespeare Society held its i
first meeting of the season Monday
evening at the home ot Mrs. Rosa
Littlefield, Talbot avenue, with Mrs.!
Louise Duff as leader. The first art
of "Two Gentlemen of Verona’’ was
read, following an outline of the story
given in an interesting manner by
Mrs. Harriette Levensaler. The va- :
rious literary assets of the play were
discussed comprehensively by Miss
Carolyn Erskine. Mrs. Duff substi
tuted for Miss Annie Frye who was
absent while attending the New Eng
land Regional Conference of Congre
gational churches at. Manchester,
N. H.
I
--------------------- I
Pr. G. II. Tngrnhnm has resumed
practice al his oak street office —
adv,
122-123

ant than that with us.

pure thread silk, service weight.

Mr.and.Mrs
mll-s. 1231 7890I7SU
The Itooevik Club was entertained
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney F. Maker have at picnic dinner Tuesday by Mrs?
returned home after spending the Leola Noyes and Mrs. Bessie Ben
summer in North Haven.
ner at Mrs. Noyes’ cottage. Holiday
Beach. The table was very attrac
Mr. and Mrs. Charles F. Ingraham
tive with Hallowe’en decorations
of Bangor are visiting their son,
brought home from Boston by Mrs,
Oscar Ingraham. Masonic street.
Maud Blodgett.

Miss Mabel PendletoR Is having her
annual vacation from tlie ofllre of the
Camden & Rockland Water Co.

There are certain ideals and s< rvices in comluetiiig a drug
business which mean a great deal to patrons, hut which are fre
quently ignored or lost sight of by the druggist. F »r instance, the
highest attainment of the real drug store is the preparation of
medicines on prescriptions of physicians. Nothing is mure impor:-

No. 915 Outsize, full fashioned,

Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Rokcs ajnl Mr.
Miss Katherine Robarts is in Bos
and Mrs. Lester Herrick have been on ton the guest of friends for the week.
a motor trip to Quebec, Montreal and
Niagara Falls, returning home via
Mrs. II. B. Barter leaves today for
the Mohawk Trail.
a week’s visit in Boston.

Charles 11. Walker Is having his an
nual vacation from the postofllce
staff. and is attending the Topsham
Fair tills week.

Announcement

MIKE ARMATA, Park Theatre Building

Mr. and Mrs. Alfred I-’rown and
Mrs. John Chisholm entertained
the Tuesday Night Sewing Club children Richard and Roy spent the
Tuesday evening at her home on weekend in Dover-Foxcroft, guests
Grove street, is being the first meet of friends.
ing of the season.
There will be a special meeting of
Mrs. Millard Learn and daughter the Junior Harmony Club Monday
Ruth of Auburn arrived yesterday evening at the BPW rooms at 6.30,
to be guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ronald to discuss important business. All
those who were members last seaK. Somes, Crescent street.
on are requested to be present.
Lloyd Whitmore and sister Clara,
Misses Lillian Fifield. Hazel Nutt,
Mrs. Neil Burgess and Miss Bessie
Miss Hazd Marshall lias returned Woodworth of North Haven were Gwendolyn Condon and Hazel Mar
from a hrie^ visit ill Boston and re visitors in Rockland over the week shall have returned from a trip to
sumed her duties at the Public Li end..
Boston.
brary.
Mrs. Roy Light and two children and Mr. and Mrs. Luther Riggs of
Ronald K. Somes has resumed Ills of Union are guests of Mr. and Mbs. Oakland are visiting Mrs. Mary Rus
position at ttie Standard Oil Co. after Elbridge Linscott, Crescent street.
sell.
a week's vacation.
Oak Grove Cabins closes Sunday
An auction party will be held at
Mr. and Mrs. William Lohley of the BPW rooms tomorrow eveping alter a remarkably successful sea
North Haven who have been spend under the auspices of the club. It son. Proprietor Walter Dodge has
ing a few days in tlie city, went Wed has been voted to 'hold these parties had the piazza glassed and is having
nesday to Topsham to attend the fair. every Friday evening until further the kitchen enlarged with a view to
extended culinary service another
notice.
William Edward Heath. Jr., under
season.
went a minor surgical operation at
Mrs. William I). Welch of Stoning
Knox Hospital yesterday.
ton was a recent Rockland visitor.

Mrs. Ralph Wentworth entertained
Mrs. Lilian S. Copping. Mrs. C. A.
Knickerbocker, Mrs. L. R. Campbell
and Mrs. E. F. Berry at luncheon
yesterday at her home on Cedar street
witli her mother. Mrs. A. C. White of
New Port Richey, Fla., as honor
guest.

(No. 2 Next Tuesday)

SALE ENDS TUESDAY

Mrs. Nora Wright is having
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Parker and
month's vacation from the office of children Earl and Lucille of DoverUr. F. 13. Adams.
Foxcroft were weekend guests of
Mrs. Louise Clark, Chestnut street.
Mr. ami Mrs. Charles H. Berry 2d
ami daughter left Monday on a mo
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Call and chil
tor trip to Philadelphia where they dren have been guests of Mrs. Call's
will be .nests of Ml', and Mrs. Alex mother. Mrs. Ida ’Bell, in Xli'o the
ander Dalghren.
past week.
Basil Smith whoias been witli ills
Mr. and Mrs. John Robinson who
aunt. Mrs. G. C. Knight, Broadway, were in Boston while Mr. Robinson
for several monthsfciias returned to was having Ills annual vacation from
his home in Newtonville, Mass.
the Stonington Furniture Co., were
called home Tuesday by the serious
The P.&T. Club was entertained illness of Mr. Robinson's mother in
Tuesday afternoon by Mrs. Thomas ■Warren.
McKinney. Knott street, prizes fall
ing to Mrs. John Beaton. Mrs. A. U.
Mrs. Minnie Foster who has been
Mntey. Mrs. Ernest'Knight and Mrs. the guest of her daughter Mrs. Pierre
McKinney
(
L. Havener has returned to her home
in White Rock. N. S.
Herbert Sanborn spent the week
end in Vinalhaven the guest of his
Mrs. Stella McRae is leaving today
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Leon Sanborn. for Boston for the weekend, accom
panied by her mother Mrs. B. W.
Mr. and Mrs. Justin L. Cross and Russell who will visit in Boston and
son Edward Cross are in Boston Providence - enroute to Hagerstown,
guests of Miss Adblaide E. Cross.
Jld.. where she will make urt extend
ed visit witli her son. Ur. P. L. Rus
Mrs. M. It. Pillsbury and Mrs. A. C. sell.
McLoon motored to Portland yes
terday.
Mrs. Harold Coombs entertained
30 guests Monday evening to cele
Capt. and Mrs. John Bernet and brate the -—nth birthday of her hus
Mt. and Mrs. Thomas P. Stebbins band. The party was given in the
of Portland have Returned from a new garage, which was festive with
motor trip through Maine and New Hallowe'en trappings. Cards, music
Brunswick.
\ «.
dancing and stunts were much en
joyed. a birthday cake being the fea
Mrs. Ada Orff is having two weeks’ ture of tlie refreshments.
Mr.
vacation front her JTutiea at the home Coombs’ guests presented him witli
of Mittp Caroline Littlefield and will a smoking set.
visit relatives in Waldoboro.
Mrs. Dewey Call entertained sev
Mr . and Mrs. Harold Jackson eral friends recently with Mrs. Lydia
spent the weekend in Boston, guests Davis as honor guest. Mrs. Davis
of relatives.
leaves shortly for Boca Ceiga, Fla.,
for the winter.
"Buddy" 'Whitmore the 2-year-old
son ot Capt. and Mrs. Charles Whit
Miss Mina Jenkins of Portland was
more. Granite street, is convalescing the weekend guest of her parents,
frbhi a serious illness.
Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Jenkins, Myrtle
street.
Miss Pearl Borgerson and Miss
Florence LeCage are In Boston.
Mrs. E. S. Flick of Easton, Penn.,
is the guest 'of her daughter Mrs.
Mrs. Francis Fisher of Cedar street Earle MacWilliams, Chestnut street,
leaves tomorrow morning for Balti for the month of October while re
more. where she will be for a few cuperating from a recent serious ill
days,
ness.

Now that cold weather is here to
stay* how about a pair of those
novelty Low Overshoes.. We carry
a complete line in all colors.

NO. 1.

Guaranteed regular stock merchandise
in newest Fall shades

Mr. and Mrs. Fj S. Sherman are
The Rubinstein Club bolds its first
in Leominsted. Mass., guests of Mrs. meeting of the season tomorrow aft
Sherman's daughter, Mrs. Harold ernoon in the Congregational vestry
Mason.
ar 2.15 o'clock.

Tan and Black

LITRE CHATS ABOUT YOUB HEALTH

famous

Allen-A Hosiery

Mrs. Clifford O. Perry is In Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Flaxton and
family of Marine City, Mich., have
Mr. and Mrs. Freeman Young were
been guests of Mr. and Mrs. George weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Eouegette, Otis street the past week. Earl Harbach in Bangor.

$3.95 to $6.00

366 Main Street

20% Reduction

War Buddies on a Rampage Find
Adventure in Gay Paree
MONDAY-TUESDAY

ESTHER RALSTON

“HALF A BRIDE”
w edTthurs.-fri.
“WINGS”
Paramount's Greatest Picture

On Quality Goods in the City. Our Expenses Are
Low—Our Customers L'er.efit
Ladies' Full Fashioned Silk H< se, $1.35

MIKE ARMATA
...CLOTHIER....
OPEN EVERY EVENING
<5 If your home is uncomfortable, see Mi! 2 Armnta
and lease one of his Modern Apartments, 7 rooms,
bath, heat, fireplace, garage and sun porch, janitor
service all modern, $40 a month.

“BIG DOINGS” AT NORTHEND

For Sale

Lost and Found
LOST—Combination fountain pen arid pen
ell on way to High School. ROBERT SADLER,
59 Suffolk St.________________________ 122-It
LOST—Last June between my barber shop
and residence bunch of keys with my name
thereon. Reward of $'» if returned to L. \\
BENNER
121-12 5 '
LOST—Earring, blue stones in shape of,
bunch of grapes. Reward if returned to COPRIER-GAZETTE office.
120*122

■II

FOR SALE Drafting table and Dalton add
ing machine, in good condition. HRS. ISRAEL
FOR SALE—Good work horse, good driver,
weight 1350 lbs. Will sell or trade for cow. j
R < . WYLL1E. Thomaston. Me. Tel. 169-12.
122*124
for

“With Change of Program” Each Day

SALE—White truck, one ton. with

,.;,ttle both. also delivery body. Al condition.

\y j) REES 1 niou. Maine

122*127

And also to request those who have bills
against tills company to present them for pax
raent and those owing this company to settle or
make arrangements within thirty days as after
that date they will be left for collection. We
thank all our many customers for their kind
patronage. KNOX COOPERAGE CO., West
Rockport. Me.. Oct. 8. 1928.
121*122

ALLEN. 8 Pine St.. Thomaston.

CHIROPODIST Specializing to all Ida* o(
foot troubles—arch supports.
For* appointment call 563-W. MISS R N. COLTART. registered nurse, offices over Moor's drug store, |
opp. Fuller-Cobb-Davis.
118-123
MY CIDER MILL STARTS GRINDING 1
apples Tuesday, Oct. 8 and will grind every
Tuesday and Friday. J. H. SIMONTON, West
Iiockport.
118-tf

FOR SALE CM tad fitted n
wood sawed for stove or furnace, $8. L. F
TOLMAN, P. O. Thomaston. Tel. 263-13 Rock
land.
118*12'
FOR SALE—Fifteen acres shore property
situated at Arey’s Harbor in Yinalhaven. Good
buildings. Extra good place for lobster fisher
man whose wife takes summer boarders: o'
would make nice summer home. Easy terms to
a reliable party. Address C. B. DAVIS, Vinalhaven, Me.
113-tf
wFOR
________
SALE—At a bargain p4ty rig- wagon
harness and saddle. DR C. F FRENCH. Tel
115-tt
It 8-W.
FOR SALE—House lots with garden snavt
on North Main St. and some on Maverick' St
L. A. THURSTON. Rockland. Tel 1159.

PAINTING. PAPER HANGING. MASON
work of all kinds. A W. GRAY, Contractor
3 Adams St. Tel. 194-J.______________ 118-tf
ROCK AND CEMENT WORK, cellar walls
built and repaired; all kinds of lawn work,
by the dav or contract. BENJAMIN KNOW'
118-tf
TON. 54 Brewster St. Tel. 467-M

ANNOUNCING THE FALL

t-. w-b.--------------Littlefield Memorial Church Will Celebrate Loyalty Week

sxow.

Loyalty Week. Oct. 14 to 21 in
clusive is the grand opening of the
k FOR SALE—Perfection oil heater, vacuum season’s program at the Littlefield
Wanted
(cleaner, two hall stands, double bed and spring.
. chamber set
MRS
CHARLES SINGER. Memorial Free Baptist church. All
122 24 | the departments and auxiliary or
WANTED Laundry woik. wet wash 75 Thomaston, Tel. 70.
cents, dry. $1, blankets, pillows, etc., a spe- i
... _ „
ganizations are actively prepared to
cialty.
Called for and delivered. MRS
for immediate sale, residence
SMilTH Tel 1084
122-1”! ,,ear s<’hools. <‘ar hue. <‘tc, 1 acre land with make the week a great success. The
—------- ------- ----- -— ---------------------------- ——1_ variety of fruits. Tel. Camden 167-11 or call program features things new and old
WANTED At once all round cook Appb at premises .4 MECHANIC ST, Camden,
in person KNOX HOTEL. Thomaston. 122-124
122-12! and is sure to attract the attention
of all who are at all interested in the
WANTED Refined woman away all day
FOR
SALE
—
Cow
recently
new
milch.
4
would appreciate opportunity to Imard in j years old. large and u big milker. $76. ROSE
church.
private family, central location. TEL. 018 W. HILL FARM. Owls Head. Me. Tel. 1170-J.
Family Day will be featured Sun
122-124
122-127 day morning when families will at
FOUND—Stray white Spitz doc. without j
FOR SALE Two Parker 12 Ga. hammerless. tend church and sit together. Grand
collar. For information TEL. 182-W.
122-tf
1 Fox 12 Ga. hammerless. 1 Marshwood 16 Ga
W A N T E D—Pract i ca 1 nurs e. TELEPHONE hammerless, 3 low price single 16 Ga.. 2 low fathers and grandmothers will be es
pecially welcomed at the head of
306-R. after 5.30.
122*124 price 12 (.a
GEORGE JAMESON. R F D
122*124 their respective family groups. It is
WANTED—Girl fur house work, one to r • Rockland.
home nights preferred A. W. THOMAS. 51
FOR SALE—Registered Guernsey bull. Al hoped if possible to have some five
Pacific St. Tel. 142 W
122-tf
tamont Ladon No. 137270. P2 years old. Has generation groups present. The pos
WANTED We want live salesmen with back of him the best idood brought from ter will have a message especially
clean records to sell amazingly fast-selling ’ Guernsey Isle. Would like to see him when
article
Not electric cleaner* noi electric his breeding would Im reallj appreciated suited for the service, and the choir
washers, but a man with such experience is j pedigree with animal. Can be seen at ROSE will render music fitting the occasion.
the man we want. You can easily make over HILL FARM. Owl's Head. Me. Tel. 1170-J.
For Sunday evening of the 14th a
$60.00 weekly. You call only on 1 ads received I
122-127
special song-o-logue service has been
from newspapers, magazines and direct-mail I---------------------------------------------------------------------advertising. Automobile required. No can- 1 FOR SALE—Pair horses, new double har- prepared. • entitled.
“Follow
Me.’’
vassing necessary. If Interested give refer- hess. new dump cart, rubber tired wagon, From the very inception of this serv
ences. telephone number. E. E.. care The Cou- Army saddle. MRS 11 A. SIMMONS. West
rler-Gazette.
122-tf ( Meadow road. Tel. 60V-R.
122*124 ice th^ message by new and unique
means will be brought to a fitting
WANTED To rent modern b oi
. om
FOR SALE 1626 Master Six Buick. in go<xl
house with garage, centrally located
No dltion. TEL. 452-R.
121*126 climax.
children. TEL. 1196-R.
122*127
Monday evening, und?r the direc
FOR SALE Horse, price $125
Kl'STI
WANTED Ambitious. industrious person to
tion of Miss Eva Ames, the church
make sales of $156 to $666 a month or more XI’ITVLA. Gardner Star Rt., Rockland.
121*123 is to give a reception to the new
introducing and supplying the demand for
comers to the community. A
Rawleigii Household Protiuc.s in Rockland
FOR SALF Ft tel wood. $2 per ft. AL
Eawieiirh Methods get business everywhere FRED DAVIS. 147 Park St Tel. 859-R.
1 i ogram has been planned and reNo selling experience requited. We suppl;. ________________________________ 121-tf 1
eshments will be served. Tuesday
products, sales and advertising literature and FOR SALC—F< ur Chow puppies, red : 1 fe
vening there will be the first of
service methods—everything you need. Profits male Chow. 2 years, nice disposition. $56
increase every month. Lowest prices: be t
he year’s loyalty prayer meetings,
YORK. Ill Pleasant St.. City. Tel
values: most complete service W. T. RAW- DELIA
293-W.
121-123
hen it is expected to have at least
LK1GH CO.. Dept. ME 3922, Albany. X Y.
lP'*Tlt-12S
10 in attendance, and a prayer
FOR SALE New Hudson and Essex: also
1925 Essex coach, $16 per month, no down
;eeting that will be eclipsed only by
WANTED Steam heated room centrally lo payments:
1927 Essex 4-door sedan, i.i good
cated. TEL. 620.
121-123 condition. $560.
ch succeeding one of the year.
Will be able to demonstrate
WANT:-.D—Girl for genet a1 housework at Sunday forenoon. FREDERICK V. WALTZ
The young people will make the
30 Suffolk St. TEL. 165.5.
121 123 165 Broadway Tel. 392-M.
121-123
vening of Wednesday attractive
WANTED—Twenty nine at.d 22 in. staves,
FOR SALE Land and buildings at south- with their loyalty rally and a stirring
U in. taper or bilge, first quality. J. C. HAH western corner of Park and Broadway. In
idress by Rev. J. Charles MacDonMON. Rockland. Tel. 943-W.
126*122 quire evenin,> at 14 BROAD ST. Tel. 67-M
1(3. pastor of the First Baptist
120*122
WANTED —Man for steady year round job____________
hurph. Thursday evening will be
to do general furnace setting and repairs. j
FOR SALE ■Crawford parlor stove No. 30
Must be able to make pipe, elbows, angles and fine condition 16 MECHANIC ST. Rockland
given over to a conference of the
126*12:
understand thoroughly the work of the fur Tel. 1054-R.
veral departments of the church
nact business. Leave your name and refer- 1
FOR
SALE—1626 Ford Coupe. tulh for the planning of the social proences at the office of THE COURIER. 115-tf1 equipped,
all extras, new tires. P. E. SNOW
am for the fall and winter.
Rockport.
120*122
The annual roll-call of the church
FOR SALE—Classic Herald range, good as
Miscellaneous
new : also gas stove. Inquire at 11 GRANITE will be held Friday evening with sup
ST.
120*12.5
per at 6 o’clock in the vestry. The
NOTICE—I will pay no bills contracted by
anvbody else in my name. FRANKLIN D.
FOR SALE—Building suitable for ^®rage
oil-call service will afford all the
AMES.
121 *123 K F. WIGHT. Warren. Me.
120*12: members of this loyal little church
NOTICE—Knox foeptrsze Company of W.-1
F0R SALE Y.,unit white I h.-t.r plzm opportunity to register their in
Rockport wish to announce it has sold its Bachelder House, Union, Me. MR. HEALD.
erest In the repair program now in
20-tl
store atid grocery business to Harry H. Hans
rogress. It is probable that the sac
com of Rockland, who took possession at once, j
HATTli
FOR SALE—House. 8 room:
-----.■ - ■■■

—■—

rificial giving of this people, which
lias already been expressed with
handsome sums by several of the
members, will enable the church to
complete the needed repairs without
incurring a debt on the property.
Sunday the 21st will be the grand
climax of the week when rally day
will be observed in all the services.
The pastor and choir will have spe
cial messages in the morning. The
Bible School will feature a 100 per
cent program at the study period at
noon, and one of its already famous
concerts at the evening hour. Let
everybody remember that the big
doings in the town will*be at the
Northend during Royalty Week.

State of Maine Week
Beginning Monday, October 15
Through Saturday, October 20
Presenting a 6 Day

There will he a well baby clinic
at Knox Hospital Tuesday Oct. 16,
al 9 a. m. under the auspices of tjie

One of the most annoying and
general complaints children suffer
from is worms. You knowr the
signs — constipation, deranged
stomach, offensive breath, eyes
heavy and dull, coated tongue,
grinding of the teeth. Don’t let
children suffer. Promptly give t hem

“My little girl became seriously
ill by eating too many sweets. 1
used your Elixir with most bene
ficial results; she improved rap
idly. My girl has not had one sick
day since.” — Mrs. Shay, Cam
bridge, Mass.
Cleanses as it clears—a mild, pureherb laxative.

Including Home and Personal Needs
Portland Stores have maCe extensive preparation for this event which comes just at a time when Fall and Win
ter Styles are assured and assortments complete.

LISTEN IN Station WCSH for interesting details

SPECIAL ATTRACTION - City Hall Auditorium
One of America’s Outstanding Musical Organizations

The United States Marine Band
“The President’s Own”
Wednesday Afternoon and Evening, October 17th
Auspices of the CIVITAX Charity Fund and Educational Work

Family size J1.20; other size, 60c & 40c

Successfully used for over 77 years
EXTENDED AUTO PARKING upon request to stores listed in this
ad, or at the Chamber of Commerce, Free Street, at Congress
Square. Special tickets permitting double parking time will be
given WITHOUT cost or obligations to visitors from Out of Town.
This courtesy or Special Privilege is extended through the coopera
tion of the Portland City Government as a cordial welcome during
this STATE OF MAINE WEEK.

The

Look for the Window Card pictured above. Stores
that show this official card are participating in the
event, and are listed below:

Woman’s Choice

AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS 4 SEEDS
E. W. Burbank Seed Co.,
29 Free St.
Kendall 4 Whitney,
213 Federal St.

Always!

AUTOMOBILES AND ACCESSORIES
Forest City Motor Co.,
83 Winslow St.
Ford
Franklin Service 4 Sales Co., 369 Forest Av.
Franklin
S. E. Gemmer,
333 Forest Ave.
Marmon
John S. Goff Chevrolet Co., 525 Forest Ave.
Chevrolet
Henly-Kimball Co.,
380 Forest Ave.
Hudson - Essex
Hennings Motor Co.,
531 Forest Ave.
Studebaker
Myron D. Kidder, Inc.,
343 Forest Ave.
Reo
Portland Buick Co.,
63 Preble St.
Buick
Portland Nash Co.,
353 Cumberland Ave.
Nash
Clifton R. Shaw, Inc.,
509 Forest Ave.
Whippet, Willys-Knight
Wright-Moses Motor Co.,
334 Forest Ave.
Dodge
William Gleason Motor Co., 503 Forest Ave.
Chrysler
Barker. Butler. Inc.,
832 Congress St.
Paige
Cadillac Motor Car Co.,
79 Preble St.
Cadillac
D. E. McCann 4 Son,
88 Preble St.
Oldsmobile, Fire Apparatus
Jordan, Josselyn Co.,
11 Temple St.
Accessories

T^hellew

ALLEN’S
PARLOR FURNACE

816

FOR SALE—Cedar boat boards, all thick
nesses. Small lots five cents foot planed tw,
sides, large orders cheaper. Lobster traps
bums, oak laths. Also other boat lumbei
JOEL P. WtMID. Belfast. Tel. 177-14
118-tf
FOR SALE—Soft wood slabs, 4-ft. lengtl
or fitted to order. Furnace wood a specialty
HAROLD PEASE, Warren. Me. Tel. 16-21
94*118-tf
FOR SALE—Soft wood slabs 4 ft. long $'
modern. Fine location. CRIE’S GIFT SHOP
per cord, stove length $8. $T less in Thomas
___________________________________ 122*121
ton. Also laths $6.50 and $7.66 per M. L. C
TO LET Two unfurnished rooms for light PACKARD. Warren, Me.
118-ft
housekeeping, heat and light furnished, mod
FOR SALE—A very fine canvas covered
ern. varaze if desired, rent reasonable A. C.
SMITH. 19 Rockland St. Tel. 1- si
122-121 square stern, Oldtown canoe. Perfect condl
tlon, used very little, almost new. Coppe'
TO LET—In Rocklmd. up stairs h ut ment of sponsons. Inquire ERNEST C. DAVIS,
four looms witli lights and toilet at 23 Frank
11.8 tt
lin St. Inquire of .MRS DAVID OSIER. 13
FOR SALE—Cord and fitted wood : fitted sof>
Center St., Waterville, Me.
122*124 >
wood slabs $8 : also lumber. T. J. CARROLL
TO LET—Three furnished rooms w!th use i P. O. Thomaston. Tel. 263-21 Rockland.
of bath. MRtS. W S. KENNISTON. 176 Main
118-tf
St. Tel. 278 R_______________________122-tf
FOR SALE E. B Sleeper place, 23!) Cedar
TO LET— Five room tenement, down stairs, St.. Rockland Highlands, 1^ story house, of
furnace heat, electric lights, flush toilet, at 16 rooms, all modern improvements, steam
42 FULTON ST. _________________ 122*121 heat, cemented cellar, with cool room for vege
tables, electric lights ; nice shed for coal and
TO LET—All modern tenement at 25 M
St. HARRY BERMAN Tel. 126-M
122-1» wood connected with house, nice firepla
plenty of closet room. Tills is a nicely ar
TO LET Four room house in Rockland, ranged house with nice high rooms, higli dryelectric lights, garage. Price reasonable. lot, very nice barn, lien houses for 300 hen
TEL. 73 Thomaston, Me.
121*123 j 31, fruit trees, raspberry, blackberry, aspara
TO LET Heated rooms at 25 PARK ST ' gits lieds. Electric lights in all outer buib*
121-123 ings ; all buildings in fine repair: 10-acre field
of nice soil, fine neighborhood, nice store
TO LET -One or two furnished rooms for handy by. Grange hall and fine schools, elec
light housekeeping at 18 MASONIC ST.
trio street lights, good view of mou.it.-R.!
121*123 Penobscot Bay. city and country lire com
TO Ley—Furnished 5 room h use. double lut: d. one mile from i»ostoffice. (Come
ome and se
garage, (all evenings at II Hill II ST
'•...-if whet a tine I.h. Ing place Ujl«
b
121*123 ’ f°r ,,ie kive-away price. Cause of selling
__________________________________ -—— going away to Massachusetts. This beautiful
TO LET—Modern apartment, adults only at
36 Purchase St. Apply at MATHER'S I l'Ni'H.
5 Pleasant St.
122-124
TO LET—Tenement of six rooms, electric
lights, near corner Broadway and Park 81
Apply ELIZABETH DONOHUE 86 Park St
Tel. 438-J.________________ _________ 122-tf
TO LET—Lower flat. 94 Rankin St., corner
Broadway. 7 rooms. Bath and basement ;

120-tf
jo LET—Furnished house for rent at
Martinsville. Me the Ogier Place. Inquire of,
H. E. MASON, 15 Prospect St.. North Leo _
minster. Mass.
126-tf
to LET—Private <»ne ear rar.i ,• f^ im.ll
ear Tel 586-M 19 FRANKLIN st. cn
120-tf

foi $5,090 with mori<age
L W BENNER, Real Bstat«

rill be sold

takei foi $2,000
Dealer. 2 Lafayette Sq., Rockland, Me. Tel
121-1
3 i.. J.__________________________
SPECIAL FOR SALE
pne farm, fine house and large ham wU.
(jp acres land, field cutting 40 tons bay, bal
land in pasture and worn I. buildings only

y«*rs old; tin. water, llghta, «»d eel

under house and bam. Must be sold at once
very low price, $3,500. Near Rockland on

TO LET—Two pleasant rooms furnished for flj)e road

light housekeeping. Electric lights and hath.
Rooming house partly furnished. 15 large
192 LIMEROCK ST.
_______
____ 126*122 rooms. It has two light housekeeping apart
TO LET Furnished apartments. heated. ments, paying $55 month. Price complete,
500.
119-tf
Call after 5.36 at 11 MAS»'\:< ST
------------------House—Five rooms, all latest Improvements
TO LET—Six rooms and bath, suitable tor ^Ith fine cellar and garage. To be sold at
two or three adults. 164 NORTH MAIN ST. ol|((,
Tel. 27-M._________________ ___________ 1I
Fine house on Camden street, known as
' TO LET—Emir rufllK ;i»'l liatll. al-" ..iiai:.' Oxlon Tc:i Room. ■ l-algp bouse and barn ; three
■Ml reasonable. 18 ULEA4JOX ST., Thoiu- acre* Ilind. aulublafor over night raapt
1 4 . Tazi t’»K 11
118-tf
Six room house with garage. Low price, fine
aston. iei. i-n-'j---------------------------- ------ ----location. $2160.
TO LET Garage for 1 or 2 cars. Inqulie 1"
House and barn, housing for 500 liens.
PLEASANT ST._____________ _________ 11,x 11 :
New bungalow with garage, all improveTQ ,Et—Four room furnished apartment at ments. Low price.
u - —
Farm. West Rockport, low price, city water
59 Masonic
St. : eie(.trlc lights. For further I
117-132 ! and lights.
information apply 42 BEECH ST
------ ----------------------------------* bile improvements: 1 mile from Rockland
TO LET—A warm. Clean lenemenl. lor >m.iil
. 1 acre- Inst Held, cut 8 tons hay
family. MABEL S. RAWLEY 130 Main St. tins year. \ ery low price.
115-tf
House and barn, several acres land latest
Tel. 383-J.
Tn apT__ .Modern 12 room tenement on Main improvements, Warren. $2,000.
Two cottages Megunticook Lake.
St Inquire P. HI BEXSTKIX
Hb If
( ash or easy terms on any property I sell.
—T0 let—Four room ali.iiliufllt. benleil. nil
House. 7 rooms, hard wood floors, large
modern lnmrovenienta. Inquire 130 I XIOX porch, fine cement cellar, $2650, good location;
easy terms. Must be sold at once.
ST. Tel. 158.
Unfurnished, 1 four room apartment with
Tn let_ Furnished aparnnent of 3 rooms,
improvements, $25 per month.
llet. shed, cellar and pH--. »ith
toilet
Furnished,
four room apartment, with im
« and hot water. 12 KM>\ ST. Tel.
gan
provements, $6.50 week.
Furnished. 1 five room apartment, with im
at lu LAI RKL
ST.
113 tf provements. $8.56 week.
’to LET—House a£10_UA<
ui
Two garages, $5 month.
—toTeT—Furnlahed aparlliu in O live rooms.
V. F. STUDLEY
nilI modern convenlen.es.
I.... .Ire at THE
69 Park Street
116-tf
ELMS.
- .tv—ril)im furnisb.d apartment
LADIES-Reliable stock of hair goods ai
TO LET ^?r,rE PULLER, 25 Linden St. the Rockland Hair Store. 236 Main St. Mall
frith garage. ALICE iULUtaU,
solicited. HELEN C. RHODES. 118-tf

BAKERIES
Cushman Baking Co.,
545 Congress St.
Young's Cake Shop,
110 High St.
BEAUTY PARLORS
Reginald Carles,
514 Congress St.
CHINA AND GLASSWARE
Burbnnk, Douglass 4 Co.,
242 Middle St.

CONFECTIONERY
I. F. Lord 4 Son,
486 Congress St.

FEATURE SHOWS AT THE THEATRES DURING
STATE OF MAINE WEEK
KEITHS THEATER—Jointly celebrate* STATE OF MAINE
WEEK and FOUNDERS' WEEK ! Offering a Big, Double-feature
Program of vaudeville and screen plays starring OLIVE OLSON
in feminine caricatures. Castillian Serenaders with YORQUINO
ana NORKA in Spanish Melodies and modern Dances I
First
Time in Portland. Other vaudeville attractions especially inter
esting and entertaining—the Screen Favorite REGINALD DENNY
will “shine” in his latest and greatest cinema success, “THE
NIGHTBIRD.”
Adced numbers will be arranged to fittingly celebrate this Great
Occasion.
STRAND THEATER—LILAC TIME. A synchronized picture fea
turing COLLEEN MOORE. Thia wonderful picture is based on
the play by that name. It had a apecial run at the Central The
ater in New York !
EMPIRE THEATER—THE MAN WHO LAUGHS. Based on Victor Hugo's classic of the same name. This also is a synchronized
picture.
MAINE THEATER—Special Feature Picture for STATE OF
MAINE WEEK I
JEFFERSON THEATER—GROUNDS FOR DIVORCE— A Comedy which was a qualified New York Success I Made famous by
INA CLAIRE in the “STELLA" role.

DEPARTMENT STORES AND WOMEN'S
WEAR
Eastman Bros. 4 Bancroft, 498 Congress St.
Owen, Moore 4 Co.,
505 Congress St.
554 Congress St.
J. R. Libby Co.,
Porteous, Mitchell 4 Braun, 522 Congress St.
Rines Bros. Co.,
529 Congress St.
W. T. Grant Co.,
546 Congress St.
S. S. Kresge Co.,
518- 532 Congress St.
Beckwith - Cummings,
564 Congress St.
J. E. Palmer Co.,
543 Congress St.
Filene's of Boston,
477 Congress St.
Chapman Specialty Shop,
241 Middle St.
Woman’s Shop, The
500 Congress St.
Mrs. Margaret McGowan,
628 Congress St.
S. Rogers 4 Sons Co.,
538 Congress St.
DRUG STOR ES
Heseltine 4 Tuttle Co.,
419 Congress St.
H. H. Hay Sons Co.,
256 Middle St.
George C. Frye Co.,
116 Free St.

MEN'S CLOTHING
A. H. Benoit 4 Co.,
272 Middle St.
Haskell 4 Jones Co.,
470 Congress St.
MUSIC AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
M. Steinert 4 Sons,
517 Congress St.
Cressey 4 Allen,
534 Congress St.
NEWSPAPERS
Portland Maine Pub. Co.,
177. Federal St.
Portland Evening News, Inc. 22 Monument Sq
OFFICE EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
Roberts Office Supply Co.,
233 Middle St.

OPTICIAN
H. E. Murdock Co.,

156 Free St. w

PAINTS AND VARNISHES
!
F. M. Brown Paint Co.,
8 Free St.
M. F. Bragdon Paint Co.,
47 Exchange St.
PAPER DEALERS
f. M. Rice Paper Co.,
16 Exchange St.

ELECTRICAL
H. N. Blanchard Elect. Co.,
25 Casco St.
L. W. Cleveland 4 Co.,
441 Congress St.
FISH MARKET
J. H. McDonald,
158 Commercial St.
FURS
M. R. Schreiber,
477 Congress St.
L. H. Schlosberg,
657 Congress St.
FURNITURE
Bridges 4 Bell,
Morrill* Corner
Carleton Furniture Co.,
580 Congress St.
Atherton’s,
50 Free St.
T. F. Foss 4 Son.
Chapman Arcade
GAS STOVES, HEATERS AND SUPPLIES
Portland Gas Light Co.,
5 Temple St.
GIFT SHOPS
La Fantasie Shoppe,
614 Congress St.

PROVISIONS AND GROCERIES
Lyman B. Chipman,
574 Congress St.
Johnson's Public Market,
24 Wilmot St.
W. S. Dunn 4 Co.,
91 Spruce St.

RESTAURANTS
Constantine Cafeteria,
499 Congress St.
Minerva Lunch,
572 Congress St.
Cordes Cafe, Inc.,
5 Forest Ave.
SHIP CHANDLERS
W. S. Jordan 4 Co.,
102 Commercial St.

SHOES
Palmer Shoe Co.,
554 Congress
Walk-Over Shoe Store,
555 Congress
Boston Shoe Store,
548 Congress
McDowell 4 Black Shoe Co. 539 Congress
Davis 4 Cartland,
210 Middle
Cropcly 4 Anderson,
(10 Congress
Dan Brothers,
8 Brown

HARDWARE
Edwards 4 Walker Co.,
Monument Sq.
King 4 Dexter Co.,
11 Monument Sq.
Talbot, Brooks 4 Ayer,
269 Middle St.
HOTELS
The New Chase House,
434 Congress St.
JEWELERS
J. A. Merrill 4 Co.,
503 Congress St,
Carter Bros. Co.,
521 Congress St.
George T. Springer Co.,
515 Congress St.
Frank E. Brown,
945a Congress St.
Wm. M. Cross.
515a Congress St.
Edward S. Waite,
477 Congress St.

SILKS
Nathan O. Reynolds,

St.
St.
St.
St.
St
St.
St.

562 Congress St

TAILORS
Peter C. Eskilson,
477 Congress St.
Edward J. Huelin,
375 Fore St.

THEATRES
Maine
B. F. Keith,

20 Preble St.

Sponsored by the Retail Division Portland Chamber of Commerce

The home-rnakers—the women folks who have to
live most with the heater invariably
HEAVY SENTENCES

CHOOSE THE ALLEN

Why?
BECAUSE OF ITS EFFICIENCY
(it readily and comfortably heats from one to five
rooms)
BECAUSE OF ITS ECONOMY
(it uses no more fuel than an ordinary stove)
BECAUSE OF ITS CONVENIENCE
(the Allen’s many conveniences lessen the cares of
operation)

BECAUSE OF ITS BEAUTY
(no parlor heater made is so handsome or so cheerful
as the New Allen)
BUY* YOUR ALLEN TODAY
DON’T WAIT FOR COLD WEATHER

Installed in a moment—no floors to cut—on dirt—
no mess—no bother
CASH OR EASY TERMS AS DESIRED

Rockland Man Figures In
One In District Court At
Portland.
Fines totalling $5,750 and a term of
18 months in the Atlanta penitentiary,
one of the heaviest sentences ever
given in a liquor case in the U. S. Dis
trict Com t in Portland, were imposed
Tuesday on Joseph Dubie of Portland.
Dubie was adjudged guilty by a jury ’
last September of charges of con- 1
spiracy, sales and transportation of
liquor. He appealed to the U. S. Court
of Appeals which sustained the ver
dict of the lower court.
A fine of 1,000 was paid by Alden G.
Merrifield of Rockland when he plead
ed guilty to an indictment, charging
sales of liquor.
He was arrested almost a month |
ago after Federal agents had worked '
in Rockland and in Boothbay Harbor j
in an effort to suppress the liquor
traffic which had reached rather ex
tensive proportions. An indictment'
was returned by the grand jury of ’
the September term of court.
“I'll have to charge you $30 for im
proving your hearing," said the doc

Stonington Furniture Co,
LOUIS MARCUS. Prop.
313-319 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND

s

Fashions

, „ ,------ ------ :————

FOR SALE > t L I Red
{-.I1.1?.”,fZoni Am“ersl- "
k
ROBINSON, >t. George.______________ 1-0 !-•->
" FOR SALE—Cauliflower and other vege
tables, also Jcrse. cow. JOHN KEINANEN
n„„te 1. Box 102 Warren. Me.
118*12:

I

Fall and Winter

Your Child’s Health
and Happiness

The True Family Laxative
1 and Worm Expeller

/

City Wide Assemblage

l

Dr True’s Elixir

/

in Portland—

120*12'

FARMS. C0UN1RY HOMES.COTTAGES
FOR SALE
Mill'~'ial
4 f.. 4 b n- f»?.5o
and
lhe-vraJ stove length, $8. also apple barrels and lum
den spot of Maine—PenobscotBay A rite ■ .
. . iiu’kiihi u v n Thomaston
us what you want. ORRIN J. DICKEY Bel- ber' L A KUKARD, R. K D.. Thomaston.
118-tf
fast. Me.
FOR SALE
REFINISHING CARS by spray
any
New 5-room house at South End, all modern
color; storage. J A STEVENS A SON Mgarage.
Loud St. Tel. 241-M or 13-M
118-tf with
Six-room house, all modern, on Broadway
also a 5-room modern house on the same
street.
To Let
Desirable houses in all pdrts of the city.
Good building lots in any location desired
TO LET—Four room rent, central location, Some especially good trader in the three lot
all modern, gas or electric range. EASTERN on Willow street near Broauway. New home
HEAL ESTATE CO.
122-124 under construction.
T J. FOLFY
TO LET—Three rooms, furnished for light
Real Estate and Insurance
housekeeping. Thomaston. $26 per month. Tel. 772-M.
Rockland. Me
EASTERN REAL ESTATE CO. Tel. 819
116-tf
122-124
FOR SALE—300 cords finest fitted am
TO LET —Modern house. 5 rooms and sun chunk
hard
wood.
Will
deliver
free
anywhere
parlor, bath, hot and cold water. he>t. set in Knox County, in amounts of one cord oi
mbs. electric stove, etc.
EASTERN R 'Al. more if ordered 'immediately. Now is tin
ESTATE (X» Tel. 819
122-121 proper time to lay In your winter supply
TO LET—Storage building, 2 floors, central Call
Rockland 67-M or write R. P. CONANT
location. EASTERN REAL ESTATE CO Tel A. 90N,
8outh Hope
118-tf

TO LET Fin room apartmi t. heated, nt
location. 91 NGRTH MAIN 81 iftei 30
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TEL. 980

“As Good as
Friend’s
Beans”
Now this delicious Mince
NEW ENGLAND
Meat made the real old
fashioned way, with plenty of meat
and suet. Ready for use, without any fuss and bother, the instant you
take it from the can. Clean, pure, and good. Delightful for pies and
turnovers.
Ask your grocer—or send 30c for full sized can if he cannot supply
you.

We’ll send it at once, postpaid.

FRIEND BROTHERS, Melrose Station, BOSTON, MASS.

New England

tor.

“What?” inquired the patron.

"I say your bill will be $50."
“Can't hear you. sir.”
“Then 1 won't charge you a cent."
“Thank

you

Mince Meat

e

doctor.”—Chicago

Tribune.

■
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THE DIGEST'S POLL

Shows Hoover Still Far In the
Lead, With Lines Tight
ening.
,
Growing indications of a close
election are shown in the Literary
Digest straw Presidential poll, al
though on the returns released Fri
day night, Hoover still leads Smith
by a substantial margin. At present
Hoover has 68 percent and Smith
slightly less and 31 percent of the
votes.

Of the 762,810 ballots tabulated
Hoover has 514,397 while Smith polls
231,061 and the three minor candi
dates split the remainder of 6,352
votes.

Hoover is leading in all of the 20
States that are represented in this
third week’s figures of the national
“postcard election” with the excep
tion of Arkansas, which shows a plu
rality for Smith. None of the other
Southern States is included yet in
the returns except Maryland, and
this State shows Hoover ahead by a
email lead.
An analysis of “how the same vot
ers voted in 1924” evidences that of
the 482,233 who signify that they
voted the Republican ticket four
years ago 78 per cent are now voting
for Hoover while nearly 21 per cent
have switched their party allegiance
and are voting for Smith.
Over 60 per cent of the 140,890 vot
ers in this straw poll who state* that
they supported the Democratic can
didate in the last national ejection
are now voting Smith and almost 40
per cent of the same group signify
that they are leaving the Democratic
fold this year and are voting for
Hoover.
Smith gains over 50.000 votes
numerically to date by this shifting
of party bolters but The Literary Di

gest cautions that too few States
liave been heard from to make ac
curate deductions yet.
In Smith’s native State of New
York. Hoover has 83.472 votes while ’
the Democratic nominee has only 33,245. These returns are from the up
state districts, it is stated, however,
and no returns have been reported
f.om New York City where the en
tire registered vote is being polled.
“ ‘The Hoppers’ year of jubilee,”
states The Lite, ary Digest editorial
ly. ‘‘already hailed by numerous
Democratic and Republican editors
throughout the country, seems to be
strikingly signalized by The Literary
Digest's Presidential poll, as the re- I
turns pass beyond three-quarters of,
a million. Mugwumps, bolters and
conscientious objectors swarm ovfer
the political fences on all sides.
“In the present tabulation of 752,810 votes, a new record for votes re
ceived at this stage of any Digest
poll, more of Mr. Smith’s support
comes from voters who supported the
Republican ticket in 1924 than from
Democrats of that year.
On the other hand. 54,789 Demo
crats of the last 'Presidential election
are now for Hoover. Since there are
shown to he 100,419 bolters in Gover
nor Smith’s column, the Democratic
Party benefits by the exchange.
‘‘Arkansas, the first Southern State
to be represented, goes to Smith by a
small margin.
‘‘Maryland and Wisconsin alone,
thus far, show the Democratic nom
inee within, striking 'distance of his
Republican opponent.
‘‘Finally, the strong drift of Re
publican voters to Governor Smith
continues at much the same rate
shown in the past tabulations of the
poll.”
Why change from certainty to un
certainty? As the days pass between
now and election day, November 6,
the American people are going to
come to recognize more and more
that the fundamental issue in this
campaign, an issue which stands out
above all others, is contained in that
one word—prosperity.—Fargo Forum.

POLLING THE WOMEN

Straw Ballot Shows Hoover
Ahead and Reasons Are
Given.

of Got T. 3. Lawrence. The tale of
this romantic adventurer is supposed
ly told hy Count Luckner himself,
with an introductory chapter by Mr.
Thomas, and is profusely illustrated.
For a biographical tale it is as ex
citing as the best sea romances. The
*?..I’unctuilted with bits of
sentimentality, but the humor and di
rect conversational style hold atten
tion. A fine boys’ book. As thrilling
as any old tale of privateering days,
it brings back the ancient romance of
the sea.
•*••
Commander Byrd’s book “Skyward”
is being eagerly read, even though
many are “fed up” on aviation. It Is
a story of his flying career since trainIpg days at Pensacola, reaching its
natural climax in the polar and trans
atlantic flights. It is generously il
lustrated with photographs, and con
tains a good deal of aviation history
during the period of Byrd’s interest in
flying. The critics concede that it is
a valuable book of the times.
•

SOME ANCIENT ONES
Fossils Discovered Believed To
Six Million Years Old

Be

At All Meals

A delicious cup of SALADA gives an
A 6,000,000-year-old fossil if the1
added
pleasure to all meals of the day.
earth’s largest mammal is among the
^jKcoverjps announced by the Amer
ican Central Aslatir Expedition, just
Supplementing a poll of all voters
returned to .Peiping (Peking) from!
in the recently Issued "Who's Who
IN THE PUBLIC LIBRARY
a three months’ exploration in the j
In America," reporttd for both men
interior of Mongolia. Roy Chapman j
and women two weeks ago by the
Hoars—<9 a. tn. to 8.30 p. m.; Holidays,
Andrews, the leader, says the.' the1
Republican National' Committee, a
10 a. in. to 7.30 p. in.
monster is probably related to the j
tabulation of the women voters alone
Baluchitherlum found in Baluchis- >
was reported by the (Women’s Na
Among the new books put on the
tan. and must have been at least 25 i
tional Committee for Hoover, of shelves within the past few months
feet high and weighed 15 to 20 tons'
which Mrs. F. Louis Slade is chair are noted:
man.
Mr. Andrew’s failed to find traces
Fiction
of tlie “Pre-dawn man” who he is
Among 905 replies from women Old Dark House, •
Priestly
convinced existed 2.000.000 years ago
listed in “Who’s IW’ho," 565 were re Colorado,
Raine
but he is unexpectedly compensated
ported for Hoover and 340 for Smith. Two Flights Up.
Rinehart
for this disappointment by the dis
445
The previous tabulation for both Shadows,
W. Scott,
covery of important traces of masmen and women showed 8,510 for Poison.
Lee Thayer
zolithic culture resembling azijian
Hoover and 1,264 for Smith. The per The Gay Tradition
Venner
culture found in France (in a cave at and were evidently vastly more nu across Siberia, possibly as far as
cent of both men and women whoI The Crime in the Crypt.
C. Wells
Alaska.
The Andrew’s’ expedition
Mas D’azil) and in its later stages in merous than the Mongols today.
were for Hoover was 88; whereas the Wintersmoon,
Hugh 'Walpole
Scandinavia. Those people appear *Mr. Andrews thinks it probable covered altogether 5,000 miles ex
per cent of women alone for Hoover Mary Todd Lincoln,
•»•*
Morrow
that as Mongolia became more and ploring aind mapping mucli of the
was 62.
The Eye in Attendance, V. Williams
Can you imagine an English speak to have dwelt among the Mongolian
In addition to asking the voter’s Bridge of San Luis Bey,
Wilder ing continent with a literature popu sand dunes about 20,000 years ago more arid they migrated into China ; unknown territory.
preference the poll asked the reasons April and Sally June,
Chalmers lation of more than six million peo
for it, and the replies received irom The Breakwater,
■— W • —ffTTTTfl t^MgrffKCTlTBaKttlli I III "IH Ml
Dyer ple almost entirely without a native
the women showed they were influ Giants in the Earth,
Rolwaag literary life? Such, however, is the
enced by the same considerations as Gentleman Grizzly, Reginald Barker unique situation of Australia today.
the men, namely, a belief that Mr. Behind that Curtain,
Earl Biggers C. i Hartley Grattan declares in “The
Hoover was best qualified by experi The Jade Rabbit,
Blood Bookman.”
ence and accomplishment in hand My Wife, Poor Wretch,
“Australia suffers from a literary
ling domestic and foreign affairs.
Emma Brummer inferiority complex. Her readers feel
Among widely known women who Red Rust,
Cornelia Cannon safer wih a third-rate English or
gaVe their reasons, Katherine M. Plains of Abraham, Oliver Curwood American book than with a first-rate
Blackford, character analyist, said: The Lookout Girl,
Alice R. Colver Australian one. They cannot believe
"Mr. Hoover is intelligent, cultured, Piggy by Request,
Ethel Dell that men they see and know’ can write
trained and experienced. He is a Misomayhen and Ming Tunti
good books. The whole tone of so
man of courage, sound principle and
Anne Duftield ciety is hostile lo literature.
clean morals. He is cosmopolitan Quest of Youth,
Jeffrey Farnol
“In all its history the island con
Fletcher tinent has never produced a writer of
and he has unusual talent and ability Barteustein’s Mystery,
for this high office."
Crooked,
Maxmillan Foster any notable literary worth, or even re
Freeman tained as a permanent resident any of
Others whose replies were similar Certain Dr. Thorndyke,
to this were INina Wilcox Putnam, Two Forsythe Interludes, Galsworthy the many notable ones who have vis
Gibbs ited there in hope of finding a virgin
short story writer: Katherine Be The Shores of Romance.
field for further literary effort. Thik
ment Davis, sociologist, and Dr. El The Murder in the Garden,
Frances Grierson latter group includes Charles Darw in,
len F. .Pendleton, president of Welles
Nevada,
Zane Grey Joseph Conrad, Galsworthy, Leonard
ley College.
Ethel Hueston Merrick, Havelock Ellis, D. H. Law
Next after experience, In frequency Ginger Ellen,
Fanny Hurst rence and Jack London.”
of reasons as given by these women A President is Born,
•• ••
Foster Johns
for supporting Mr. Hoover, was his The Square Emerald,
SmithKaye
The Longfellow’ house at Pittsfield.
stand on prohibition. Then followed Iron and Smoke,
GladysLocke
Mass., where the poet found inspira
his freedom for control by any poli Golden Lotus,
Liggett tion to write “The Old Cloclt on the
tical machine and a vigorously ex River Riders,
pressed conviction that Republican The Viking Prince, Arthur MacKaye Stairs” is soon to pass away, as its
victory spells continued prosperity.” The Sea Panther, Raymond McFarland storied inhabitants long since have
The Changing Road, Harold McGrath done. Civic progress has decreed
Stained Sails,
John T. McIntyre that “the old fashioned country seat"
Curse of the Reckavilles,
must give way for the erection of a
Walter Masterman new’ high school building.
Shanghai Jim.
F. L. Packard
Built as a large square farm house
Red Lily and Chinese Jade,
Miln in 1790 it w’as bought and remodeled
Interference,
R. Pertwee into a mansion 10 years later by
Non-Fiction
Thomas Gold. His son-in-law, the
Life and I,
Bradford Hon. Nathan Appleton, acquired the
The American Songbag,
Sandburg house upon Mr. Gold’s death. Mr.
Much Loved Books,
J. Bennett Appleton's daughter became the wife
■ Although he voted the Democrat Skyward,
.
Richard E. Byrd of the poet Longfellow’. Mr. Long
fellow’ lived in the mansion which he
ticket in the last four Presidential World’s Best Book of Minstrelsy,
elections, Dr. Harry A. Garfield of
Powell used as a trimmer home through the
Shelley early Fifties.
Williams College announces he will Royal Castles of England.
Sousa
It is hoped to keep alive the tra
cast his ballot for Herbert Hoover. Marching Along,
A beautiful 42-pieee dinner set, to
Edward W. Bok ditions associated with the site.
Prohibition, farm relief and for Perhaps I Am,
‘.••erve six n.’<»ple. of charmhingly deco
Hence it is probable that the school
eign relations are the three main is Book of Gloucester Fishermen,
A Kineo to your home.
Connolly will be named the “Longfellow
rated . ' ii i-jiir elain, will be given
sues of the campaign,” said Dr. Gar
field. “I favor Mr. Hoover’s stand Through the Heel of Italy. Hooper School," and moreover, the stairway
away to each new member of the
Then
you
pay
$2.00
a
on each of the three, particularly on Count Luckner the Sea Devil, Thomas that played so prominent a part in
Kineo Club.
Christ at the Round Table,
Jones the poem Longfellow wrote there be
the prohibition question."
week.
• ••«
Disraeli,
Maurois preserved within the new building.
Fosdick
The original clock was removed
We pay the freight.
Based on a statistical analysis of Pilgrimage to Palestine,
••«•
some years ago to the Craigie House,
’The Literary Digest” poll, William
"Giants in the Earth" is among the the Longfellow home in Cambridge.
H. Hill, chairman of the New York
Hoover-Curtis campaign committee, most talked-of hooks. Translated Mass. Another characteristic “grand
piedicted that Hoover will carry the from the Norwegian. Ole Edvart Rol father clock" now’ ticks on the land
We will put a Kineo in your
state by 280,000 vqtes coming to the waag has presented a heroic tale of ing halfway up the stairs, and such
home for you to use for 15
Bronx with a plurality of over 600,- Norwegian settlers in the plains of a clock, it is planned, will adorn the
•
000. The Hill analysis gives Mr. South Dakata. Although there is no preserved staircase.
daye in any way you wish. If
•
•
♦
♦
Smith a plurality of only 324,000 in woven plot, the story mounts steadily
Special
at tlie end of that time you
At the age of 62 Rudyard Kipling
in interest and every incident is per
New York City.
Club Price
are not convinced that it is
"The method used in this computa fectly chosen to reveal the psycho lives in seclusion in the small vil
For
the best range you ever
tion Is purely scientific,” said Mr. logical drama. One catches from the lage of Burwash, England, where lie
Star Kineo
Hill. "Op the basis of "The Literary harvest incidents an almost ecstatic avoids visitors and resents inter
cooked on. wc w'.ll remove it
Digest’ returns, as announced our joy of earth, love and mastery; from ruptions to his quiet life. Though
and the trial will cost you al).
statistician has simply shown how the winter scenes, gloom and monoto evety Englishman knows Kipling’s
solutely nothing.
the 1924 votes will probably divide ny. It presents to the reader a story name, few can tell you where he
in the coming election, and how the done in heroic proportions of a man’s ivea, and fewer still have ever set
struggle with the earth, and is also eyes on him. Occasionally he comes
new votes will divide by parties.
a true picture of a great chapter in to London from the depths of Sussex
• •* •
Mrs. Charles Dana Gibson, wife of American history. It is conceded to for a season function—a Royal garden
the artist, and one of the campaign lie the fullest, finest and most power party, the annual cricket match be
Kineo Ranges are beautiful !
speakers of the Democratic National ful novel that has been written about tween Eton and Harrow, the two
great public schools, a polo match at
Committee, will accompany Gov. pioneer life in America.
Their lines are simple and as
••••
Hurlingham. a small dinner given by
Smith on his second campaign trip.
lovt ly as the lines of the new
Another novel that is being widely his cousin. Premier Baldwin. In tow n
Mrs. Gibson, who is a candidate for
read is Hugh Walpole’s “Winters he shuns the fashionable hotel res
“art moderne" furniture. The
eiector-at-large of New York and
moon.” In style it reminds one viv taurant and stays at a small oldnew enamel finishes are
who was a delegate to the Houston
idly of his previous novel “The Duch fashioned place in a quiet backwater
convention, will take part in all the
charming; or the plain black
ess of Wrexe.” It is a story of post off Piccadilly.
functions given in honor of the wom
with its flash of gleaming
Winters now (since he nearly died
war London society, of two sisters
en of the party and probably will do
who symbolize two ways of life, and of pneumonia) he seeks the sun in
rrckel is attractive with the
the speech-making, since neither the
is written in a suave; well mannered some spot favored by the English
color scheme of any kitchen.
Governor’s wife nor daughter make style, packed with minute observa public school educated uppermiddle
any pretense at oratory.
The family will enjoy eating
tion. tempered by humane under class, to which he belongs and which
*•••
meals in your modern “Kineo”
standing of Yhe troubles that afflict lie reveres.
The second section of tlie Demo these lordly folks, the English aristo
kitchen.
cratic campaign textbook, if its con crats, who always hold a glamour for
tent has been accurately Summarized “us Americans.”
in the press, attempts, among other
•*•*
Other Kineos $35, $79, $S6,
things, to saddle the Republican
In Andre Maurois’ “Disraeli.” one
$99, $110, $125, $135
Party with blame for the enormous feels that the French biographer has
Beautiful
reductions which have taken place found tlie perfect subject for his skill,
In the public debt. This is much like for Disraeli lives in the pages, a
Star Kineo
censuring a mother for looking after strange composite-poseur, magician,
the best Interests of her child.
opportunist, loyal British statesman.
••••
It is eloquently written.
Hoover is interested in the wel
••• •
fare of his brother-men. Hoover is
Edward Bok’s latest book “Perhaps
deeply interested in the welfare of I Am” is finding a popular following
women and is sympathetic with which it most assuredly deserves. It
them. Hoover is still more con consists of pages from the experi
cerned about the children of this na ences abroad and at home of a busi
tion.—Dally Oklahoman.
ness man who retired while there was
•••*
still time to loaf and invite his soul,
A rising tide of revolt against and who persuaded Mr. Bok to re
domination by Tammany Hall, which write for him the book of anecdotes
Eastern
has assumed the leadership of the and philosophic musings gathered
Furniture
Democratic party in this campaign, is during the first year of his leisure.
Company,
overshadowing even tile farm relief It is an easy mixture of sense and sen
question In the West. Democrats timent. of anecdotes and platitudes.
Rockland, Maine
who liave loyally supported the There is even a chapter filled witli ex
Gentlemen: —
Have one of our salesmen explain the splendid features
ticket for years, confronted for the amples of the limerick, evidently one
I enclose $5 deposit
first time with the Tammany issue, of the things which the author is
on Star Kineo range
of Kineo ranges—the patent oven heat indicator, the
arc refusing to be whipped into line finding time to enjoy. We know now
exactly
as
pictured
When she comes to the footlights
and are finding more and more to ad what the lurking twinkles in Mr. Bok’s
above, complete with shelf
to acknowledge Broadway’s applause
balanced baking damper, the splendid grates, the
mire in Hoover and Curtis, according eyes mean!
at your reduced Friendship
of her marvelous dancing in “Sidev
•*• •
to those in touch with the situation.
Club price of $65, freight
walks of New York,” theatre-goers
heavy castings, the perfect fitting ash pan, the
—Camden (N. J.) Argus.
prepaid. If after 15 days free
Admirers of “The Christ of the sit forward to admire her youthful
... *
trial 1.4m perfectly satisfied witli
Indian Hoad” will welcome the latest charms; the fresh crispness of her
easily cleaned flues. 1HE KINEO RANGE is
Governor Smith’s assurances that book of Eli Stanley Jones, “Christ at
Star Kineo, I will begin paying $2
rose-petal skin and her gleaming
if elected he will .give the farmers the Hound Table,” “conferences
weekly until fully paid. Otherwise
black hair. She’s Virginia Clark, of
a Maine made product which we are proud
and their problems his earnest which are attempts to set forth the 143
will return the range at your ex
Twenty-third
St.,
Jackson
thought and attention, reminds one dominant aspects of religious life and Heights, New York City.
pense, and you are to refund my $5
tn offer to cur customers.
of the old lady who .said that her thought as they appear to men of the
deposit.
‘‘When friends say I’m lucky to
boy, John, was a most ingenious most varied types. Special care has have such clear skin and soft, shin
youth. "Why,” said she, “that boy been taken to present it as it appears ing hair,” says Miss Clark, “I liave
Name
could build a house if he only had to Orientals. With a wide knowledge to tell them it isn’t luck at all. In
the tools and knew how!—St. James of Indian religious life and the ardent my case, it’s the result of care. For
Address
(Minn.) Independent.
fervour of a Christian missionary, Mr. my hair, I use the simple method
»•• •
Jones makes a stirring appeal to his that’s all the rage, among New York
If Governor Smith can be howled fellow Christians to offer to others tlie girls now. It’s so easy. All you do
over by an old wives’ tale he is not redemptive power which comes to is put a little Danderine on your
the stuff of which tPresidents are those ^ho live in the faith of the brush each time you use it. This
made.—New York Herald-Tribune.
Gospel. It has something of the makes my scalp feel just grand and
••••
charm which conspicuously marked keeps away all dandruff. It keeps
iNo one will be surprised that Gov “The Christ of the Indian Road.” and my hair and scalp so clean I don't
ernor Smith has been received with is a direct appeal to people of all have to shampoo nearly as often as
"Ivild enthusiasm” upon his visit to faiths.
I did. It makes my hair soft and
••• *
easy to dress; holds it in place; and
Omaha, where he made his first im
For those .who think there is never gives it more lustre than brillianportant speech as a presidential
candidate recently. No one in his anything thrilling to read in non tine!”
Danderine quickly removes that
position ever was received every fiction “Count Luckner tlie Sea Devil”
where with greater enthusiasm and is recommended. It is a story of the oily film from your hair; brings out
larger crowds than William J. Bryan, European war, concerning naval op its natural color; makes it fairly
hut when the election returns came erations in the German navy, and sparkle. Dandruff disappears when
in it was found invariably that tells of the striking exploits of Count you use Danderine. Waves, set with
Bryan had drawn the crowds and Luckner, the German naval officer it, stay in longer. It isn’t oily and
Rockland
We Pay the Freight
Furniture Company
the cheers and the Republican can who "sank 14 allied ships without the doesn’t show. All drug stores have
didate had got the votes.—Boston loss of a single life.” Mr Thomas calls the generous 35c bottles. Over five
Count Luckner the naval counterpart million used a yearl
Transcript.
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And My Dear! The Smartest People Belong!
All the Cleverest Women Are Joining Eastern’s

KINEO

Friendship
Club!

POLITICAL
GOSSIP

FREE!

Delivers

15 Days Free Trial

SPIRIN
The whole world knows Aspirin as an effective antidote for
pain. But it’s just as important to know that there is only one
genuine Bayer Aspirin. The name Bayer is on every tablet, and
on the box. If it says Bayer, it’s genuine; and if it doesn’t, it is
not! Headaches are dispelled by Bayer Aspirin. So are colds,
and the pain that goes with them; even neuralgia, neuritis, and
rheumatism promptly relieved. Get Bayer—at any drugstore
with proven directions.

Physicians prescribe Bayer Aspirin;
•

it does NOT affect the heart

Aspirin is the trade mark of Bayer Manufacture of Monoaceticacideater of Sallcylicacld

PROTECTION
Against Against Against
/i

«

Decay

.

Once your house is properly
painted it is insured against de
cay. Decay is just as destructive
as fire.
Paint,
Fault, to serve its real purpose, must protect
pleasing effect is only a oy-product. Buy
house paint
paint with this thought in mind, then
your house
you will think about quality as well as color.

—a

SWP

(Sherwin-Williams

Hoom

PaW)

hu In It the staying, weather-realating properties that
iv" a house protection. It has wonderful
naerrul covsring
cov,
power, it holds its color and it everlastingly sticks to its
job. It is real insurance. It insures protection from the
elements; it insures value in your property; it insures
beauty and distinction.
There is a special Sherwin-Williams product for every
surface around the home—Mar-not for floors, Flat-Tone
for walls. Porch and Deck Paint for outside floors, eto.
Tell us what you want to paint and we will sell you the
best for your purpose.

Sherwin -Williams
Paints 6-Varnishes
W. H. GLOVER & CO.
GENERAL CONTRACTORS
453 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

TEL. 14

BEAUTY

A Kineo Looks Better, Cooks
Better, IS Better!

And “Eastern” Stakes /fs Oum Reputa

tion Upon Their Superiority

Lucky?

Your Old Range Taken In Part Payment !
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Marketing For Antarctic Explorers
Would Harrow Housewife’s
Assembling a Two Years’ Supply of Food
for Sixty Men Is the Colossal Task
Performed by the Chief Steward
of the Byrd Expedition.
N millions of households throughout the length and
breadth of the land, housewives pore over their long
marketing lists. Carefully they check each item, try
ing to recall what they may have forgotten. Every
thing seems to have been set down, but an anxious doubt
remains.
'Pity the poor housewife! Christmas, the Fourth of July
and other holidays are bound to fall on Saturday or Monday
every’ once in a while, and each time they do the same mild
panic takes possession of her. \\ ith the stores closed for
two full days, she must lay in ahead of time all the meats
and vegetables, the condiments and desserts, required to
meet the demands of her healthily hungry family. Woe to
her if her supplies fall short!_______________________
That the housewife's role is an ex '
acting one, nobody will deny. But1 year, icepacks and drifting bergs renThe Byrd Expeditions ice breaker, The City of New York, receiving
consider the situation faced by the ’ dir navigation entirely impossible
stores at her dock In Brooklyn, New York, just prior to sailing for the
person who must do the marketing within vast areas adjacent to the
Antarctic.
in advance for the huge supplies of southern continent. No dependence
food that will be necessary to feed can be placed upon securing from properly balanced ration as by poor est extremes of temperature. Before'
sixty men over a period of two years.1 outside sources any supplies to meet
reaching the great white continent,
quality.
Sixty is about twelve times the size deficiencies that might arise.
In the combined stocks of all the the expedition's vessels must pass i
of an ordinary family. Two years
Against Enormous Odds
provision stores of a good-sized town through the hottest regions of the (
is three hundred and sixty-five times
tropics. Once at the destination, tem
Completely shut off from civiliza it would scarcely be possible to find peratures nearly two hundred de- [
as long as two days. In two years,
greater quantities or varieties of
sixty men will eat about 2.200 meals, tion for months at a time, the life food than were assembled by Chief, glees below those prevailing about
! of the members of the expedition will
i
Harried Months
a cons,a„t battle against enor- Steward Greason to accompany the the equator will he encountered.
Heat Is much more likely to affect
What woman would want ti change mous odds. The Commander, on his Byrd Expedition to th# Antarctic.
places with Sidney Greason, Chief projected airplane flight to the pole. The gargantuan proportions assumed fo3(j adversely than is cold, but so
the various item, is illustrated far gs the containers are concerned,
Steward of the Byrd Antarctic Ex must take into consideration the by
by the inclusion op eight tons of! t,IP *xact opposite i^true. Extreme
peditiou, who was confronted with menace of winds which with incredjust that situation? Who would envy ibie swiftness attain a velocity of sugar. 40,000 gajlou cans of vegeta- (.0|j disintegrates tin to a gray powhim the harried months he spent be- over a hundred miles an hour, ice bles, 10,000 cans of puddings, jams jcr Tin containers, therefore, must
fore the expedition's tii t vessel, the storms and the hidden crevasse will and marmalades, 4,000 pounds ot but |)P piote td by heavy lacquers or outNorwegian-built Ice breaker the City lie a constant threat to the safety of ter. 2.400 dozen eggs, five Ions of £jjc coverings. The sugar, for inof New York, cleared from Hoboken.! the geologists and meteorologists beef. and two tons of ham and bacon. S(aIice> by special arrangement with
The enormous quantity ot sugar— :;le American Sugar Ketining Com
New Jersey, in the latter part of during their extensive trips of ex
enough to provide every man with pany, Was packed in fifty-pound, airAugust, bound for Pun din. New ploration away from the base.
,
,,
. , ..
,. i an allowance of over a third of a -jgin boxes, the inside sheathing of
Zealand, the last pi .1 of call prior
In_ ,10 “th®r pa^ of^ei ^0_rl^>^^cl ; pound a day—can also be taken as tln t,'ing covered by wire-bound
to reaching t'-.-- gr, it i -barrier that good food and pler.ty of it be of more an illustration of the study given to
To prevent the wholesale
fringes the cb ohi' ■ < -atinent ef importance. The intense cold, the
the question of assuring an ample breakage of glass containers, space;
Antarctica?
entire absence of sunlight through supply of the foods best calculated bad to lie left for the expansion of
Even if the hou ewife <o
forget ' out four months of the Antarctic win- to enable men to cope with the con the contents due to freezing.
the roast, the i up or any of a dozen ' ter. the nerve strain, and the hard ditions under which the South Polar
other items her family w.-n't suffer, physical labor reqr'red of men liv- party will live. Sugar is particular'v |
When Supplies Fall Short
They'll struggle through until the ing under primitive conditions, all ^emial in cold climates'since It is
It is as true of a South I’olar expestores open
iiti. or ci.
kind? J join in demanding that the mens a highly concentrated source of en
neighbors will supply the lack. In ! bodies he well fueled if they arc to prev
One,'!iti'as of an arnlv' that 11 f^hts ,
ergy l■ an
and,. internal warmth
stomach.
his food
'■ Failure of- --------Antarctica, however, th ic are no attain their goals without paying too pound ot sugar contains almost three upon its............
stores and no neighbors. There, ' great a toll in the shape of mental times as many calories as a pound of suppli’. < Iiirncd Sir Ernest Shackle
more than in any other region of the and physical ills.
beefsteak cut from the top ot the ton bark from the South Pole when
within ninety-seven miles of his goal,
globe, men,are thrown upon their
The use of the word fueled is no round
in other cases where there was no
own resources. Their own foresight nlere figure of speech. Men are ex
Two Extremes of Temperature
lack of food so far as total quantity
holds the scales of comfort or hard- actly like steam engines in that their
ship, perhaps of life or death.
energy cannot be created out of thin Aside front the special climatic eon- was eon- "med, the expedition has
Between the nearest inhabited land air. The source of man's energy is ditions and the impossibility of re been handicapped and sometimes
and the Bay of Whales, where Com- food, just ;ss the engine's source of plenishing supplies, the task of feed wrecki 1 1»> the absence of certain
mander Byrd will e.-tnidish his base energy is coal. A poor grade of coal ing an Antarctic expedition setting ',?n!S essential to health,
Scurvy, that dread srourge of-both
camp, lie 2,300 miles cf ocean famed lowers the efficiency of the engine. out from the nortticrn hemisphere is
for the fury of tile gal< s tha. sweep Man is slightly more complicated, for complicated by the fact that hoih the frozen north and the frozen
down upon it from the pciar plateau, both his energy and morale are im food and containers must be aide to I south, is directly due to improper
Throughout eertaiu s ;.sons of the paired almost as greatly by lack of a withstand the effects of the two wid-1 diet. The scourge attacked the engresslve hateherymen banderl to-!
SOME MORE HOWLERS
THE OFFICIAL VOTE
gel her to promote the sale of chicks^
-----r1
I on a Purely business basis, witli Definitions Disclosed By Examina- Gardiner’s Plurality Over Moran« Was
1*1*0111 quality of product, and excellence of
tion Papers of the Young.
82,940.—Carried Every County.

IN KING TUT S DA’
►p,
1 hey

D
l/ll
DOUght V hicks

Hatcheries, According To
i .q
i
3
the Kecords.

'h-ir

m-

sic ideal. These hatcheries, operatThe chamois is valuable for its
1 ing under the slogan. “Hatchery feathers, the whale for its kerosene
—-—
; ('hicks for Greater Profits.’’ arc oji.
Farmers and poultryment who hold mattered from coast to coast. They i Hardships suffered by the Souththe belief that when they buy .-hicks ' come nearest to the ideal of the an- erners after the Civil War: the wives
from a modern hatchery they are ) cient Egyptian hatcheries, whose op- ( of the aristocrats and of gentle birth
patronizing an infant industry are! orators for generations handed their patiently
made
their husband’s
due for a surprise. King Tut. so an business down from father to so-n. treusers out of their own.
cient records show, must have dined Fo carry out the traditions of service , The feminine gender of friar is
toastress.
regularly on broilers raised from which is a part of their industry.
hatchery chicks, for incubators have
The feminine gender of bull is
MINORITY
PRESIDENTS
been used for production of chicks
Mrs. Bull.
by the Egyptians and Chinese from
A minority president is one who ,
There were no Christians among
time immemorial.
elected without receiving a ma- the early Gauls. They were mostly
The hatchery business, far from jority of the total number of votes lawyers.
being a product of modern enter cast. .This is made possible by the
Climate is caused by the emotion
prise, was old when Columbus first fact that the electors vote by states. ef the earth around the sun.
landed in America, li lias behind it There is no trustworthy record of
Four animaK* belonging to the eat
the tradition of ages, and is prob the popular vote for president pre- 1 family are the father cat. the mother
ably the first farm industry to adopt vious to 1824. in the early days of cat and the two little kittens.
economical mass production meth the government under the Constitu
Geometry teaches us how to bL'-ct
ods—long before modern industrial tion the state legislatures elected or angels.
,
leaders “discovered'* this means of “appointed-’ tlie presidential electors.
The purpose of the skeleton;
reducing production costs.
The people’s choice was expressed something to hitch meat to.
The hatching and Belling of baby indirectly by their vote for members
Tlie skeleton is what is left after
chicks as a business enterpri c lias of the state legislatures. In 1824 the insides have been taken out, and
existed more than 2.000 years in none of the four candidates for the outsides have been taken off.
Egypt and China, ancient
>rds I president had a majority of either
A blizzard is the inside
a hen.
show, while fifty year:s ago. when ' the electoral or popular votes. John
A vacuum is a lar#e empty space
hatcheries were unkn« iwn in this Quincy Adams was chosen president where the Pope lives.
country, th|-re were :it least 150 by the House of Representatives.
A circle is a round straight line
•xatcheries in Egypt. ♦ <« •b with a ca- Since then James K. IPolk. Zachary with a hole in the middle.
pacity of about 3......... eggs a y ear. Taylor, Janies 'Buchanan. Abraham
When Cicero delivered his oration
Thirty-four years ag<o the first 1 Lincoln, Rutherford B. Hayes. Janies he was a prefix.
mad
shipment of chicks w.i
A. Garfield, Grover Cleveland. BenGeorge Washington married Mar
this country, inaugurating wh.U was [ janiin Harrison ami Woodrow Wil- tha Curtis and in due time became
to grow to one of agriculture* • larg- sun have been elected president al- the father of bis country.
| though they received a minority of
est industries.
Sixty gallons make one hedgehog.
the the total popular vote. Lincoln was
Although
the hat
The stomach is Just south of the
minority president only the first ribs.
country have several organizations,
and do millions of dollai worth of i term, hut Wilson failed to receive a
The alimentary canal is located in
Kusiness each year, il wa not until j majority of the popular vote either the northern part of Indiana.
lime lie ran.—The Pathfinder.
recently that some of the more pr
The rosetta stone was a mission
ary to Turkey.
The Government of England is a
limited mockery.
Georgia was founded by people
who bad been executed.
A mountain pass KF a pass given
by the railroad to its employes so
that they can spend their vacation in
the mountains.
A mountain range i a large cook
stove.
The qualifications of « voter at a
school meeting are that he must be
the father of a child for eight we^ks.
A erv in the night holds no terror
Achilles was dipped in the River
for the household where there’s ( as
Styx to make him immoral.
ter ia! A few drops, and Baby’s sud
Gender shows whether a man is
den ailment is relieved. Your little
feminine, masculine or neuter.
one is comforted, and you have done
Gravitation is that if there were
only what any nurse or any doctor
would have told you to do. For
none we should fly away.
Castoria is a vegetable product;
The function of tlie stomach is lo
made for babies, anti the one safe
bold up the petticoats.
the
means of quieting any infant. It is
The stomach form* a part
rot a narcotic, it contains no opiate,
Adam’s apple.
yet it always comforts a child.
The first governor of Massachu
setts was Mr. Salem Witchcraft.
Don’t let night come without a
When the British got up in the
bottle of Castoria on band; it’s a
morning and saw the Am »rican< on
misrhtv comfortable feeling to know
the opposite bill they threw up their
it’s in the bouse. And it is an overbreakfasts (breastworks).
ready aid when any of the children
Pompeii was destroyed by an erup
are constipated, have colic, develop
a case of diarrhea. Old and tried,
tion of saliva from the Vatican.
• but the standby of modern
A permanent set.of teeth consists
mothers. Ticenty-five mil lion bot
of eight canines, eight cuspids, two
tles ‘icere bought last year.
molars and eight cuspidors.
Weapons of the Indian: Bow. ar
row. tomahawk and war-hoop.
Typhoid fever is prevented bv
fascinativn.

Style toDivsscs

kF 5 MILLION

"

* Tonight

Tie Department of Stale completed
Friday the tabulation of the unofficial
vote for Governor in the last State
election from the results of city,
town and plantation clerks.
William Tudor Gardiner of Gardin< the R» publican candidate for gov
ernor. had .i majority of X2.940 over
Edward C. Moran. Jr., of Rockland,
the Democratic candidate. The vote
hv counties fellows:
Androscoggin
11.324
9.175
Aroostook ...... .
12.159
4.260
Cumberland ..
25.690
12,805
Franklin ....... .
4.150
1.189
6.140
Hancock ....... .
1.610
Kennebec ......
' I 827
5.933
Knox .............
5.630
3.042
Lincoln ..........
4.060
1.400
Oxford ..........
4.180
# • '•• •
Ponobsca^t .....
16.43S
5.726
Piscataquis ...
I
1,270
Sagadahoc ....
1.156
Somerset ......
•
2.289
Wald*. ...........
4.036
1.216
Washington .
7.259
2.416
York ................
I 1.697
7,M

Totals ........

.148.513

65.573

loaches thatAdd
7&MAL MARTIN
You got so you
just despise a dress
wlien everywhere
you go it seems to
shout, ‘‘I am a
last year's relic.”
A few touches have
brought
uiiiny
drosses like that
back into style,
it’s amazing to sec
how easily they can
lx. trnnsfonniat liv
a few buttons, a
little braid and the
quick magic of
home tinting or
dyeing.
You don't need
any experience to
do home tinting or
dyeing successfully
if you are sure to
use only true, fade
less Diamond Dyes. Each package
represents the perfection of over 50
years of dyemaking. Tinting with
them is easy as bluing, and dyeing
just takes a little more time. New
colors appear like magic, right over
flic old colors.
Diamond Dyes give the daintiest
of the latest tints and the richest of
tlie new shades, with never a tracts
of that undesirable redyed look which
comes from inferior dyes. Insist on
Diamond Dyes and save disappoint
ment.
My new- G4 page book, ‘‘Color
Craft,” gives hundreds of dollarsaving suggestions for renewing
clothes, draperies anil rugs. It’s fullv
illustrated in colors. Write for your
FREE copy, NOW. Address Mae
Martin, Home Service Dept., Diamond
Dyes, Burlington, Vermont.

the unveiliug of the secrets of Ant
arctica is rich in the promise of re
sults which will contribute to the
progress of science and to the ben
efit of the race.
It remains for geologists to deter
mine the extent and value of the
great real fields that lie at the base
of the polar plateau. The discovery
of fossil remains may answer the
question whether before the glacial
age the continent was Inhabited by
prehistoric human or animal life.
Tlic existence ot the coal deposits is
proof that large sections wi re once
covered with abundant vegetation.
The Indian monsoon and the
storms which are the terror of navi
Chief Steward Sidney Greason (left) and T. J. Curran
gators in southern seas have their
of the American Sugar Refining Company (right) on
origin near the South Pole. The
the deck of The City of New York, checking a ship
melting of the ice cap during the
ment of sugar totaling eight tons.
summer months bears a relation to
tire party of the American Arctic I h o r n e in anil
sea level over the entire globe and
Expedition of 1853-55, led by Dr. E. ' placed upon the
to floods as far off as the Nile. The
K. Kane. The difficulties of the Brit-i groaning hoard,
huge expanse of ice and snow af
ish Antarctic Expedition of 1874-78 jhe chadrs ot long
fects weather conditions throughout
were increased a hundred fold by an i dead explorers
the world. Meteorologists have a
vast and fruitful field of investiga
outbreak of the disease. As late as may be expected
tion awaiting them.
1912. the disease showed its lurking together and gaze
power by bringing to the point or,
cnvjou8 Rilence
The degree to which the Byrd Ex
death Lieutenant E. R. Evans, sec- j upou ,he che,rful
pedition will succeed in solving the
ond in command of the Scott Antarc scene, remember
v, irle World Photo
mysteries of a largely unexplored
tic Expedition.
continent equal in area to the United
ing how they suf- How the members of the Byrd Expedition will live
States and Mexico combined, will deNeither scurvy nor any other ill j fered and some- and prepare their food during their long treks
peud to a great extent upon the fore
which abundance of the right kinds times died like across the Ice fields. Clair Alexantfpr, Store
sight and general efficiency of Sidney
of food can prevent is likely to af- flies for want of keeper, (left) and Richard Brophy, Business
Greason, the man who in August,
Manager (right)
flict The members ot the Byrd Expe- the proper foods.
ditlon. Even the special delicacies i
_ ..
. . . 1928, had to be sure that his la filer
associated with feast days such as]
Secrets of Antarctica
, its secrets afc among the most dead- was stocked with all the ingredients
Thansklglving and Christmas have
Many men have died In Antarctica, j ll’ Ihat man can *ace- That explorers of an appetizing meal to be eaten In
been provided. When on Christmas for the weapons with which the ice- continue more than eager to defy December, 1929: or perhaps in June,
,
day old'Engltsh plum puddings are moled bottom of the world guards i these weapons is due to the fact that six months later.

A THOUSAND WOMEN

MYSTERY OF MR. COOLIDGE

thinkers, but cuts through to the
truth, helps. But tlie assemblage of
traits that make Calvin Coolidge what
,s can htlrdl.v bp-reduced to a for
multi. He is slinky another salty,
strong countryman, who grew’ in
stature over the yoars. steadily and
silent y. until lie measured up to the
greatest executive o’ffice in the world.
The will, the conscience, the char
acter that lie behind such a growth
and mastery, can neither l»e seen nor
meausured. They fire the only real
mystery of the President, and they arc
shared by every human being. Per
haps that is why so many humans like
him.

[New York Herald Tribum J
|
s the Ambitious Goal of Mrs. M re than one conespandent noted '
|
Rich For the Educational as a surprising fact the crowds which
greeted Mr. Coolidge on his recent
Club.
trip to Vermont. They were unex
pectedly large and friendly—perhaps
Editor of Tlie Courier-Gazette: —
While our Woman’s Educational affectionate was tlie right word. At
Club during its eight years of Citi every turn there was evidence that
Mr. Coolidge, so far from having
zenship study, with Civics textbook, passed the peak of his popularity, was
state speakers, current events, poli never so warmly regarded by his fel
tical and religious discussions and low countrymen.
The five years of Mr. Coolidge’s
a general good time for all, with
presidency have constituted, in truth,
special stress on development of an amazing era of good feeling. It
A PROMISING'CANDIDATE
powers for independent thinking also would be difficult to parallel the wide
on individual obligations to bear spread esteem and absence of enmity
Even his enemies, and those who
practical voting burdens new to in which Mr. Coolidge has lived. Now. ail to agree v. ith his polities, will ad
as his term begins to approach its end
women, lias grown
be Maine’s
and by ail the rules of pijiitics he mit that Alfred E. ^jnith is a promislargest federated club, with ^1'should 1
ncaring eclipse and ob- ing candidate. ilw is prepared to
members, yet it would be proud to scurity—who has less power than a promise anythin
ife has now prom-.
. .
extend still further its usefulness and departing President?—this good will • ,
. ,
.
, ,,
, •
1>r’l Du-’ farmers everything contained
desires 1,000 members, including aqd admiration follow lum. What is I
in
tlie
McNary-HauKen
bill.
It
is
true
true of Vermont is true of New York
more from outlying towns.
There is no limit of age either and the country over, It is, indeed. tli.il lie did nut bvliele in the absurdway, members are enrolled from the amazing.
y unconstitutional Equalization tee at
The historians will he long debat an earlier point in Gje campaign. He
cradle to the grave. Neither is there
any other restriction, Socialists, ing the source ol Mr. Coolidge's power. lias swallowed that, evidently realiz
J>emocrats or Republicans likewise By violating all the rules of modern ing that there are people in the West
those with no partisan bias being American politics—which call for will) would swallow anything. Ills
equally welcome. Free religious dis loud words and many actions—this pose ,,f eonsistr-ney and a gallant sin
cussions are held without bloodshed. silent Vermont Yankee lias earned a cerity has evidently, been abandoned
Jews, Catholics, all Protestant sects larger and stancher following than in favor of practical politics.—Wall
free-thinkers and atheists being al any other I‘resident of our times. Street Journal.
T
ready listed. The dues are only 25 Plainly some fundamental traits of
cents a year, and many prove their human greatness are fighting on his
One can cultivate cynicism, s'keptifaith in the earnest purpose of this side. Sincerity is obviously one and eism or unbelief fai* easier than one
organization by sending $1 and |2 to simplicity .mother. A line analytical run Kain understanding, appreciation
be credited to advance enrollment, mind, that displeases tlie sloppy ' Or conviction.,—Ernest II. Hopkins.
four having paid through to the year
1936.
ANI? A LARGE PACKAGE OF I
Nor is there any geographical limit
as this club has on its rolls members
RINSO, PLEASE j--------------------- -------in Pasadena, Calif., Flint. Mich., Min
neapolis, Minn.: Boston. Chicago.
Miami, Winter Park, and Jackson
ALL MY CUSTOMERS
ville. Florida: Asbury Park, N. J.,
ARE CHANGING TO
New York and all over Maine. Now
it seeks to extend its suburban
THIS SOAP . IT MUST
membership, as its year-around aft
_ BE GOOD
ernoon picnics may be conveniently
attended by motor parties from any
section in Knox County advance not
ices of time and place of such beinfc
always given to this paper. Please
send your and your minor daughters’
names add quarters now to Mary
perry Rich, president,' Rockland,
R.F.D.. or to Alice Hovey, treasurer.
49 Park street, and become enrolled
at once.
Our democracy can never fail if we
ourselves take proper steps toward
increasing interest in and under
standing of political education and
early establish civic instruction.
Men are requested to forward their
OU may think your week's wash machines say/'Use Rinso for safety
wives’ and daughters’ dues. Thank
is white-and snowy, hut wait and for whiter washes!” It’s all you
you.
Mary Perry Rich.

NOW... whiter washes
no scrubbing - no bailing
Yuntil you try Rinso. You never sawneed, in washer or tub — no bat

RHODES SCHOLARSHIPS
M. H odd ing Carrier J27 of Ham
mond, La., Richard L. Biown ’29 of
Lynn, Mass., and Dana M. Swan ’29
of Providence. R. I., with Thomas Lj
Downs. Jr.. *27 of North Harpswell. as
alternate, have been named as tin*
nominees of the Bowdoin Colleg«(
faculty for the Rhodes scholarship^
which will he awarded to some mail
from one of tlie four Maine colleges
on Pec. 8,

such whiteness!
Millions use this safe granulated
soap; it soaks out dirt like magic.
This gentle way saves the clothes,
saves your hands; And what thick,
lasting sudsl No wonder Rinso is so
economical... a little goes far.
You don’t know how white clothes
can he unt il you’ve tried Rinso. Even
boiling isn’t needed! Clothes cotne
like new.
The makers of 34 leading washing

If
''
............ . f|
hotel aldington
Arlington at Tremont Street

Boston, Mass.
Desirable as regarda
JCocation - Sertice - ‘Sfttts
Alt outside rooms and with bath.
Rtilts
Single $2.50 $3.0C $3.50
Double $3.50 $4.00 $4.50
Large rooms with 4 beds $1.25
pet person
►
Sptcia! uvekly ratet

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS
Since 1840 this firm hae
faithfully served the fami
lies of Knox County.
Lady Attendant
Tel. Day 450; Night 781-1
AMBULANCE SERVICE

ME.

BURPEE’S
ROCKLAND,

Quality
is our aim
erecting

in preparing and

our

Cemetery

Me

morials.
Let us quote prices and ad

vise you upon the solection of

a suitable Memorial for your

Cemetery Plot.

W. E. Doman & Son'
\ Inc.
East Union, Maine

Authorized Distributors of
Granite and Marble

19T-tf

t&XfaA, ertry ffmvc

soaps, chips or powders. Get the
big household package in time for
next washday. For best results, follow
easy directions on th^box.
Guaranteed by the makers
of Lux—Lever Bros. Co.

Rinso
The granulated soap

Call 170

People’s Laundry
17 Limerock Street
We do ali kinds of Laun
dry Work. Famil/ Wash
ing a Specialty.
Wet
Wash, Rough Dry, Finish
Flat Work, Shirts, Collars

Every-Other-Day
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APPLETON

What Doctors Think
of the
Laxative Habit
In all history, no Indian waa ever
known to have constipation. Nor
need YOU. He chewed the bark of
a tree called caseara. Today, we
have the candy Uaecaret.
Caacarizinp the bowels never
forms a laxative habit. If already
formed, an occasional Cascaret will
usually break the habit. For easeara strengthen* the muscular walls
of the bowels, and tlieir need of any
aid at all grows constantly less.
What other cathartic has this char
acteristic? The writer knows of
none.
An evacuation brought gently
about by caseara will, nine times
in ten, tic followed by full function
ing of the bowels on the morrow—
and for days after. For there is no
REACTION as with sickening salts,
or any of the man-made purgatives
that go through one’s system like
a bullet.
Physicians tell us caseara is the
ideal laxative—and the tongue tells

I

They claim to be engaged in the i
pursuit of truth, but that is not the
v.liole story. The colleges are also |
engaged, with equal ardor, in the •
pursuit of funds.—William B. Munro.

us candy 'Cascarets arc its ideal
form. At «Jeast a million people
know this; what a pity there are
any who don’t! Especially parents;
because children love to take a Cas
caret. After which, for days-on-end,
the bowclstwill be seen to work of
their own iceord.

The only* habit from caseara is
that of rcfalaritv! Cascarets tone
and train the bowels. But at the
first sign <jf returning sluggishness
another Cabaret is as effective as
the first.
There isn’t a druggist who hasn’t
Cascarets, so WHY experiment with
laxatives ?

This is the end of education—that
we may become something more than
an interested hanger-on in the march
of the World’s progress.—Ur. John
Grier Hibben.

The burning Tuesday jiigbt of the
High School building and equipment
is a great loss to our town. The Elm
wood scholars and some from the Rmge
are now transported to tlie Burkettville School and the North Appleton
and Gurney schools will lie opened ns
soon as repairs can be made. A part
of the Ness store Is being remodeled
to convene the Htgli School, which It
is hoped will be opened by another
week.
The special meetings are interest
ing and helpful. Mr. Morgan the
evangelist is working well with our
local minister Mr. Kenney and it Is
expected much good will be accom
plished.
Miss Maud Fuller. Glenys Hall, Mrs.
Sprowl, Ruth Arrington. Mr. and Mrs.
A. D. Fish, William Arrington and
Aubrey Fuller were in Rockland Fri
day In attendance at the Teachers’
County Convention.

NORTH WASHINGTON
F. G. Sukeforlh of Burkettvillc was
a business visitor here last week.
Lafayette 1 Hannon and Mrs. Lizzie
Hannon were guests of his daughter
in Brewer for a few days last week.
F. W. Cunningham. W. A. Palmer,
George Lenfest and M. W. Lenfest of
this place and Maurice Lenfest of
Wakefield. Mass., start Monday on
their annual hunting trip to Northern
Maine.
Will Lessner sold a fine horse last
week to Marlton Knowlton, our genial
R.F.D. man.
Miss Doris Lenfest lias finished her
work at the Liberty corn shop and is
home again.
M. W. Lenfest and George Lenfest
will complete their work this week pn
the Greeiy Corner schoolhouse at
Palermo.
Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Cunningham and
son visited relatives in Rockland re
cently.
Mrs .John Haskell of Week's Mills
has recently been the guest of her
daughter Mrs. Maud Gleason.
Mrs. George Brown of China is vis
iting lier daughter Mrs. Elmer Jones.
Mr. and Mrs. Ulric Peabody and
son of the village visited relatives here
Sunday.

MARTINSVILLE

CHASSIS
PRICES

•665

MERCHANTS EXPRESS
— 110" wheelbase

•775

COMMERCIAL TRUCK
—120" wheelbase

•995
1 '/a-TON-l 50'' wheelbase

•1665
1 >/a.TON-140'wheeU,»»e

•1545

1 */^XON—150" wheelbase

•1415

1 ’/eTON-165 wheelbsie

•1545

2- TON-150' wheelbaw

•1615
WON—165’ wheelbaae

•1745

3- TON—135' wheelbase

•>775
3-TON—165' wheelbase

•1845

3-TON—185* wheelbase
Chassis {. o. b. Detroit

been high. Expense is low.
The difference—profit—is
greater with Grahams than
with any other motor truck,
in the experience of thou
sands and thousands of truck
owners .... And owners
invest more than $65,000,000
each year in these money
making trucks.
Now—with 6 cylinder en
gines and 4 wheel brakes in
every size and type and with
4 speed transmissions in the
l’/4, l3/4,2 and 3-ton trucks—
their earning power is even
greater. They are built com
plete in the correct sizes and
body types to fit 96% of all
hauling needs.

Whatever your business,
whether you sell a service or
a commodity—profit is your
goal. With Graham Brothers
Trucks profits are greater and
more certain .... Owners
know the definite plus that
comes from master builders
.... in power .... in speed
.... in safety .... in long life
.... in low price.

See these trucks .... Ask to
drive one.

DYER’S GARAGE, INC.
54 PARK STREET

ROCKLAND, ME.
I

GRAHAM
BROTHERS
TRUCKS
BUILT BY DODGE BROTHERS

An informal reception was given In
honor of G. N. Bachelder Monday
evening following Grange. It was in
deed a complete surprise to Mr.
Bachelder when 50 friends went
trooping up the stairs extending best
wishes, etc. A social evening fol
lowed with remarks by Rev. S. E.
Packard, Ur. C. E. beach, Alfred
Hocking, and a pig seal bill-fold was
presented by Mrs. Mary Hupper in
behalf of the ‘bunch." Refresh
ments gave the finishing touch to
the occasion and tlie guests depart
ed extending many hearty wishes for
Mr. Baehelder's success and well be
ing during his term as legislator.
Members of the Port Clyde church
and society were entertained by Rev.
and Mrs. S. E. Packard at the par
sonage Tuesday evening.
There
were 38 present.
Mrs. Thankful Harris who has been
staying at the Harbor a few weeks
has returned home.
Mrs. Rose Hupper who has been
ill is improving rapidly.
Edward Chaples and son Leonard
made a weekend trip to Portland the
guests of Victor Chaples.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Hupper and
Cecil Andrews were weekend guests
at Deer Isle.
Frank Robinson and family who
have been living in the Isaiah Balen
house have moved to Tenant's Har
bor.
Mrs. Paul Schohb and daughter
Miss Dorothy are guests of Mrs. It.
H. Hupper at Spruce Coves.
Several from this place attended
the Union fair.
WHERE LIQUOR FLOWS
Americans Who
Regret Saloon's
Passing Should Go To Russia Says
French Newspaper.

"It seems that In the United States
there is a strong movement against
the prohibition law,” says "Le Petit
Journal,” of Paris, which does not
mean to be ironic. “The Democratic
party demands in its program (sic)
that the laws be so modified that an
American citizen can, for instance,
have a quiet beer without risking fine
or imprisonment."
Americans who regret the good old
saloon days should go to Russia to be
convinced that all is not well when
alcohol flows freely, suggests tho
French newspaper. “There the gov
ernment, instead of seeking to restrict
the sale of alcohol, actually seeks to
iucroase it, since it provides revenue.
The Russian people in 1925 drank
about 12,000,000 gallons of alcohol;
in 1927, more than 80,000,000 gallons,
and tlie Soviet newspaper “Izvestia”
states that in 1928 they will drink
close to 130,000,000 gallons!
“This overwhelming increase does
not. however, prevent the Soviets
from calling themselves as ‘temper
ate’ as the Republicans in the United
States, but in Russia 'fraternity'
means massacres, ’pacifism’ means
heavy armaments and ‘temperance’
means vodka til) your eyes pop out.”—
Living Age.
SOME’ VOTING STATISTICS

At present there arc, in round
numbers, about 30,000,000 males and
29,000,000 females of voting age in
the United States. This makes a
possible voting population of about
59,000,000. But only about 29,000,000
actually voted at the last presiden
tial election. Thus out of our total
population about 26 per cent actually
vote. If the Catholics vote in tlie
same ratio as the rest of our citizens,
this would make the Catholic vote
about 5,000.0^10. out of tjie total
Catholic population of 18,004,850.—
The Pathfinder.
--------------------- -4
FLYING OVER ATLANTIC

Fifty-six persons made non-stop
flights across the Atlantic before
Lindbergh made his famous hop in
the Spirit of St. Louis. Most of
those who had crossed previously
had done so in dirigibles. Thirtytwo crossed in the ZR-3, now'
known as the Los Angeles.—Tho
Pathfinder.

Telephone Connection

Gilchrest

Monumental Works
Main Street
Thomaston, Maine
i ARTISTIC MEMORIALS

SMITH IN THE WEST

famsotiMibbard

His Speeches Convince the
Nation That Hoover Is the
Man Needed.

With only a centre crea»e
and undented at the sides,
this will be a popular fav
orite with careful dressers.
It serves both for dress
and business use; particu
larly good because it is a
Lamson-Hubbard advance
style.
SOLD BY]
BURPct & LAMB
Sole Agente

SOUTH WARREN ’
Mr. and Mrs. O. A. Copeland were
visitors Saturday evening of Mr. and
Mrs. George Ludwig of Thomaston.
Capt. A. W. Demuth is home from
Miami, Florida, for a vacation of a
month.
The anual fair of Good Will Grange
will be held Oct. 17 if pleasant. If
stormy, the following day. There will
be supper at 40 cents for adults, 25
cents for children. Dancing in the
evening. Any one wishing to con
tribute articles for the fair can
send them to Mr. and Mrs. L. R. Buck
lin or Mrs. Gertrude Hahn.
Mrs. J. W. Strout is visiting Mrs.
Alice Spear.
Irving Spear Is having his buildings
painted. Llewellyn ' Harriman is the
painter.
Pomona Grange was held with
Highland Grange last Saturday. Al
though this Grange is small in num
bers it is large in tlie spirit of hospi
tality. Tlie fifth degree was conferred
on one candidate after which a boun
tiful dinner was served. The after
noon was devoted to speeches, read
ings and music and many Aood sug
gestions were made on farming. This
Grange has the best wishes of all
Pomona members.

GROSS NECK
Miss Addie Geele was a recent guest
of Mrs. E. H. Walker at Damariscotta.
Mrs. Eldora Gross was in Rock*
land Saturday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Creamer of
Waban, Mass., were visitors in this
place last week.
There was no school last Thursday
as Miss Florence Creamer attended
the teachers’ convention at Richmond.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Winchenbach
of West .Waldoboro were recent
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Win
chenbach.
Mrs. Alfred Waltz was in Rockland
Monday.
Ernest Eugley and Maynard Nash
who have employment in Waterville
spent the weekend with their parents.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Waltz of Damar
iscotta were at Alfred Waltz’ last
week.
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Wlinchenbach
and children Eugene. Martha, Sadie
and James of West V.’aldoboro were
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. Dewey
Winchenbach.
Mrs. C. L. Eugley, Mrs. Maybelle
Genthner and Ralph Eugley motored
to Waterville Saturday.
Several from this place attended
the Lincoln County fair last Wednes
day.
Henderson Gross of Bremen was at
William Gross’ Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Sylvester Simmons
of Waldoboro visited Mr. and Mrs.
Harvey Simmons recently.
Dewey Winchenbach is painting his
house.
Albion Genthner visited his grand
daughter Mrs. Trusseli Wentworth of
Camden last week.
Mrs. Elroy Gross and children of
West Whidoboro visited Mrs. 'William
Gross Sunday.
Frank Morse has returned home
from Friendship.
Mr. and Mrs .Alfred Waltz and Mr.
and Mrs. Alden Waltz with Mrs. Edith
Eugley of Dutch Neck motored to
Brunswick Sunday with John Morion
of Round Pond.
Mrs. Eldora Gross spent Friday
afternoon with Mrs. Yerdie Johnson
at West Waldoboro.
Mrs. Annie Creamer witli Mr. and
Mrs. Sidney Rines of Damariscotta
motored to Bath Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Eugjey and son
of Waldoboro were Friday visitors
with Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Winchen
bach.

HELPED DURING
MIDDLE AGE
Woman Took Lydia E. Pink*
ham’s Vegetable Compound
Denver, Colo.—“I have taken six
bottles of Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vege
table Compound
and will
take
more. I am tak
ing it a9 a tonic
to
help me
through the
Change of T.ife
and T*am telling
many
of
my
friends to take it
as I found noth
ing before this to
help me. I hail
ao
many
bad
feelings at night that I coiild not
sleep and for two years I could not
po down town because I was afraid
of falling. My mother took the Vege
table Com pound years ago with good
results ami now 1 am taking it dur
ing the Change of I.ife and recom
mend it.”—Mas. T. A. Mii.i.er. Hill
Adams ,‘street, Deliver, Colorado.

Governor Smith’s tour of tlie West,
his first venture into polities of more
than local importance, has been a dis
tinct gain for the Republican ticket.
Even from Democratic sources come
admissions that the Governor hurt his
cause during his visit to the farm
states. He simply didn’t "take.” The
spell of grandeur which was cast
about him while he remained in New,
York disappeared as the tour pro
gressed. The most luxurious cam
paign special ever, put on wheels
failed to hide the fact that the .Gov
ernor does not understand the West
and tlie West does not understand
hiui. Tlie Democratic nominee dem
onstrated that he is not nationallyminded. that he lias no grasp of the
problems which concern tlie United
States as a whole.
On the outstanding problem of Hie'
day—farm relief—he is stil! flounder
ing. The West was intensely inter
ested in knowing what he would have
to say about it, especially since he
had admitted two years ago that "I
really can’t think of any way of help
ing the farmers." He hasn't im
proved his position a great deal since
then. In his speech at Omaha he
made a few covert gestures at em
bracing the principle of the McNaryHaugen bill, but he ended with an un
illuminating statement that after his
election he would “call a conference."
As Senator Borah remarked, if the
farmer has io wait for that event to
happen it will be a tremendously long
time beforat the farm problem is
solved.
In contrast to this vague and ob
scure position, Mr. Hoover has pro
claimed a definite and concrete pro
gram for agriculture. It has won the
approval of those who are most inter
ested in the problem and who are
most competent to judge. It has
brought Mr. Hoover messages of con
gratulation from the men who have
led the farm fight for years past.
Moreover, the record of the Republi
can Administration in behalf of the
farmer is something that cannot be
lightly put aside.
The farmers, like a great many
other people in all parts of the nation,
are fully convinced that the Governor
is wholly unsound on the vital tariff
Issue. His reference in his accept
ance speech to the Underwood tariff
as his ideal is something that a lot of
Democrats would like to forget, and
would like to have the farmers forget.
Tlie Underwood tariff included most
of the products of our agriculture on
the free list, and the farmers and
workers too were all but ruined by its
operation. Had it not been for the
war that ruination would have been
complete and final. The progress
which agriculture has made since the
war has been due in a large measure
to the protection which has been
granted to farm products by the Fordney-McCumbt-r tariff, a Republican
measure.
The Underwood tariff was no less
disastrous in its effect on the work
ers. Twice during the duration of tlie
Democratic schedules there was a re
duction of $100,000,900 a week in the
country's payroll. The damage did
not stop thore. The loss of this vast
sum contributed still further to the
demoralization of the farmers’ do
mestic market and restricted to a
marked degree the activity of our
manufacturers.
The personalities of the candidates
is important, but the party principles
which affect the well-being of the na
tion are more important by far. If
the United States wants to continue
to be well-fed, well housed and well
clothed, it must vote for the men who
believe in the principles which make
that prosperity possible. In other
words, it must elect Herbert Hoover
and Senator Curtis.

ORFF’S CORNER *
Miss Laila Waltz is the guest of
Mrs. Sanford Walter.
Louis Cameron of Bristol was a
Sunday visitor at Albert Elwell’s.
Mr. and Mrs. Albion Williams of
Tenant’s Harbor visited friends here
Sunday.
Mr. and .Vlrs. Frank Watson of Gil
son, N. H., were weekend guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Kenneth Elwell.
Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Kaler and son
Harold of Rock|and spent the week
end with Mr. and Mrs. Harry Creamer.
A. H. Brown, Percy Ludwig. Mrs
Marjorie Ralph and Mrs. Ada Elwell
attended church in North Waldoboro
Sunday.
Among those who went to Lincoln
County fair from this place were Mr.
and Mrs. W. A. Jackson and son
Ralph, Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Porter
and daughter Geraldine and Mrs. Ida
Lash.
Mr. and Mrs. C. .1. Achorn and Mr.
and Mrs. Harold Achorn and children
attended church at Dutch Neck Sun
day.
Mrs. Carolyn Achorn and Mrs. Ada
Elwell went to Newcastle Saturday
where they attended a meeting of
Sunday school superintendents and
teachers.
The annual harvest supper and fair
was held Oct. 4 at the Community
House and proved to be one of the
most successful ever held here. Mrs.
I^a’ura Leonard was chairman of the
supper committee; Mrs, Carolyn
Achorn and Mrs. Edna Achorn, fancy
table; Louise Leonard and Geraldine
Porter, fish pond; Eleanor Achorn,
candy table.
THE KELLOGG TREATY

Keep

Young

Many styles
and sizes to
choose from
at moderate
prices, in
Pearl Gray
Porcelain
Enamel or
Black

And Happy

With a
Household

Range
To Help

'•>'-(*0^1

Household
CHARM

Bake”

Household
Ranges
Household Charm will do anything that any other range does
and do it better. Its helpful improvements bring enjoyment
and saving to the home. Make it a point to see this range soon.

A

Stonington Fum. Co.
ROCKLAND & STONINGTON

of Austin Mills of Camden. Austin
THORNDIKEVILLE
WALDOBORO
v as a great favorite and won many
Mrs. Dora Howard Yorke and Miss
Mrs. William Lothrop is visiting friends while on his numerous
Grace A. Yorke were guests of relatives in Massachusetts.
visits at his Aunt Emily Pushaw’s
friends in Washington Sunday .
Work is progressing rapidly on Jo in this place. Sympathy is extend
The Susannah Wesley Society met
ed to his parents and relatives.
with Miss Julia Kaler Monday eve seph Pushaw’s new house.
Friends
in
this
community
aro
Mrs. Ada Upham made a business
ning.
Progressive Grange of Winslow’s grieved to hear of the sudden death trip to Rockland Saturday.
Mills held their annual harvest
supper in their hall Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred W. Seolt and
Mrs. Arthur Hatch and children are
visiting relatives in Bath. N .H.
Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Waltz of Eveiett, and Mrs. Alden Gilchrist of
Springfield. Mass., are in town called
by the illness of Mrs. Ida Achorn.
Miss Lalia Waltz Is the guest of
Mrs. Sanford Walter at Orff’s Cor
ner.
Col. Harry M. Smith of Bangor
was in town last week.
Mrs. Shirley Gross has been spend
ing two weeks at Forest Lake.
The annual inspection of Wiwurna
Chapter. O.E.S., will be held Oct. 16
with Grand Associate Matron Anne
Mills of Milo as inspecting officer.
Mrs. M. 1. Lee is visiting her sister
in Beverley, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. E. R. Hunnewell and
Miss Clara Hunnewell of Madison
were at Mrs. Lillian Reed's Friday
enroute to Aroostook.
As Made in Shredded Wheat Factories for 34 Tears
J. W. Duffy is at home from Lew
iston.
The Sophomore Class. W.H.S., gave
It is so easy to serve for any weal, and
a social Thursday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. I’. B. Stinson of Wis
so tasty and nourishing—on the table
casset spent tlie weekend with Dr.
in a jiffy—no kitchen work.
George H. Coombs.
The regular meeting of Meenahga
Grange will he held Friday evening
with, work in the first and second de
gree.
The body of the late Mrs. Maria
Stain, a former resident of the town,
was brought here for burial last
week from Milford, N. H. Funeral
services were held Saturday at II.
W. Flanders funeral parlor and In
terment made in the Comery ceme
tery.
A Rally Day pageant was given
by the Baptist Sunday School in the
auditorium of tho church Sunday
evening. The characters were finely
depicted anil the music and group
ings very effective. A feature of tin;
program was a beautifully rendered
solo by Miss Isabelle Waltz with
Floyd Benner at the organ.

Take no chances on food
Make sure of the package

BURKETTVILLE
Mrs. Vedia Johnston entertains tho
Farm Bureau Get. 18. Miss Sim
mons will be present and tlie sub
ject “Preparation of Vegetables.’’
Members not solicited will
he
charged a small fee for dinner, each
one lo provide their own dishes.
Medomak Valley Grange will open
its meetings Saturday evening.
Wilbur Esaney and family of
Union spent Sunday at Frank Esanc.v’s.
Mrs. Augusta Linseott of Jeffer
son visited a few days with Min
nie Light.
George Benner of North Waldoboro
has completed
painting Charles
Grinnell's buildings.

LOANS

No American citizen should value
FIRSTOR SECOND MORTGAGES
lightly the so-called Kellogg treaty
ON REAL ESTATE
outlawing war, as universally ac
HARRY BERMAN
cepted. Europe is likely to discover
423 MAIN ST. ROOM 3
that this treaty in moral effect rele
TEL. 426-M
ROCKLAND
gates to oblivion the old Hague
113-Th-tf
treaty defining the rights and duties ____________________
of “neutrals.”
The United States
henceforth will regard war as .an in
tolerable nuisance, and will find
ways to visit crushing displeasure
upon any nation starting a war of
aggression for selfish reasons. Indi
Manufacturer of
rectly, we have strengthened the Lo
CEMETERY WORK
carno agreements. Mr. Kellogg and
President Coolidge arc entitled to tho
And Dealer In
congratulations of every intelligent
person, in whatever country.—Re«»
NATIVE AND SCOTCH
view of Reviews.

SIMON K. HART

Now the term “a good woman* is
next door to an insult; it is almost a
fighting epithet among the sophisti
cated; only, of course .the sophis
ticated would not fight.—Isabel Pat-

Builtto

GRANITE, MARBLE SHELVES,
ETC.
Cor. Brick and Pleasant Streata

TEL. 911-M

ROCKLAND

#5Th-tf

When your specifications say “clear lum
ber” make sure that you get what’s called
ior—stock free from sap and knots, straight
grained and clean. If that’s what’s ordered,
and it comes from this yard, it IS dear
lumber.

Same with our whole, line —matter
what it is. Wallboard, for insta-.ee. We
sell and recommend—

SHEETROCK
—the fireproof wallboard, simply because
it’s the best there is. Made of pure gypsum
rock, by the pioneers in the business.
Perfect for decorations (concealed joints).
Never cracks, warps or buckles. I lsulates.
Vermin-free. Permanent- Ask to see - ample.

W. H. GLOVER & CO.
CONTRACTORS
453 Main St.

Rockland

Tel. 14
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and afterward removed to the ceme
START NEW YEAR
tery, and we children used to pause
at that place with sober faces and
speak with hushed voices, as if the Knox and Miriam Rebekah
Here, There and Yonder, little form were still lying there.
Lodges Have Successful
The other place where I found the
Touching the Alluring flowers mentioned above was on the
Installation.
road which goes west from Rockville
Things of Nature.
along the side of the hill, by the
At the annual session of the Grand
Vinal farm, and joining the main
Lodge. I.O.O.F. of Maine, in 1927, the
road
at
a
point
just
this
side
of
West
(Twentieth Ramble]
Rockport. They were not plentiful termination of the lodge year was
After 11 moved to Portland I ex even then, and I presume they have
plored Deering Oaks rather thor "run out” in both places by now. for changed from Dec. 31 to Sept. 30
oughly while it was almost in a state I have searched diligently for them which explains why Knox Lodge and
of nature. White oaks grew there on the old familiar road leading to Miriam Rebekah Lodge held a joint
In abundance and big gray squirrels ward the Bog, but have failed to installation Friday evening. The of
were almost as tame as those on find any.
ficers of the subordinate lodge were
Boston Common. Many a time have
I seldom find any one who knows
I sat at the foot of a big oak tree the blossom or even knows of its installed by Ernest C. Fales of Cam
with a pair of gray squirrels frisk existence as it is a modest little den. district deputy grand master, as
ing about the trunk, coming down al thing, growing from three to six sisted by John L. Stahl as grand
most to my head, peering into my inches high with small, bright col marshal. Luke S. Davis as grand war
face as though to ask, “Who are you ot ed flowers something like a tiny den. Theodore E. Perry as grand sen
and what are you doing here?” One rose-colored pea blossom, one of its tinel, Woodbury Richards as grand
year the sweet acorns were so plen parts being delicately fringed, which treasurer, Henry C. Chat to as grand
tiful that kneeling in one spot, turn peculiarity lends additional beauty to chaplain. Herman R. Winchenbaugh
ing round and round and reaching the blossom. The leaves are brown as grand guardian and L. C. Anderson
as far as possible, I picked up three ish like the checkerberry leaf and I as grand herald.
These
officers were
installed:
hundred and
sixty-five acorns, tried to chew the first ones 1 found,
though I confess I did some strong but I soon found my mistake, as they Charles E. Gregory, noble grand: Al
reaching in order to get the last half were unpalatable and not hard like bert Cables, vice grand; L. C. Jackdozen or so in order to have as many a checkerberry leaf. Then I began son. recording secretary; George A.
acorns as there are days in the year. to make closer scrutiny of the plant Tarr, financial secretary; Harry W.
Another day I gathered under va and soon found the dear little blos French, treasurer; L. C. Jackson,
rious trees more than a peck, and som. How delighted I was, for it Jr., warden: Harold H. Davis, con
thought 1 had a real prize—enough to was something new and I was but ductor: Alvah M. Spear, chaplain:
last all through the winter, but alas, a child, ten or possibly twelve years Ralph P. Fowler, R.S.S.; Martin 9.
1 found that in a short time they turn old. It seemed to me that Columbus Graves, L.S.S.; Lester A. Post. R.S.
dark and lose their taste besides be when discovering a new world felt *N.G.; Edwin G. Stetson. L.S.N.G.;
ing so hard that only a rock crush much as 1 did when discovering a Elmer Pinkham, R.S.V.G.; Howard
er would be likely to succeed in new flower. Those who have seen K. Rollins. L.S.V.G.; Milton V. Rollins,
grinding them sufficiently fine to the polygala at its best can perhaps l.G.; Harold Simmons, O.G.
Following are the installed officers
swallow’.
enter into my feelings and under of Miriam Rebekah Lodge: Alta
... *
stand something of my happiness at Dimick. noble grand: Lillian Mc
On one of these excursions 1 found
such a discovery. It seems strange Curdy. vice grand; Nettie Stewart,
a little hollow about the size of an
to me that the plant is so rarely recording secretary; Therese Smith,
ordinary kitchen, filled with the most
seen, for in each case when I have financial secretary; Grace Rollins,
beautiful plants 1 had ever seen. The
found them the plants were very- treasurer; Doris Hyler. warden; Ruth
leaves were spotted brown and
thrifty and vigorous and I expected Rogers, conductor; Winifred Wil
green so intermingled that the gen
them to reproduce themselves and liams, chaplain; Nina Davis, R.S.
eral effect was like some gorgeous
spread rapidly but instead they have N.G.; Lola Smith. L.S.N.G.; Anna
Tapestry, and I exclaimed. "Adder's
nearly disappeared, much to my re Lancaster, R.S.V.G.; Eva Rogers,
Tonguei” As I had never seen this
L. S.V.G.; Marjorie Cummings, I.G.;
plant I could not be sure, hut I had gret.
A friend, seeing my montbretias in and Helen Paladino, O.G. Mrs. Ida
read about It. and on a closer ex
bloom
a
short
time
ago.
asked
me
Huntley was appointed pianist.
amination I found several blossoms |
their name and when 1 told her she
Ice cream and cake were served to
which 1 took home and showed to
paused a moment, then said hesi nearly 300 visitors and members fol
some one who understood plants and
tatingly, “Y-e-s, but what is the hu lowed by a dance in the banquet hall.
1 learned that I was correct in my
surmise; it really was adder's tongue. man name for them?" 1 had to con
fess that montbretia is all the name
At the same time J learned that the
I ever heard for them and it is so in THE BETTING STRAWS
common name for it is dog tooth
regarj to the polygala, for I have
violet, but why I cannot imagine,
for there is no part of the plant never heard any “human" name for | Show Hoover a Favorite At
it. It was her whimsical way of
which bears the least resemblance to
3 LI to 1—Even Money He
asking for a civilized, common Eng
rfny kind of violet.
Still later I learned from a botany lish name.
Gets 300 Electoral Votes.
Most of the flower names which
that this is really one of the lily 1ammy friends regard as without sense
ily and has a bulb like any lily
Even money was quoted in Wall
though of course rather small. They and too hard to remember, really Street Monday that Herbert Hoover
mean a good deal more than such
grow somewhere in the vicinity of
would receive 300 or more votes in the
Glencove quite profusely, as my pu names as “patient Lucy, grass pink, Electoral College, or 34 more than the
pils often brought the flowers to dog tooth violet” and such local number necessary to a choice.
school. There must be other places names for most of the specific names
Hoover who was 2 to 1 favorite when
not far away where they can be applied to plants have a Latin root nominated, has increased his chances'
and
describe
the
flower
or
foliage.
found, for all the children of my ac
since then, in the view of betting
quaintance seem to be familiar with For instance: “Alba” means white. men. He was the ruling choice at 3Lj |
“
Rubra.
”
means
red,
“
Flore
pleno
”
them and it seems strange to me that
means double, or many petaled. etc. to 1 and 4 to 1. Specialists in election
In all my wanderings 1 never saw
betting in the financial district re-1
any till 1 was twenty-six years old Look at the word “Eupatorium per- ported that large sums of money were 1
foliatum,” then go and look at a
and then had to go to Portland to
held in readiness to bet on Smith, if
stalk of common thoroughwort and
find them.
his speeches during the month turn
you will find that the foliage or leaf
• ♦ . •
the tide in his favor in the big cities.
is
apparently
perforated
by
the
stem.
Away at the farther corner of those
Some of those, who are anxious to
If
you
can
’
t
find
this
plant,
cut
a
oaks, where Portland street meets
bet on Mr. Smith but afraid to in the
strip
of
paper,
tapering
it
to
a
point
another street, I found a knoll of
present circumstances, believe that
flowers which are not at all common at each end. then run a knitting some
sensational
anti-Volstead
needle
through
the
middle,
and
you
In this region; in fact 1 have seen
speeches would make the Governor
will
have
a
fair
idea
of
a
thorough
a good bet to win this fail.
them here in but two places—one on
In spite of the big odds on Mr.
the road on which I used to drive the wort leaf, and will begin to under
stand
what
“
perfoliatum
”
means.
cow to pasture, .tip over the high
Hoover at present, ’the election

RAMBLES AFIELD

Adella F. Veazie

ledge on “the new road' so called be
Rankin street, Rockland.
cause formerly the regular road was
laid out along the side of the moun
BULL MOOSE CHARGES
tain by the Benner houses then down
back of the Henry Witham house,
later known as “Si’ Larrabee's." By Belfast Motorists Have a Thrilling
Experience On the Merrill Road.
the side of this old road and near the
farther end was a deep square hole
A Belfast despatch says: ,
,
under some bushes, where we were
Clair Ward, manager of the locaj
told a child had once been buried.
plant of the Hood Creamery Co., and
Ralph J. Thompson, his assistant, re
cently had a thrilling experience with
a huge bull moose while driving in the
former’s car on the Belfast-Morrill
road, not far from the Morrill Village.
They saw the moose .loom up on the
side of the road about five feet from
the car and before lhey had time to
think he dashed at the car lights, but
missed them and landed on the run
A D 1
ning hoard.
"The two men realized that he had
AUTHORIZED DEALER
hit the car with force, but the next
instant he fell from the running board
and disappeared much to their relief.
They saw him plainly through the car
windows. The back guard was dented
and the car was otherwise scarred. A
SIX TUBES
huge bunch of the animal's fur was
left in the handle of the door and was
also scattered over the running board.
People living in the vicinity say the
deer frequently are seen there as it is
a strip of the river connecting two
large wooded sections of the town."

All Electric Sets

$77.00 less tubes
••*»
SEVEN TUBES

$106.00 less tubes

H. M. de ROCHEMONT

PLUMBING, HEATING

JOHN A. KARL & CO

106 Pleasant Street
Rockland
Telephone 244-W

118-152

FA11

few of the typical values featured at savings of the most extraordinary character.
Investigate our low prices, before you buy.

LSGM

Long Now!
Don’t Wait Until Your Feet Get Cold Before
Ordering Your Furnace

andes.pipe furnaces
SUNBEAM PIPELESS FURNACES
Prompt Service If Ordered At Once
Satisfaction Guaranteed

Rockland Hardware Co.

From the betting standpoint, the
most impressive single fact of the
campaign is the case of New Jersey.
Tlie betting was even on which can
didate would carry that state until
Hoover made his speech in New
ark. Almost immediately thereafter
J Hoover became a 2 to 1 favorite,
which he still is. This is supposed to
he a proof of a bewildered and uncrystalized public sentiment which
may be subject to sudden and
violent changes during the coming
four weeks when the big battling is
done, according to J. S. Fried of 20
Broad street.
Although the candidate's addresses
have been broadcast over great net
works, the effect of their speeches has
been greatest in the localities where
they were made. Hoover's New Jer
sey speech, for instance, seems to
have made a vast impression on that
state.
The day has not yet come, accord
ing to those who study campaigns to
het on them, when a candidate can get
results by staying in one place and
talking to the country by radio. The
personal visit of the candidate focuses
the attention of people for a radius
of 10U or 200 miles, but does not com
mand an equal degree of interest in
other parts of the country.

“When I don’t want a man's atten
tions and he asks me where I live, I
say in the suburbs.”
“Ha. ha! Excellent; but where do
you really live, Miss Brown?"
“In the suburbs, Mr. Short.”—At
lanta Journal.

Felt Base Linoleum ’

A Throw Rug Value !

33c

$1.98

Square Yard

For a few days we
offer these high grade
Axminster
Rugs—
27x54 inch size at
this« low price.
A
very fine assortment
of colors and pat
terns.

9x12 ft. Tapestry Brussels
A limited quantity of new fall pat
terns in a choice of colors, while they
last at this low price. Just .................

$16.75

Worsted Velvet Rugs
Choice of 9x12 ft. and 8!4x10!/2 ft«
heavy silky worsted yarn velvets at
this special low price. Pay on con
venient terms at ......................................

$23.50

Seamless Axminsters
Woven in one piece—9x12 ft. size,
with beautiful patterns that are sure
to please the most discriminating

buyer .........................................................

$25.00

Velvet Rugs
$33.50
Closely woven of worsted
wool yarns and beautifully
finished with fringe in a
choice of patterns.

Here is a low price
that spells economy.
Bring
your
room
measurements with
you when you come
to the store. Choice
of patterns—all fresh
stock.

9x12 ft. Puroleum Rugs

Heavy
Axminster Rugs
Many Patterns

$37.50

They are reliable, with washable sur
face and they lie flat on the floor.
At ........ ........................................................

$4.95

9x12 ft. Wilton Rugs

The close weaving, the carefully
selected yarns and the low price
makes these rugs an unsurpassed
value at this extraordinary sav
ing. Each rug is 9x12 ft. size
and you have your choice of
many of the season's newest pat
terns. Extra special !

Largest Display in Knox County!
Congoleum Rug $9.95
All fresh new stock in a
wide variety of patterns,
with borders; 9x12 ft. size.
A rare opportunity to buy
rugs at a saving.

Your choice ! All are closely woven
of fine yarns, with wool pile in all
over designs, Choice of rich colorings at only ....

$79.00

4^x6* ft. Axminsters
Choice of many
orings.
Every
guaranteed to
choose early at

new designs and col
rug is perfect and
wear well. Plan to
..................... ...................

$11.75

Wilton Rugs
$89
Some of the best values of
the season ! Rugs of un
usually fine quality, with
fringe, at this low price.

Inlaid Linoleum
Regular $2 per square yd.
Several patterns. Now only

Oak Dressers
$9.85

For Baby
$1.95

$1.25 sq. yd.

Well
made
bassinette,
with resilient steel springe
and rubber tired wheels.

Come and see with your
own eyes the wonderful
bargains in this store. You
are always welcome !
$1 Catb—$1 Weekly

Extra Special
$10.95

A Close Out
$1.95

Hoover Favorite in Jersey

SB

□»

gamblers feel, according to betting
commissioners, that a very large per-,
centage of the electorate is still unde-'
cided how to vote though leaning
toward Hoover.
There has been a betting slump in
the
last week.
partly
because
gamblers had a greater immediate interest in the world series and partly
5ecause bettorg fee, that ,hecampaign
is so far in its preliminary sparring
stage and that the heavy fighting is to
he done in the next four weeks. Men |
who want to risk money on the elec
tion, for instance, are reported to be
watching eagerly the effect of
Hoover’s speechmaking in the South.
It is considered possible that he may
take a state or two from Governor
mith and smash the Solid South.
The betting is now even money
which man carries North Carolina. It
is 2 to 1 that Governor Smith carries
Florida, 2 to 1 that he carries Texas
and 3 to 1 that he carries Alabama.
Twelve years ago it was 100 to 1 that
the Democrat would carry any of
these four states. Even if Hoover
does not carry a single one of the 10
states of the “Solid South,” it is be
lieved that the effect of the campaign
will be a lasting one, as it has re
sulted in the building up of a South
ern Republican organization.
On the other side of the shield, Mr.
Hoover is only a 4 to 1 favorite in
Pennsylvania, where the Republican
normally should be a 20 to 1 choice, I
and bets are offered that Smith will
have the largest popular vote ever
cast in that state for a Democratic
candidate for the Presidency. Mr. I
Hoover is a 2 to 1 favorite to win Illi- |
nois, but Smith supporters say that
the Governor would have had at least
an even chance to carfy that state, ex
cept for the death of George E. Bren
nan.

Eastern Furniture Company — The Friendly Store

A Martha Washington
sewing cabinet that is
very useful as well as
attractive.
Note the
drawer space and the
convenient compartment
on either end.

Breakfast room chairs
at a price that will close
them out in a hurry.
They are well made of
select hardwood. Buy
a set at once. Unfinished

4 Poster Bed
$21.75
We are featuring
a limited quantity at
this low price. Choice
of walnut or mohagony
color.

Furniture Company

SPECIAL!
50 lb. Cotton Mattress

Cedar Chests
$23.50

Made of select cotton, covered with heavy art
ticking which is closely tufted and stitched
with a roll edge. These 50-lb. mattresses
wdl sell in a hurry at our special price. A
small deposit delivers your purchase and the
price is only .....................
$1 Delivers—$1 Weekly

A vary beautiful chest
that afford, real moth
and dust protection for
fine clothing and furs.
Note the artistic trim
mings and particularly
the style. Save !
Others $9 to $50

$6.85

The Friendly Store

283 Main Street, Rockland
*

